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PREFACE 

Although conscious of the unique impact of the Gita- 

Govinda and its phenomenal pervasive influence throughout 

India, I had no idea that the project entitled ‘Gita-Govinda 

and the Indian artistic traditions’ (on which I had launched 

some years ago) would assume such gigantic proportions. 

Over these years the more I have delved into it, the more 

humble and small I have felt before the subject of my 

enquiry. The tiny book of barely twenty-four cantos 

ascends to the fathomless depths of the ocean and the im¬ 

measurable perennial flow of the Ganges. 

I had begun in the belief that the primary source mate¬ 

rial was largely known and that my task would be to pull 

together the diverse threads for a meaningful examination 

of the creative use of the principles of inter dependence and 

inter-relationship of the Indian literary, plastic and perform¬ 

ing arts, enunciated in the aesthetic theories. The primary 

objective was to undertake a case study of this artistic pheno¬ 

menon through a single work so as to unfold the multiple 

dimensions of the poetic imagery and its manifestations 

through diverse media. 

As I proceeded I realised that despite the hundred odd 

published editions, commentaries and translations of the 

Gita-Govinda (now included in the bibliography), there was 

a vast body of primary source material extant in private and 

public collections which required investigation. This ranged 

from epigraphical records, commentaries, translations and 

imitations, based on the Gita-Govinda to pictorial material 

in practically all schools of miniature painting. It was also 

necessary to undertake extensive field work in temples, 

melas, community gatherings, in order to assess its survival 

in the living continuities still vibrant in contemporary music 

and dance performance. 

It soon became clear that neither a historical reconstruction 

nor a critical appraisal of the totality of the impact of the 

Gita-Govinda was possible without a fuller examination of 

this hitherto unknown material. 

The first pre-requisite was thus to list, collate, document 

the primary material, scattered all over India and some re¬ 

positories abroad. Even a rough listing of the unpublished 

manuscripts aggregated 1500 or more. Besides, there were 

secondary sources from the field of poetics, music, dance and 

drama, which required to be perused, apart from the creative 

works of the different Indian languages. The documenta¬ 

tion of the oral traditions accumulated to about two hundred 

hours of taped music, and this is by no means comprehensive. 

The classification and analysis of this material became a 

task unto itself, primary and fundamental to any subsequent 

interpretative appraisal of the totality of the Gita-Govinda 

traditions. A full investigation of this material will per¬ 

haps make it possible to identify the exact paths of mobility 

and the nature of interaction and communication which 

took place, and takes place, amongst regions and diverse arts 

and between levels of society. 



While this task will remain an essential pre-requisite for 

a historical reconstruction, recognising the limitations of a 

single researcher for conducting such an inter-disciplinary 

study, the original methodology and approach has been 

slightly modified. It is now proposed to provide an anno¬ 

tated catalogue and bibliography of the primary source mate¬ 

rial (under preparation) for future researches. I am for 

the present restricting myself to an intensive analysis of a 

select number of unpublished manuscripts and commentaries. 

The annotated bibliography, when complete, will hopefully 

provide the basis for the rough chronology of the spread of 

' the Gita-Govinda over a period of six hundred years of 

Indian history. 

Amongst the unpublished manuscripts is a valuable group 

of illustrated manuscripts and sets of miniature paintings 

based on the Gita-Govinda. They are found in all parts of 

India and in Nepal, except Kashmir and the South. They 

range from the mid-fifteenth century to the late nineteenth 

century. 

As a first step, it is proposed to consider each of these 

manuscripts and sets of paintings based on the Gita-Govinda 

individually. Nearly forty such unpublished manuscripts, 

or sets of paintings, comprising about 600 paintings, have 

been located and fully documented. This has come as a 

welcome suprise, especially because I was strongly advised 

to exclude this area in the mistaken, though sincere belief, 

that all the illustrated manuscripts were known and pub¬ 

lished. While I am greatful for the advice of the eminent 

art historians, I am glad I did not accept it, because my 

research has belied this notion. Indeed, it is my belief that 

more illustrated manuscripts may still come to light. 
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Be this as it may, the discovery and full documentation 

of these illustrated manuscripts demands a full study of each 

one individually. The are significant both as primary in¬ 

controvertible data for determining chronology, and valuable 

for their intrinsic worth as pictorial expression. They pro¬ 

vide the basis for exploring the nature of relationship between 

the poetic theme, phraseology and imagery and the pictorial 

interpretation. Each of these studies is planned as an in- 

depth study from the point of view of the inter-relationship 

and interdependence of the diverse artistic media, especially 

textual and pictorial, and will not be restricted to mere 

stylistic analysis of each pictorial school. Perhaps this will 

fulfil one initial objective of the project, namely to investi¬ 

gate the power of the literary work for multiple interpreta¬ 

tions and the creative use of the principle of inter-relation¬ 

ship and interdependence at the pan-Indian, as also regional, 

local, specific level. 

Ten such monographs on the illustrated manuscripts and 

sets of paintings are planned. Critical volumes on the Gita- 

Govinda and the history of the literary, pictorial and per¬ 

forming arts will follow. 

For the present, five such monographs are in the press. 

They belong to different regions of India extending from 

Mewar to Assam. The Jaur Gita-Cjovinda is the first amongst 

these individual monographs to be published. The manus¬ 

cript is valuable both as a dated document, with a clear 

colophon, which enables us to establish chronology, comment 

on date, provenance, etc., and for the excellence of its lite¬ 

rary and pictorial material. It raises many important ques¬ 

tions of the development of languages and dialects and the 

evolution of miniature painting styles, during the last 

quarter of the sixteenth century. 



Although the monograph stands on its own, it must be 

considered as one of a series and as a unit of the larger study 

on the Gita-Govinda and the Indian artistic traditions. It 

will, 1 hope, provide the basis for critically examining some 

fundamental assumptions of the Indian arts, particularly the 

processes and nature of interaction amongst regions, lan¬ 

guages and the arts. Perhaps the analysis will also reveal 

the areas of dependence and autonomy of word, paint line, 

brush and colour. Further, it may unfold the manner by 

which a theme is interpreted concurrently at the universal 

mythical and local specific plane. 

I am gratified that the National Museum of India should 

have decided to publish this first volume in their publication 

programme. I am grateful to the institution and to its 

officers, particularly Dr. N. R. Banerjee, Dr. P. Banerjee, 

Dr. C. B. Pandey, Shri B. S. Bisht and Shri J. C. Arora who 

have all been most cooperative and helpful. Dr. Grace Morley 

has always been gracious in sparing time to peruse manus¬ 

cripts with meticulous care and offer many valuable and 

constructive editorial suggestions. To her, I offer my sin- 

cerest thanks. Shri B. M. Jawalia of the Saraswati Bhandar, 

Rajasthan, has helped in determining the exact data of the 

colophon according to the Christian era. Besides, he res¬ 

ponded readily to my request for an edited version of the 

Mewari-Bagari text. This appears as an appendix. I am 

grateful to him. 

Many museums and individuals have given permission for 

reproductions of paintings from collections. I am grateful 

to them all, particularly to the Prince of Wales Museum, 

Bombay, and the B. J. Institute, Ahmedabad, the Bharat 

Kala Bhavan, especially Dr. Anand Krishna and Shri O. P. 

Tandon, the Saraswati Bhandar, Udaipur, particularly 

Shri B. M. Jawalia, the Maharaja of Kankorali, through 

Shri U. P. Shah, the Gujarat Society Museum, Ahmedabad, 

particularly Shri Ramesh Patel, and many others. To 

Shri S. Sharma and Shri Krishan Kumar, I am indebted for 

typing the manuscripts and the bibliography. 

Finally, 1 am grateful to the Jawaharlal Memorial Fund 

for the award of the Jawaharlal Nehru Fellowship. It pro¬ 

vided the opportunity to conduct a research which has 

assumed, as I have said before, the dimensions of a life-long 

pursuit. I should particularly like to thank Dr. Karan 

Singh for his encouragement and interest. 

On this occasion, I should also like to remember with 

deep gratitude two other persons. First my Guru, the late 

Amobi Singh, who was responsible for the first creative 

experience of the Gita-Govinda in Manipuri. Indeed, the 

research was initially begun at his command and behest. 

Secondly, my revered father who provided the emotional 

security and support throughout the period of my fellow¬ 

ship. Although both are no longer with me physically, I 

know that their spirit will continue to provide the inspira¬ 

tion and faith to pursue the Gita-Govinda for many more 

years. Also, I know that both would have rejoiced at this 

first tiny fruit of the many branched and hued tree which 

is the Gita-Govinda. GurujI would have exclaimed : 

“Jai Radhe”, “Jai Radhe”. 

New Delhi 

27th May, 1979. 

Kapila Vatsyayan 
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INTRODUCTION 

In an attempt to study the unique role of the Gita-Govinda 

in the literary, pictorial, musical and theatrical history of the 

Indian arts between 1250-1850 many hitherto unpublished 

illustrated manuscripts of the Gita-Govinda have come to 

light. These belong to diverse schools of Indian miniature 

painting and cover a vast geographical area ranging from 

Gujarat to Orissa and Assam. While an independent larger 

study is contemplated on the Gita-Govinda and the Indian 

artistic traditions (literary, visual and the performing arts), 

the present monograph restricts itself to a consideration of 

an important illustrated manuscript acquired by the National 

Museum in 1976. Similar monographs on twenty other 

unpublished illustrated Gita-Govinda manuscripts are 

envisaged as part of the larger study. This volume should 

be considered as one of the series. 

The manuscript acquired by the National Museum is 

described so far, as a Gujarati illustrated manuscript of the 

16th century. It raises some questions regarding both the 

language and the prose style of the text, as also the stylistic 

features of the paintings. 

The accession details of the manuscript as per General 

Accession Register in the National Museum are : 

Title: Gita-Govinda 

General Acc. No.: 76.115/1 -30 

Language: Gujarati 

Script: DevanagarT 

Date: 1650 Sariivat, i.e. 1593 A.D. 

Total folios: 30 

Illustrations: 28 

Size of folios: 27x7 cms. 

Size of illustrations: 22.5x7 cms. 

I he first observation on these details pertains to the 

language of the manuscript. Although on the face of it the 

language appeared to have some Gujarati case endings, a 

reference both to Shri U. P. Shah and the B. J. Institute, 

Ahmedabad, confirmed our initial finding that the text was 

not in old Gujarati. Shri B. M. Jawalia of the Rajasthan 

Oriental Research Institute, Udaipur, ultimately helped in 

deciphering the language and kindly sent a working Nagarl 



transcription and Hindi rendering of the text. He has now 

edited the text which appears in Devanagarl as Appendix I. 

At the outset it should be made clear that the text is in 

prose and that the author is not following the patterns of the 

sargas and prabandhas of Jayadeva’s Gita-Govinda. It will 

also be evident that although the manuscript has been classi¬ 

fied and catalogued initially as a Gita-Govinda manuscript, it 

is in fact a work which may be identified as one modelled 

on the Gita-Govinda in old Mewari (with words of old 

Bagarl), but is not a faithful translation of the Gita-Govinda. 

These initial comments are necessary in view of the fact that 

so far all the scholars who have had a first look at the 

manuscript have called it a Gita-Govinda manuscript in 

Gujarati of the 16th century. These include Dr. Anand 

Krishna and Dr. B. N. Goswamy ; the National Museum 

and the scholars will no doubt revise these tentative findings 

when they examine the manuscript more closely. 

Based on the edited version and Shri Jawalia’s reading of 

the text, a translation of the contents is presented. The 

textual and pictorial material has been correlated. Thereafter 

an attempt has been made to evaluate both its historical and 

artistic importance. Its provenance and the colophon make 

it an important piece of evidence for a re-assessment of the 

evolution of early Rajasthani painting. Its language and 

the method of narration assume significance in the context 

of literary drama or recitative forms. 

Although it has not been possible to include here a 

complete faithful translation of the text, the gist of each folio 

and the bhavas (sentences or sections) as literally as possible, 

has been presented to convey the main points of the narrative 
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and the manner in which the theme is handled. The text 

and illustration folios have been placed in juxtaposition to 

give an idea of the relationship of the text and the 

illustrations. 

Even from this somewhat abridged description of the 

thematic content of the work, it will be clear that although 

the work has been considered a Gita-Govinda manuscript, it 

is in fact a text closely modelled on the Gita-Govinda, but 

not an exact translation of the Gita-Govinda. There are 

significant departures in the sequence of events. A closer 

comparison of this prose version and other similar versions 

in Gujarati, early Rajasthani and Mewari may well tell 

us of the existence of a nataka based on the Ciita-Govinda 

which was called Sri Bhagavan Govinda Rangalila. For the 

time being, however, we have looked at this text and 

illustrations alone for the few conclusions which are obvious 

and the many questions it raises both from the point of view 

of the text and the illustrations. 

1. First is the question of provenance. The language and 

the colophon make it clear that this does not belong either 

to early Gujarati or to an Apabhrarhsa bhasa which is akin 

to AvadhT, etc. but is a BagarT-Mewari mixture. It is 

apparently from a village called Jaur (sittt). or Javar. 

The exact location of the village is thirty miles from Udaipur. 

The village continues to be a centre of the traditional arts. 

The name, Klratadasa, may refer either to the author or the 

painter. The exact date works out to be 17th February 

1594 A.D. and not 1593 A.D., so far given in the accession 

details of the National Museum. 

2. The narrative reads in part as a story, but rather more 



as a dialogue with three main characters — Radha, SakhT and 

Krsna. The dialogues are written in a simple style as 

conversation with many familiar similies and metaphors, but 

without the ornate elaboration of riti kdla poetry of a slightly 

later date. The author’s acquaintance with the original 

Gita-Govinda is clearly evident in the manner in which the 

story proceeds alternating between separation and union. It 

is also obvious that although the sequence of many events is* 

changed, the author was familiar with Rana Kumbha’s 

commentary. 

3. The appearance of the word jhanki is significant; it points 

to a dramatic presentation of a tableaux type which begins 

to appear in the 16th century in many parts of Northern 

India. The word is used in two different senses: first in its 

primary meaning as glimpse, and the second in its derived 

meaning as referring to a jhanki type of presentation. It may 

also suggest that the prose rendering may have been a 

pictorial representation of a play by that name. Also words 

like ghumar, etc. for the dance tell us of the author’s 

preoccupation with a typical dance form prevalent in 

Rajasthan. 

4. The composition's heavy reliance on the Gita-Govinda 

is borne out by both the colophon and the internal evidence 

of the text. Many passages are a faithful prose rendering 

of passages of the Gita-Govinda. In others the author departs 

fairly radically and often he changes the sequence of events. 

5. Finally, there is the important question of determining 

the stylistic features of the paintings, in relation to what has 

been termed as the Western Indian or Gujarati school by 

some and the Apabhramsa by others. Also, since the 

language and the provenance is Rajasthan, it would be 

necessary to investigate if a similar style was prevalent in 

other parts of Rajasthan by comparing it with other examples, 

both contemporaneous and those that precede and follow it. 

While it is not the purpose of this monograph at this stage 

to attempt a comprehensive analysis of the manuscript from 

all these points of view, a few broad conclusions are 

self-evident. 

The manuscript is valuable for a study of the spread of the 

Gita-Govinda in different parts of India. Judging from the 

inscriptional evidence of Palhanapura1 it would appear that 

the theme, if not the work, had already travelled to Gujarat 

within sixty to seventy years of its creation. Then occurs 

a larger gap because the next important commentary on the 

Gita-Govinda appears only in the fifteenth century with the 

writing of Mananka’s commentary and Rana Kumbha's 

commentary on the Gita-Govinda in 1463 (15th century).2 

To this period also belongs the earliest Gujarati series on the 

Gita-Govinda to which Sri M. R. Mazmudar had drawn our 

attention as early as 1938.3 This series, however, restricts 

itself to the Dasavatara theme. Literary works based on the 

Gita-Govinda begin to appear in all parts of India, including 

Bengal, Orissa, Mithila, Rajasthan, Crujarat and Andhra 

Pradesh by the 16th century. A chronological history of 

this material is being attempted elsewhere and this will make 

the mobility pattern clear. Here it is sufficient to point 

out that prose works based on the Gita-Govinda are as 

prolific as the commentaries and the imitations which 

indicate a tala and raga for each prabandha. The present 

work does not fall into the category of either the commentaries 

or the imitations meant to be sung or danced and which are 
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found in practically all parts of India. It belongs to a genre 

which was prevalent in Orissa where a dramatic presentation 

in prose was attempted. Amongst these the Piyusa Laharl 

from Orissa is an important landmark. Other versions of a 

similar nature appear in Gujarati and Maithili.5 

The manner of this dramatic recital is obviously in the form 

of a jhdnki. a tableaux-like presentation, in which many 

lila natakas were presented in Northern India.6 The division 

of the bhdvas where the story moves from one situation to 

the other was a common feature of all the Ilia natakas of the 

period. Possibly this type of prose recitation accompanied 

a dramatic presentation. 

Although the work under consideration does not follow the 

Bhagavata Parana and is closely modelled on the Gita- 

Govinda, it has some interesting departures. The chief 

amongst these are the two seeming meetings of Krsna and 

Radha in an intermediate stage without an actual consumma¬ 

tion. These may be accounted for by the author’s misreading 

the sections of the Gita-Govinda where the fantasies of Radha 

and Krsna of reminiscences are vividly described. While the 

theme of separation and meeting is repeated in the work, 

its movement pattern does not have the same easy flow that we 

witness in the Gita-Govinda. There are some abrupt passages 

and transitions. It would, for example, be difficult to break 

up the present work into the complete series of nayika bhedas 

so evident in the transition from one mood to an other in 

the Gita-Crovinda. Nevertheless, there is a clear movement 

of vipralambha and sambhoga, the two predominant aspects 

of presenting the srngdra rasa. Each of these is clearly and 

unequivocally presented both in the case of Radha and Krsna. 

The role of the sakhi is important and she presents a near 
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perfect example of the conventional character with all the 

attributes of the poetic motif. In this respect it faithfully 

follows the Gita-Govinda format. The role of the sakhi in 

persuading Radha and Krsna is indispensable to the concep¬ 

tion, on many planes, both mystical and artistic. 

Thematically, the illustrations have a vague but not a 

precise relationship with the text. Obviously the two media, 

i.e. the ‘word’ and the ‘visual presentation’, handle the same 

theme with an autonomy distinctive to each medium. The 

deduction that the illustrations are only a stimulus for the 

painter to interpret the theme according to his unique under¬ 

standing would not be incorrect judging from this example 

and many others. Indeed, the painter takes a single word or a 

single sentence or motif to represent the mood pictorially. 

Variations and improvisations are many. The painter is no¬ 

where trying to illustrate the text precisely or unimaginatively, 

a view point held by some in the context of Indian miniatures. 

What is perhaps nearer to the truth is the fact that the painter 

perhaps like the theatre director or the director of jhdnki type 

of presentation was choosing the most dramatic heightened 

moment for his presentation. In this respect the latter two 

were closer to each other than to the verbal expression, full 

of loaded imagery of the poet. 

Finally, as regards the style of the paintings and the use 

of spatial demarcations, sense of the perspective, the linear 

drawing of figures, the use of the ‘extended eye’ or the ‘farther 

eye’, the pointed nose, the use of coiffures and garments, 

the manuscript is reminiscent of some others found in 

Gujarat, but never identical. It has, however, little or 

nothing in common with the Gnta-Govinda folios in the 

Prince of Wales Museum, known as the CaurapancdSikd 



group. Nor does it have any features of the other Gita- 

Govinda paintings of the N. C. Mehta collection now in the 

Gujarat Museum Society or the one with the Maharaja of 

Kankorali, all identified as the early Western Indian by some 

and Rajasthani by others. Also, the style of these paintings 

does not make it a natural precursor of the two folios of the 

Gita-Govinda in the National Museum and those others of 

the early 18th century in the Udaipur Museum or that of the 

Saraswati Bhandara (c. 1714 A.D. and c. 1654 A.D. respectively) 

or the Kumar Sangram Singh collection or the Gita-Govinda 

in the Maharaja of Jaipur collection.7 It has also little to 

do with the examples of early Rajasthani paintings brought 

to light by Ratan Parimoo and called Lodhi period by Karl 

Khandalavala.8 It is also not akin to some folios of the Cnta- 

Govinda recently acquired by the City Palace Museum, Jaipur. 

The rough chronology of some of these Gita-Govinda sets so 

far accepted places them in this order: 

(a) The Gita-Govinda, Gujarati, published by Sri M. R. 

Mazmudar, 15th Century.5 

(b) .The Gita-Govinda in the B. J. Institute, Ahmedabad, in 

a folk idiom, also published by M. R. Mazmudar. He places 

it in the 15th century and Sri Karl Khandalavala places it in 

the early 17th century.10 

(c) The Caurapancasika style Gita-Govinda, dated 1525-1570 

by Karl Khandalavala, considered to be from Jaunpur.11 

(d) The Gita-Govinda folios in the National Museum, also 

dated late 16th century by Moti Chandra and Karl 

Khandalavala (c. 1575 A.D.).12 

(e) The Gita-Grovinda of the N. C. Mehta collection which 

N. C. Mehta places in the 15th century and Moti Chandra 

and Karl Khandalavala in the early 17th century (1610 A.D.).11 

(f) A few folios (eighteen) of the Giia-Govinda acquired by 

the City Palace Museum, Jaipur in 1977. Stylistically it is 

close to the Dasamaskandha of the Jodhpur Library or the 

Dasarnaskandlia of the Jagdish Mittal collection.1* 

(g) A Gita-Govinda set in the collection of the Maharaja of 

Kankorali, some of its folios being in the same style as some 

folios of the N. C. Mehta collection. This set would also have 

to be placed latest at the end of the 16th or early 17th 

centuries.15 

(h) A Gita-Govinda set in the collection of the Maharaja 

of Jaipur. Stylistically it is closer to the Malwa idiom16 and 

cannot perhaps be dated later than mid 17th century. 

(i) 4 he Gita-Govinda set in the Saraswati Bhandara, Udaipur, 

judging from a colophon which appears in a manuscript of 

the Kavipriyd which precedes the Gita-Govinda manuscript. 

This belongs to the mid-seventeenth century.17 

(j) Some paintings of this set, i.e. (i) above, are close to the 

Gita-Govinda in the collection of the Raja of Navalagarh, 

dated 1650 A.D. by Motichandra in the Lalit Kala Akademi 

publication on Mewar paintings.18 

Thereafter follow other Gita-Govinda sets in the various 

sub-schools of Bundi, Kishangarh and Jaipur and those of 

Basohli and Kangra in the 18th and 19th centuries which 

we need not take into consideration here. 



Judging from the clear colophon of 1593 A.D., it would 

be reasonable to expect a style which would be nearer either 

to the sets mentioned at (b), above or certainly as (d), (e) or (f). 

It should also be expected that it may have something to do 

with the later sets mentioned at (i) and (j). Its date may 

even make us expect a style which may co-ordinate with the 

Caurapancdsika group.19 

The present Gita-Govinda belies all these expectations and 

takes us back visually to recollect vaguely the Balagopalastuti 

series of the 15th century, some marginal figures of the 

Devasano Pado Kalpasutra and the features of the Maha- 

purdna of Digambar Naya Mandir of the 15th century.20 

In short, this is a style which appears to have been 

abandoned by the mid 16th century by all the Gita-Govinda 

sets mentioned above, and by many paintings of the 

Laur-candd group. 

However, it also does not exhibit the formal elements of 

what is generally recognized as the Jaina School, identified 

with the Kalpasutra or the Kdlakdcdrya Katha series found 

in many collections in regard to division of spatial areas or 

the manner of presenting die narrations. The compositional 

pattern is closer to the Digambar Naya Mandir Mahapurana 

and yet not identical. The movements of the dancers, how¬ 

ever, are rather vaguely reminiscent of the Vasantavilasa21 and 

the Vaisnava paintings of Gujarat. But the similarity ends 

here. The impression of the overcrowding of the latter is 

totally absent here. Some paintings of the Balagopalastuti, 

however, have this sense of space, where figures are freely 

interspersed. 

First, let us take the distinctive feature of the format of 
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these paintings. As will be clear from the accompanying 

photographs and the initial description, each of the folios 

is invariably divided into a number of sections. Only two 

or three present a single sequence spread throughout the 

painting area (e.g. folio 24). Normally there are three sec¬ 

tions (e.g. folios 4, 6, etc.) but in some there are either two 

(folio 5) or in a few, four or five (folios 26 and 27). The 

maximum, as in two illustration folios, are five. Each of these 

is largely a single unit where one single dramatic event is 

presented unlike other miniatures of the Western Indian 

schools where multiple scenes or groups are evident in a 

vertical or horizontal arrangement in mutually exclusive self 

contained frames. Where the actual frame is broken, the 

trees serve as a space divider in the Western Indian or 

Apabhrariisa.22 In the matter of garments, ornaments and the 

coiffure patterns, the paintings have some features common 

to what we see in what has been called ‘Western Indian’ 

painting, but not early Rajasthani of the 17th century.33 

Therein the dhoti with a sash of Krsna suggesting 

a pitambara and an ahgavastra. In most scenes he 

is seen in this except in folio 4 (section one) where he sits 

with a short striped dhoti or shorts, with a tuft or hair on top, 

and in folio 6, where also he wears a short, dhoti or shorts of 

a criss-cross pattern. In some the longer dhoti has a printed 

design (folio 7, 1st section) while in most others it is a plain 

or a striped dhoti. In one folio (illustration folio 9) there 

is yet another variant of the short dhoti, which in this case 

comes down to the knee, with sash hanging in front. This 

type of dhoti is not seen in the various Balagopalastuti series 

or in other Vaisnava paintings of Gujarat. In the latter they 

are tighter, stiffer and more formal. The parallels with some 

Vaisnava paintings are close but there is no immediate 

identity. Radha, the sakhi and other gopis and dancers are 



seen in a variety of costumes which can also be grouped under 

three or four types. There is a long flowing plain or printed 

dhoti of Radha and sakhT, which is obviously not a skirt, 

despite the impression that the gathers, or the sash in front, 

create. Raclha and the sakhi wear a tight choll as upper 

garment, a characteristic feature of many paintings of the 

‘Western Indian' or more specifically the Jaina School of 

the late 15th century but not always of the 16th century.24 

However, the saris of the present manuscript are never draped 

tightly around the legs and hips as is evident in the 

Kaplasutra or Kalakacarya Kathd, (i.e. Devasano Pado or 

Jaunpur, or the Jamanagar Kalpasutra) and others of the 

Jaina schools.25 The saris here are loose and flowing and 

invariably reach only to the ankles. However, the gopis 

with Krsna or appearing solo as dance figures always wear 

shorts coming down only to the knee, a common feature of 

some marginal figures of dancers in the Devasano Pado 

Kalpasutra and many in the Jamanagar Kalpasutra. These 

appear on folio 6 (section 2), folio 20 (section 2) and folio 

27 (section 4) in the present manuscript. This costume of 

the ‘shorts’ of the dancers is an important clue for establising 

a link between Lhe present manuscript and those others of the 

Jaina tradition26 which precede it but are not contemporary. 

It is interesting to note that there are many continuations 

of the earlier style which are abandoned in other examples 

of the late 16th century. An interesting costume of the 

cowherd or a peasant or possibly Balarama speaking to 

Krsna appears in folio 28 (section 2) where we encounter a 

short dhoti and a headdress seen in the Krsna and cowherd 

scenes of the Balagopdlastuti series,27 and other Vaisnava 

paintings from Gujarat. Important also, are the trees, the 

foliage and the depiction of clouds, the flowing river and 

the delineation of the animals. Most vivacious are the several 

folios where cows are seen. An unmistakable rhythm and 

a sense of movement and linear perspective are communicated 

through the pair or groups of cows in folios 2, 6, 9, 10, 13, 

22 and 26. In each of these they appear to shaie the joy, 

distress or surprise of their master. The painter uses them 

as supporting motifs to create the mood, although there is 

no mention of their existence in the text. The rhythm and 

the movement of the animals is achieved through an easy 

flow of a clearly sketched outline which is drawn with a 

minimum of strokes. They are impressive for their brush- 

work and greatly enhance the lyrical, pastoral charm of the 

pictorial presentation. Again, although these are reminiscent 

of a similar depiction in the paintings of the Balagopdlastuti 

series, the present illustrator has a more flexible (less rigid) 

approach. Also the animals are invariably placed in an 

asymmetrical pattern, unlike the neat symmetry of the row 

of animals in the Balagopdlastuti as also in other Vaisnava 

paintings from Gujarat. Clouds are depicted through a 

minimum of curvilinear lines, which serve as an essential 

background to indicate the passage of time and the hour 

of the day. Their curvilinear patterns are in deep contrast 

to the static and vertical portrayal of trees. The trees and 

the foliage are used to demarcate different painting areas, 

or to clearly distinguish the scene as being indoors or out¬ 

doors. The circular, rather formalized drawing of the 

foliage of the trees, emphasizes the rounded contours without 

minute details of leaves and branches. Also by the diminish¬ 

ing size of the trees, gradually receding, a new sense of 

perspective is created. This is a marked distinguishing 

feature of the paintings. Nevertheless, the few, but sure 

strokes (e.g. folios 5, 6, 9, 12 etc.) are most effectively used. 

This feature of an optical perspective distinguishes the 

illustrations from all the others to which they are being com- 
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pared. Finally, there is the depiction of the Yamuna in many 

of these folios. In each of them it is represented through two 

diagonals in a large horizontal area, with wavy or semicircular 

patterns suggestive of waves or the rhythm of water. In a 

few simply drawn fish can be seen. This device is a common 

cliche of many painting styles of the 15th and 16th centuries 

and helps in establishing locale and indicating distance for 

the journey which the heroine or hero has to undertake. In 

folio 7 (section 1) Krsna’s journey is thus represented and in 

folios 10 and 13 Krsna’s presence on the banks of the Yamuna 
is similarly effectively stablished. A sense of waiting and 

of being separated and yet longing for Radha is conveyed by 

changing the spatial arrangement in folio 22, where a trian¬ 

gular space in a corner (of section 1) represent the Yamuna. 

The feature of representing a river as a dividing line for 

different moods and for establishing locale is common and 

can also be seen in some of the paintings of the Western 
Indian, Jaina and Vaisnava schools of the 15th, 16th and 17th 

centuries,2* and also in some early Rajasthani paintings. 

But all said and done, these are all the externals of the 

formal composition of the painting. Flic format, the divi¬ 

sion of spatial areas, the delineation of animal and plant life 

ultimately are the outer elements. While the stylistic 

characteristics of the paintings result from these, their 

dominant characteristic features are dependent more on the 
portrayal of the human figure, the basic drawing and the 

groupings. It is here that one discerns the unique features 

of the illustrations of the manuscript. As has been pointed 

out before, although it discards the stereotyped formal treat¬ 

ment of the Western Indian Jaina miniature paintings, there 

is a distinct continuity. Dr. Anancl Krishna suggests that 

the freer and less rigid composition was conditioned by the 
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use of paper from palm-leaf and Lhc comparative larger surface 

which Lhc painter was using.20 While this may be true we 

find that in plastic terms it is also a thicker brush stroke which 

accounts for the impression of a comparative freer movement, 

less sharp and defined than the 15th and early 16th century 

Western Indian Jaina or Vaisnava miniatures. Indeed, if 

some of the marginal figures of the Devasano Pado or 

Jamanagar Kalpasutra were enlarged and deliberately made 

slightly out of focus they may well lead to this type of 

portraiture. These illustrations achieve a sense of freedom 

without using a large surface area. We must remember the 

size of the folios. The oval face, with the pointed nose, the 

pinched cheek and the extended eye are dominant features 

of these illustrations, as they are of the other Vaisnava pain¬ 

tings of the Western or Gujarat school.00 However, the squat 

treatment of a few of the former is replaced by a linear 
draughtsmanship in this manuscript suggesting an elongation 

rather than a dwarfing. The arms are more often than not 

in an extended outflowing movement always covering larger 

space. I his gives these paintings a much greater sense of 

freedom, fluidity and easier flow, without a feeling of crowding 

so dominant in the others. The movement of the arms of the 

Western Indian paintings of the Bdlagopdlastuti and some 

others are close but not exact parallels. While there are 

many affinities with these paintings, this illustrated manuscript 

is a class by itself for its creative skill and innovative spirit. 

It can be distinguished from all these other paintings, as also 

naturally from the Gita-GovindLa series in the Prince of Wales 

Museum of the Caurapancdsikd group, and from those of the 

Gujarat Museum Society, the National Museum and the one 

with the Maharaja of Kankorali. The closest parallel perhaps 
which comes to mind is that of the illustrated Pancatantra 
manuscript of the 15th century in the Bharat Kala Bhavan31 



dealt with by Dr. Anand Krishna in the report on the Seminar 

on some Aspects of Jaina Art and Aachitecture. Although there 

are many divergences in the manner of draping, costuming, 

headgear and coiffure, the Gita-Govinda manuscript is a 

continuation of the trends which seem to have set in by the 

late 15th century of breaking the rigid frames into unequal 

painting areas. The extended or the farther eye is con¬ 

spicuously absent in all the Gita-Govinda series which are con¬ 

sidered to precede the present manuscript {i.e. the Prince of 

W ales Museum and the National Museum). It also disappears 

in the N. C. Mehta, Kankorali and City Palace Museum, 

Jaipur folios, all roughly contemporaneous with the present 

manuscript. However, we see a style very close to this style 

in the 16th century Parsvanatha-PadmavatT vastrapata of the 

L. 1). Institute. In this vastrapata the further eye is used 

to great effect with a remarkable flexibility of approach. It is 

without doubt a creative and not a stereotyped use of the 

mannerism. Since in point of time the manuscript appears 

after the Pancat antra, the Digambar Naya Mandir 

Malidpurdna, as also the Gita-Govinda in the Prince of Wales 

Museum and the National Museum (supposedly of 1525-1570 

A.D.) and precedes those of the Gita-Govinda in the B. J. 

Institute, the N. C. Mehta Gita-Govinda and the Kankorali 

and possibly the newly acquired Gita-Govinda by the City 

Palace Museum, Jaipur, and the Udaipur manuscript of the 

early 18th century, a few deductions are self evident. 

One, a largely accepted one and one can only agree with 

it is that what one knows as the Western Indian school or 

Apabhramsa was not necessarily restricted to Gujarat and its 

environs and was extended over a larger area. The other, 

that the many stylistic and other features of the 15th century 

and early 16th century, identified normally as the Jaina 

Kalpasulra paintings and the Vaisnava Bdlagopalastuti (i.e. 

early Western Indian or Apabhrariisa) continued well into 

the late 16th century, although there was a breaking of many 

formal conventions of spatial arrangements with a new sense 

of a symmetry and a freer use of space, etc. This was coeval 

or even later than the emergence of other styles which have 

been referred to by several names, such as the Caurapancasika 

and Laur Candd group, early Rajasthani, etc., all dated so 

far in the second half of the 16th century. It is also clear 

that this style can be clearly distinguished from the Devasano 

Pado Kalpasulra and the Bdlagopalastuti series because of a 

thicker brush stroke in contour drawing. 

The colour scheme of the paintings presents a transitional 

stage from the rich definite red and blues of the Jaina paint¬ 

ings, to a completely different palette of contemporaneous 

Rajasthani paintings. In this respect they are very close to the 

Bdlagopdlastuti paintings. There is a pastel effect in many of 

these illustrations through the use of a didl brick red or, 

sometimes, a neutral background and a subtle use of deep blue, 

ochre and ultramarine. The halo of Krsna and the stripes 

of the dhoti of Krsna and those of the sakhis are invariably in 

dull brick red, verging on a pink. In the illustrations where 

the background is in this red, the Yamuna is in blue with 

two delicate inner lines in red. Within the same folio there 

is often great variety such as (folio 15) where the first section 

has a blue background, the second a red, and the third with 

the sakhi a yellow background. An innovative spirit is 

evident in the use of colours and rigid conventions are being 

broken with case, although there is no complete break. 

Many shades of the same colour are evident (folio 17), where 

the eye moves from a light blue to a deeper blue. The 

pallet is rich with colours ranging from brick red to mauve 

and shades of green. 
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And finally, attention must be drawn to three leaves of 

another Gita-Govinda recently discovered in Rajasthan in a 

private collection. Although the style of writing is somewhat 

different, the format and the stylistic features are close parallels 

to the Jaur Gita-Govinda. This Gita-Govinda probably 

comprised 63 folios and each was illustrated. The illustra¬ 

tions of this manuscript clearly establish the fact that the 

style was popular in other parts of Rajasthan and that the 

Jaur Gita-Grovinda was not an isolated phenomenon. The 

delineation of the figures, the treatment of the extended eye 

and the use of space are almost identical. 

From the above it is clear that many tendencies so far 

considered as belonging only to the fifteenth century continue 

well into the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 

They are contemporaneous with the emergence of new styles, 

such as the Caurapancdsikd and Laur-Candd group. These 

continuities have to be seen as a separate distinct stream, rather 

than merely as a folk idiom. 

Our analysis of this Gita-Govinda in relation to other 

illustrated manuscripts of the same theme from different 

regions in different styles over a period of a hundred years or 

so, also reveals the near pervasive popularity of the theme 

in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Malwa, and Jaunpur. During the 

later part of the sixteenth century and seventeenth century 

appear many other illustrated manuscripts from Orissa and 

Assam. These constitute another regional variation demand¬ 

ing separate attention. 

On the basis of the stylistic analysis of this manuscript 

in relation to other Gita-Govinda manuscripts immediately 
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preceding and following it, it would be possible to say that the 

painting style of the Mahdpurdna, the Balagopalastuti and 

that evident in the Pancatantra gradually emerged into this 

freer spontaneous style and flourished thereafter for nearly a 

hundred years. It continues to adhere to the extended eye 

and the linear draughtsmanship and the spatial divisions of 

the fifteenth century manuscripts. It is quite distinct from 

all that we understand by the Caurapancdsikd group and the 

early Mewar paintings of the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. 

With the discovery of the three leaves of a near identical 

style it is also possible to assert that the style was fairly popular 

in other parts of Rajasthan. Its colophon with a definite 

date and provenance gives us material to re-evaluate the 

deduction that the Western Gujarat or Apabhramsa School 

had seen its hey-day in the fifteenth century and had been 

largely abandoned by the 16th century by other contemporary 

schools. 

The manuscript is also valuable for establishing the 

mobility patterns of the spread of the Gita-Govinda tradition 

in both the visual and the performing arts. A much larger 

independent study of this is envisaged. It continues to follow 

a style which was largely abandoned in other contemporary 

schools, particularly in respect of the extended eye and the 

linear draughtsmanship. It is thus quite distinct from the 

Gita-Govinda series so far identified as the Caurapancdsikd 

group, Western Indian, Rajasthani, etc. belonging to early 

17th or late 16th centuries. Altogether, it is a welcome 

addition to our knowledge and may help in establishing the 

mobility pattern in artistic genres in India during the 15th- 

16th centuries. 
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THE MANUSCRIPTS TEXT AND ILLUSTRATIONS 

Text folio No. I 

The first line pays obeisance to Krsna and to Ekalinga, and 

describes the work as letters based on the Glta-Govinda. Then 

begins the narration from line 2 onwards: 

Bliava 1 (l)havas are different sections or sentences and are 

called so in the manuscript). 

One day Radha JI at the behest of Baba Nanda escorted 

Sri Bhagavan (i.r. Krsna). On the way, on the banks of the 

Yamuna, began the dmoda pramoda (the loving dalliance 

called rnoda-mangala here) and the two were involved in a 

lovely Ilia. 

Bhdvti 2 : After Sri Bhagavan had satiated himself, he 

embraced Sri Radha (dlingana): the passionate love-play Idled 

Radha with the divine aroma of Sri Krsna’s being. He is 

addressed as Sri ft throughout the work. 

B/ulvu 3 begins with an aboration of Sri Krsna and speaks 

of him as the giver of infinite joy to the disabled, the sick and 

others, including the beautiful maidens. Even the murmur¬ 

ing bees rejoice at the mention of his name. While the text 

of this folio describes the beginning of the journey of Krsna 

and Radha and speaks of Nanda’s order as in the verses of 

the Glta-Gxovinda, there is no reference here either to the 

overcast sky or to the poet Jayadeva, as in the original Gita- 

Govinda, nor is there a reference to the Dasavalara theme 
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The text also reverses the order of the Sritakamala verses; 

however, the echoes of the Glta-Govinda are clear. 

Illustration folio numbered as 2, which follows the text, is 

clearly divided into two horizontal areas The upper register 

depicts the dasdwataras in small rectangular squares; the 

lower shows Krsna and Radha in an embrace with a cow on 

either side. The dasavatdra panel begins with a figure of 

Ganesa and is followed by a four armed Matsya, Kurina, 

Narasirhha, Vdmana, Parasurama, Rama, Buddha, Vara ha, 

Krsna and Kalki, in that order. It is obvious that the whole 

of the first sarga has been compressed together both in the 

text and the illustration. While the text makes no mention 

of the dasavatdra the pictorial depiction quite clearly follows 

the Gita-Govinda verses, although it does not follow the 

order of the incarnations strictly. I he figures of Radha 

and Krsna are placed against a dark blue background which 

separates them out from the rest of the painting surface. 

This background alone suggests the overcast sky. 

Text folio 2 : 

Bhava’s 4 and 5 are a vivid description of Krsna singing and 

dancing with the Gopls. The GopTs are described in rich 

sensuous imagery as in the corresponding portions of the Grita 

Govinda. There are description here of how Krsna binds 

the GopTs in his love, how his flute enchants them, and how 

they dance with kdnsyatdla and hastatdla. Roth Bhavas 4 and 

5 end with the praise of this Krsna, the beloved of the GopTs 

and declare that all living beings seek his protection. The 

significant word ‘Ghumar’ occurs in the context of Krsna's 

dance with the GopTs. These bhavas are based on the verses 

of the Sarga /, prabandha 9 beginning lalita-lavanga-latd, etc. 

Illustration folios 5 and 4 capture the spirit of the text 

through a series of paintings, each depicting a music and 

dance scene. Both folios 3 and 4 are divided into a number 

of vertical sections. Section 1 of folio 3 beings with Krsna 

and a GopT or possibly Radha and is followed by a central 
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panel only of a GopI in a dance movement. Her feet are in 

kuncita and the open ardhamandali is evident. In the third 

section of folio 3, there is a drummer with a mrdahga and 

another lady dancer, this time in an urdhvajdnu movement 

of the lower limbs. One arm is extended in a relaxed dold- 

liasta, the other is held above the head in a partial uromandala 

hasta. In folio 4, the theme is developed further, again by 

dividing the area into three panels. In the first a GopT 

pours water-ou Krsna obviously suggesting the playing of 

Holi. In the second Krsna is seen surrounded by the Gopls 

in a movement of the dance where an interlocked pinddbandha 

is evident. In the third he sits alone playing a flute. The 

illustration communicates the mood of spring where Krsna 

dances with several Gopls, without making the painting a 

mere pictorial representation of the verbal content. Each 

section is a self-contained unit through the clearly defined 

lines as also the background colour. Panel I of folio 4 is 

set against a dull ochre, followed by a dark blue in the second, 

and the third against a blue and dull pink. The juxtaposition 

of the blue and pink is a clever device, both as pictorial 

harmony and to suggest passage of time. 

Text folios 3 and 4 

Bhdvas 6 and 7 are a further description of Krsna with the 

Gopls in spring time. His saffron orange garments and his 

ear ornaments, his face and teeth are all vividly described. 

His face is red with colour, his hair flutters like a Naga. I he 

Gopls sing and dance around him, others come close and 

whisper, yet others hold him, some embrace him and others 

wait eagerly for the music of his flute. He responds warmly, 

teases some and draws others close. These sections are a 

fairly faithful rendering of the verses of Sarga /, prabandha 4 

beginning candana-carcita. 

Text folio 5 

Bhdvas 8 and 9 continue the description of the dance with the 



Gopls and speaks of Radha’s watching the dance and her 

feeling of dejection. The Rasa of Vrndavana, much in the 

style of the Sri mad Bhagavata, is described here, although it is 

also obvious that these portions also rest heavily on Jayadeva’s 

verses of the first Sarga, prabandha 3 and prabandha 4. 

Illustration folio 5 ; The area of the painting is divided into 

two sections, in one Radha is seen sitting solitary, dejected 

and speaking not to a sakhi, but to a parrot. In the second 

section Krsna sits alone, accompanied by a parrot on one 

side and the peacock on the other. Besides, the vertical 

lines, the stylized trees, differentiate one scene from the 

other. The folio is in deep contrast to the two preceding it. 

The separation of the two is beautifully captured. While 

the red of the foreground provides a continuity between the 

two sections, the ochre background of the section with the 

peacock and the light blue of Radha’s section are in dee]) 

contrast. The appearance of the parrot in both the sections 

provides the continuity in the folio. 

Text folio 6 

Bhdva 10 describes the intense longing of Radha for Krsna. 

She addresses the sakhi and calls her a cruel friend, who can 

find no way of ensuring a meeting with Krsna. She pro¬ 

mises gratitude for life if the sakhi will bring her Lord to 

her. I he description makes full use of the conventional 

conceits of Indian poetry for longing and of an impassioned 

fevered physical state. I he heated torment of the expecta¬ 

tion can be cooled says she only by a meeting with Krsna. 

Text folios 7 and S 

In Bhdva 11 the scene shifts. Now it is not Radha, but the 

lonely journey of Sri Hari along the Yamuna. There is a 

poignant description of the long and arduous journey which 

resulted in blistered feet. Krsna crosses many mountains 

and woods and calls aloud for Radha. But Radha is not to 

be found. By and by, on the banks of the Yamuna he sees 
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a saklri drying her garments. He asks her the whereabouts of 

Radha. The saklri oilers to take him to his beloved Radha. 

Sri Hari begins to walk eagerly with the saklri but his 

weary fevered body cannot keep pace with her. Ultimately 

the saklri offers to bring Radha to him. The eager krsna is 

impatient, he can endure the separation no longer and insists 

on accompanying the saklri notwithstanding his anxious 

fatigued state. Finally, they arrive and see Radha. Radha 

sits lonely and desolate. The long wait, the anxious pining, 

of events. Folio 5 had shown the two characters separately, 

each in a state of longing. Folio 6 is divided into three 

sections. In the first Krsna is touching the forehead of 

Radha seated, against the background of a hill and a tree; in 

the second he is seen with a saklri in a playful mood, and 

the third shows a cow. Neither of these sections appears 

to illustrate the text except the first section of folio 6, where 

Krsna is perhaps winning Radha over. However, the long 

and arduous journey of Krsna is affectively portrayed in 

gives way to a mad rage at the sight of Krsna. Soon Radha 

swoons and is tenderly revived to consciousness by the 

healing touch of Sri Jl. The lovers fall into each other’s 

arms, unmindful of the presence of the saklri. Radha was 

soothed, says the writer, like the Himalayas through this love 

play (lild-knda). This is vaguely based on Sarga Ill, but 

there are significant departures. 

Illustration folios 6 and 7 do not precisely follow this sequence 

folio 7, which is divided into two unequal sections. In the 

first horizontal panel, Krsna is seen standing solitary and 

expectantly in one corner. The rest of the painting surface 

is covered with the Yamuna and the woods. All this is 

suggested through a flowing diagonal of the Yamuna and 

many trees and plants diminishing in space as they recede. 

The painter achieves a great sense of linear perspective and 

of space in a limited frame. Pictorially this treatment of 

space with large blank sections is freer, and not often seen 
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iii other paintings of the fifteenth century. The use of a 

diagonal for flowing rivers is, however, a common convention. 

T he intensity of the verbal picture is complemented by the 

visual impression of a Krsna waiting and taking a long, 

long journey. I he second panel of folio 7 shows two sakhis 

in animated conversation and nothing more. Besides, the 

lines of the diagonal Yamuna, and the verticals of the stylised 

trees, the different colours of the background of each of the 

sections suggests a passage of time. The folio manifests a 

perfect mastery of the painter over his medium, where he is 
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breaking rigid conventions. The costume and the coiffure of 

die sakhis is significant. It recalls the coiffure patterns of 

some marginal figures of the Devasano Paclo Kalpasiitra and 

the Sarasvati pain of the Khazanchi collection. 

Illustration folio 8 is again divided into three sections. 

In the largest of these Krsna is seen in a pensive mood lying 

on a couch. It is obviously an indoor scene without an 

exact co-ordination with the text, suggesting the end of a long 

and painful journey. Nevertheless, the state of expectant wait¬ 

ing is conveyed, both through his posture and the expression 

of his face. In the second section, Radha is being persuaded 

to meet Krsna and there is a little flutter and agitation. In 

the third, there is the gaze of a surprised sakhi. The pictorial 

image captures a general mood rather than a precise visualisa¬ 

tion in line and colour of the text. 

Illustration folio 9 takes us into the open air again. In the 

first section, Krsna is seen sitting accepting a message or a 

gift from the sakhi. In the second section of the folio, he 

plays the flute in a dance pose and is accompanied by two 

entranced cows, almost as if responding to the melody of his 

flute. Space is clearly differentiated through the use of a 

different background colour in each of the sections. 

Text folios 9,10 and 11 

Bhavas 12 and 13 take us back to the saklns entreating Krsna 

addressed as Mohan. She describes the love-lorn state of 

Radha, whom neither sun nor shadow pleases. She is 

distraught and beside herself with longing. The moon beams 

are the piercing arrows of Kama and the notes of the kokil 

intensify her anguish. ‘Radha’, says the sakhi, ‘paints and 

repaints him and she has care for neither dress nor coiffure.' 

She is pale and emaciated with the craving and the waiting. 

Her ear-ornaments are like stinging snakes, the beads of her 

necklace are like the heavy weight of mountains on her 

breast. All her garments and ornaments are a burden. She 
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can no longer bear the anguish, for it is Sri Krsna she wants. 

She counts the stars at night, is startled by the slightest 

sound, and it is the name of Krsna and Krsna alone which 

she repeats. She likes neither heat nor cold, and is beside her¬ 

self with the pain of her desire. This bhava is a close prose- 

renclering of Sarga IV, prabandha 9. 

Text folio 12 

Bhava 14 continues the entreaties of the sakfn through a 
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series of similies, one piled up on the other where all the 

motifs and conventions of medieval poetry are invoked in a 

simple, but effective prose style. The metaphors and the 

affectations are drawn from many sources and not from the 

Gita-Govinda alone. Although echoes of the latter are clear 

in the reference to the kokil pancama rdga, etc., the bhava 

is not a literal prose rendering of corresponding verses. 

Illustration folio 10 portrays Radha and Krsna in two sec¬ 

tions. In the first she is offering puja to something which 

has the appearance of a Siva-lihga. In the second, Krsna is 

seen again with two cows, against the background of moun¬ 

tains and hills, along the Yamuna. But this time he is seen 

with a plough, not with a flute. 

■ Illustration folio 11 shows a sakhl and Krsna together, the 

former obviously persuading him to meet Radha (in one 

section) and Krsna and a number of saklus in the second. In 

the latter, there is an interesting detail of the saklus carrying 

another woman on their shoulders, either to suggest a real 

person or to show a picture of Radha to Krsna. Krsna looks 

away in an opposite direction. The colour scheme of each 

section is different. 

Text folio 13 

Bhdva part 11 and 13 : Bhava 14 continues with the saklus 

description of Raclha and her weakened physical state. She 

is like the setting sun, her gait is unsteady and she has for¬ 

gotten to care for herself. The sakhl scolds Krsna for his 

cruelty towards his beloved and again repeats her pleadings. 

Illustration folio 12 is divided into three sections. In the 

first the sakhl points towards a tree possibly suggesting her 

approaching Krsna. In the second, Radha is seen lying on 

a couch, in a despondent state and the third depicts a 

domestic scene of a woman with a grinding stone. While 

none of the intensity of the many similies and the metaphors 
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of the verbal descriptions are pictorially captured, there is 

enough in sections one and two of the folio to convey the 

feeling of intense yearning and pining. I he third section 

possibly depicts the sakhts efforts to soothe Radha by the 

use of sandle paste. 

Text folios 14 and 15 

Bhavas 16 and 17 describe a conversation between Radha and 

the sakhi. This time the sakhi addresses Radha and tells her 

that Krsna, her eternal companion of many lives, is standing 
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in front of her and soon her hopes of union with him, will 

be fulfilled. But Radha in her anger and her pride will not 

relent. The sakhi implores her now, as she had entreated 

Krsna, a moment ago. 

Illustration folios 11 and 1-1 : The first section of 

folio 13 depicts a Balagopala tending a cow on the 

banks of the Yamuna against the background of 

hills and mountains. In the second, Radha stands in a 

svastika pose grasping a tree with one hand and holding a 

garland in the other. A small shrine is seen in the back¬ 

ground. There is ihe suggestion of tlie banks of the Yamuna 

in one corner and hills in the background. In the last sec¬ 

tion, only a group of cattle is shown. Except for the second 

section, the pictorial scene has little relationship with the 

loaded imagery of the text. The compositional pattern of 

the folio is arranged with a sense of design, through the 

repetitive motif of the'Yamuna in each of the sections. Pink 

and yellow constitute the background. The diagonal in a 

corner of section two of folio 13 suggesting the Yamuna is 

beautifully balanced with curves in sections one and three 

placed in opposing movements. Folio 14, however, captures 

the powerful drama of the lovers waiting but each reluctant 

to give up his or her pride. The panel is divided into four 

sections. In the first two, each turns away from the other. 

I he opposed movement and the turning away communicate 

a sense of tension. In the third, Krsna sits lonely and 

bewildered with one hand on the ground and the other sup¬ 

porting his chin. In the fourth, Radha sits forlorn, this time 

facing Krsna, both equally expectant but unable to relent. 

Eacli conveys a different mood in a quick but balanced 

sequence of events. 

Text folio 16 

Bhdva 17 (continued) describes the weary sakhi, who has been 

unable to persuade either Radha or Krsna to break the silence. 

Krsna then takes the initiative and begins to address Radha. 
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He asks her pardon for any wrong lie may have done and 

reminds her that there is no defeat or victory between them. 

Gradually Radha gives in and takes him in her arms. I he 

sakhi is happy, moves away and lets the lovers experience in 

one moment of love, the melting away of the yearning of years. 

This is a clear departure from the Gita-Govinda. 

Illustration folio 15 : The panel is divided into three 

sections. In the first Krsna is approaching Radha 

who appears to be walking away and yet turning 

around to listen to him. In the second, she stands 

alone and pours water, and in the third the sakhi holds 

a screen suggesting her own walking away and perhaps very 

delicately suggesting the meeting of the lovers. This could 

depict the earlier reference to the sakhi drying her garments, 

but this is unlikely. The emotions of the words are illustrated 

through a pictorial device where the artist is obviously deviat¬ 

ing from the verbal imagery to create in pictorial terms the 

suggestion of a mood which he wishes to portray. The 

passage of time is beautifully conveyed through a gradual 

darkening of the horizon and the emergence of the moon. 

Text folio 16 

Bhdvas 17 and 18 describe the preparation for the union in 

stages. Radha prepares for the union, closes the door behind 

her, arranges the bed, and adorns herself after a ritual bath. 

I hen she addresses Hari, the all-knowing one and bows to him. 

Krsna is pleased, takes her in his arms and the love-play 

begins. 

Illustration folio 16 and part of 17 illustrate this section 

through three panels of folio 16 and one of folio 17. In the 

lirst section of folio 16 Radha is seen arranging the bed 

excitedly, in the second, bathing and in the third, waiting 

under a tree. In the first section of the next folios, the two 

are seen together in an embrace. The scene is laid part 

indoors, and part outdoors. 
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Text folio 17 

This folio from Bhava 19 onwards takes us back to the scene of 

the separation of the lovers. Krsna has again moved hack to 

the woods. Bhava 19 in folio 17 describes Krsna on the 

banks of the Yamuna reminiscing on the tryst with Radha. 

At one place he halts as if unable to walk. Krsna then 

admits that his thoughts were far away with his beloved 

Radha and in his mind's eye he saw the beautiful eyes of 

Radha. He longs to go back to her and can contain himself 



no longer. 

Text folios 18 and 19 

Bhdva 20 is another conversation of the sakhi and Radha. 

The former tells Radha of the anxiety and the anguish of 

krsna. The sakhi says that it is impossible for her to describe 

his state and Radha must agree to meet him. She advises 

Radha that salvation lies only in Radha’s meeting Krsna. 

Radha’s reply is full of complaints and resentment. Krsna, 

according to her, does not care for her, and he ran away in 

the early hours of dawn. She imagines he plays and dances 

with others, is oblivous that Radha seeks him alone, longs 

for him every minute. ‘I have’, says Radha ‘tested him 

this time enough. He ran away before dawn.’ 

Text folios 20 and 21 

Bhdvas 21, 22 and 23 continue with the sakhls advising and 

attempting to persuade Radha to meet Krsna. Once she 

rebukes her for being narrow-minded, at another time she 

tells her that it does not behove one like her to behave thus 

when he anxiously waits for her. She compares Radha to 

the gardener of the flower-bed and says, how can the garden 

flower if its keeper is angry. She speaks of her fading away 

without his love, and tells her how onlookers can really 

discern that she too pines and yearns, and wastes away with¬ 

out him. The sakhi asks Radha to give up her pride and 

meet him eye to eye, lip to lip. The sakhi once again loads 

her narration with many similies and metaphors, signs and 

symbols of the conventional motifs of love and asks her to 

merge with her Lord as the fish immerse themselves in water. 

She reminds Radha that the night is passing and she must 

not delay. Finally she entreats Radha to accompany her. 

Illustration folios 17, 18 and 19 portray these emotions, not 

by following a line sequence but generally depicting the 

essence of this mood. In two sections of folio 17, there are 
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two separate figures, each going his and her way. Krsna is 

moving away towards the Yamuna, while the sakhi watches 

and beckons him. In folios 18 and 19 Radha is seen sitting 

under a tree in utter loneliness in the first section of both 

folios. She pines and waits but is obviously in no mood to 

listen to the sakhi. In section two of folio 18, a sakhi is 

seen sporting with Krsna. This possibly portrays Radha’s 

fears of Krsna’s sporting with those others. In section 2 of 

folio 19 the sakhi is apparently trying to persuade Krsna 

to go to Radha. She is narrating Radha’s state to him. 

Section 3 of folio 19 shows two stylised trees, without any 

human figures, suggesting a pause or an impasse in this 

quarrel of the divine lovers. The trees denote a silence — 

through their static aloofness. This in deep contrast to the 

mood of despair of Radha, and the anxious conversation of 

Krsna and the sakhi. With a minimum use of line and 

changes in the portrayal of eyebrows and eyes and a variety 

of sitting postures the artist successfully captures the drama 

of the emotions of the three characters. 

Illustration folio 20 continues in the same strain with a 

complaining Radha although still meditating upon Krsna and 

his dalliance with other woman. The first section of the 

folio, possible portrays Radha again imagining Krsna with 

the other gopis. In the third also Radha sits lonely and 

waiting. In between Krsna is seen with another sakhi in an 

animated movement of the dance. The vivacious pose, the 

movement of the ptdl in the central panel are counterpoised 

against the static but eloquent pose of Radlfa (third section) 

sitting in darkness, suggested by the appearance of a snake in 

the foreground. Radha is imagining Krsna’s love-play with 

other women. The echoes of the Gita-Govinda are many, 

both in the text and the illustration. 

Text folio 22 

Bhava 24 describes the sakhi again pleading with Radha. 

She tells Radha that the moment of her meeting Krsna is fast 

approaching. She says that Krsna can no longer play the flute 
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in rhythm, because his thoughts are constantly with her. 

Radha must not waste time, the moment draws near and 

she must prepare herself for the meeting. 

Illustration folio 21 shows the two (Radha and the sakhi in 

conversation) in two sections and Krsna sitting alone and 

huddled up under a tree in the third. The expanse of space 

given to the sakhis is balanced with the small secluded place 

given to Krsna in a limited frame. The unequal division 

of the sections emphasizes their longing for one another but 



in different moods. The passage of time is indicated by 

changing the colour of the background. 

Illustration folio 22 develops on the same theme. In one 

section, Krsna is playing on the flute sitting on the banks 

of the Yamuna; in the other, he is seen in conversation with 

the saklu who appears to be telling him of Radha's state. 

Cows accompany Krsna. Receding trees and a diagonal 

Yamuna appear in the hrst section, with a light blue and 

red background. Hat background patches' of pink and 

yellow cover the surface of the other two. 

Text folios 22 and 23 

BI lavas 25, 26, 27 and 28 describe the said a telling Krsna of 

the frail condition of Radha. ‘Radha, says the saklu, is 

distraught and beside herself with the anguish of separation.' 

fn desperation she dresses in yellow and wears peacock 

feathers, in the make-believe that she is you.' Indeed the 

saklu uses the word ‘mad’ (pdgala). This time the saklu 

requests Krsna to go and quench her thirst. Radha, she tells 

him, can think of none else but him. ‘Radha,’ says the 

saklu, ‘sometimes laughs, sometimes weeps and is at other 

times immobile and stiff like a staff.' This bhdva also 

poignantly captures the mood of the twelfth prabandha. 

Radha continues her lament in bhdva 27 and says that 

although she waited all night long under the kadamba tree, 

there was no sign of Krsna. She had waited amongst the 

forest reeds as the saklu advised, but it all came to naught. 

She is certain (bhdva 28) that Krsna without doubt is revelling 

with others and does not care for her. This is a close render¬ 

ing of the thirteenth prabandha, and parts of the fourteenth. 

Through simple prose intense anguish is expressed. 

Illustration folio 23 portrays this state of Radha in both the 

sections. In one, she is sitting with folded knees under the 

kadamba tree and in the other she is seen running in a 
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perturbed state surrounded by many trees and plants. The 

anxiety and the waiting are poignantly portrayed. The 

craving and the loneliness are all captured through the use 

of corner spaces, in the first and through a sense of agitated 

movement in the other. 

Text folio 24 

Bhdvd 29 describes Radha's suspicions as she imagines Krsna 

surrounded by innumberable maidens. She can be neither 

patient nor tolerant towards the one such as he. ‘Why did 
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he,’ asks she, ‘desert me, when we had promised to meet.’ Text folio 25 

In Bhdvas 30 and 31 Radha addresses the Yamuna and asks 

the river why its waters have also receded and cannot give 

her refuge and drown her. She cries out to the wind 

(pavana) and asks why it does not tear her heart out. In 

Bliava 31 the sakhi advises Radha and entreats her to give 

up anger and to meet Krsna. The sakhi uses all her persua¬ 

sive powers lest they appear to be of no avail. Bhavas 30 

and 31 are a faithful prose translation of some verses of the 

sixteenth prabandha. 

Illustration folio 24 shows a lonely Radha on the banks of the 

Yamuna, obviously conveying the sense of the imagery of the 

last part of Bliava 30. Radha’s state is conveyed through 

the expanse of the Yamuna which she is addressing. The 

diagonal of the Yamuna separates her from the woods which 

can be seen in an opposite corner. The folio is one conti¬ 

nuous panel and not broken up into compartments. 

Bhdvas 32 and 33 : The scene changes radically. 

After a sentence of praise for Krsna, it speaks of 

Krsna’s addressing Radha in endearing terms, asking 

her pardon. He will suffer any punishment, she will 

deem fit for him. He apologises for his forgetful¬ 

ness, and oilers all he can. He offers to paint in vermilion 

(lac) her feet, do whatever she will want him to do, and will 

let her do what she will to him. He describes the beauty of 

her hair, brow7 and lips, and sings praise of her incomparable 

beauty full of the sixteen types of adornment (solah Srhgara). 

Illustration folio 25 is divided into three sections. In the 

first Krsna is seen painting her feet, and in the second holding 

her close to him and in the third Radha is adorning herself. 

The humility w7ith which he sits in the first section is replaced 

by the passionate embrace in which he holds Radha in the 

second section. 
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Text folio 26 

Bhavas 14 and 5 5 ; In the first there is a passionate description 

of Radha. The writer loads it with metaphors and simi- 

lies, which constitute the usual conceits of medieval 

poetry. Naturally, her eyes are more beautiful than 

lotus petals, her waist slimmer than a lion's, her hips 

and thighs more beautiful than an elephant’s, etc. 

He attributes his great joy to the good deeds which he per¬ 

haps did in previous births. The scene changes in Bhdva 35. 

for here the sakhi once again begins to address Radha as a 

golden creeper and asks her to delay no longer if she wishes 

to hear Krsna singing her praise. She tells her that the 

avatar a of Kdmadeva (i.e. Krsna) looks for her and she must 

welcome him. 

Text folio 27 

Bhavas 36 and 37 : The sakhi continues in the same strain. 

She tells Radha that Krsna has followed the sound of her 

ankle bells and has sent her to look for Radha. Krsna, 

she tells Radha, repeats her name without pause and she 

must no longer tarry. In Bhdva 37, the sakhi expresses 

her surprise at Radha's lack of response. How can Radha 

not receive the visitor at her door? Why doesn’t passion 

rise in her? She fails to understand. 

Illustration folios 26 and 27 In folio 26 here is a pastoral 

scene. In one corner a few cows graze, with an expression of 

innocent wonder. In a diagonally opposite corner the sakhi 

and Krsna are in conversation. In the second section, in 

a small rectangular frame, sits Radha proud, alone, and 

unrelenting. 

Folio 27 is divided into four sections, each a rectangular 

frame. In the first, there is Radha with a garland waiting 

expectantly; in the second, the sakhi gives her a message; in 

the third, it is again Radha with a garland, but this time 
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with a face turned away from the garland, and in the fourth, 

a dancer in a vivacious pose of a parsvakranta is seen. 

It is obvious from the illustrations of the folio that although 

there is a very general co-ordination of the text and the 

illustrations the painter is communicating the theme accord¬ 

ing to his understanding and not in a strict sequential rela¬ 

tionship to the text. 

Text folio 28 

Bhdvas 36, 39 and 40 : Radha at last relents and begings to pre¬ 

pare herself to meet Krsna. She first has a bath, and then 

she repeats the name of Krsna with each step. Gradually 

she approaches Krsna and beholds him. Both are moved 

to tears. The waiting has indeed been long and painful. 

In Bliava 40 Krsna addresses Radha endearingly. The 

journey no doubt was long, she must be tired. He offers to 

hold her feet loosen her garments and soothe her weariness 

away. This is no doubt a prose rendering of the famous 

verses of Gita-Govinda : dr hi pada pallav amudaram. 

Illustration folio 28 : In one section is seen Radha walking in 

darkness towards Krsna. She holds a vessel in one hand, and 

perhaps a garland in the other. In the other Krsna is seen 

taking with a cowherd, possibly Balarama in a costume typi¬ 

cal of cowherds in paintings of the Vaisnava themes in Gujarat. 

There is no mention of this male character in the text. 

However, the painting gives us a clue about the author’s being 

familiar with Rana Kumbha’s version of the Gita-Govinda. 

In the sixth sarga, there is a reference to a cowherd in a 

passage which is considered an interpolation. 

Text folios 29 and 30 

Bl.uva 41 : Radha, enraptured, holds Krsna in her arms. Like 

a man (purusa rupa) she binds Krsna to her. Krsna, locked in 



Radha’s arms, exclaims what lovely woman can be as man. 

The rest of the bhava describes the consummation of the 

ultimate love and is interspersed with exclamations of 

glory be to Lord Krsna. It concludes with an account of 

the morning after, when Radha lies with hair undone and 

garments dishevelled, her limbs aching and she is a picture 

of one beautifully wounded with the arrows of Kama. 1 he 

Bhava finally concludes on folio 30 with a sentence which may 

be roughly translated thus: ‘This is a glimpse (jhdnki) of the 

RangalJld Nataka of Sri Bhagavan Govinda Jl and is the gist 



of the immortal GJta-Govinda composed by Sri Jayadeva. 1 

may not be blamed.’ Then follows the colophon on folio 30 

which states that the work was created for reading or recita¬ 

tion (pathandrtha) in Samvata 1650, Phalguna Sukla, on Sun¬ 

day, the 7th, in the village (grama) Jaur. It was illustrated 

through the skill of Sri Klratadasa. 

Illustration folio 29 : Folio 29 is divided into two sections. 

In the first there is an erotic scene which visually presents 

the text and captures many details of the verbal description. 

In the second, Krsna sits on a throne and is seen handing 

over a garland to Radha. 
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COLOUR PLATES 



COLOUR PLATE 1 

Illustration folio 2 

Although the text makes no mention of the Dasavatara verses, the painter was obviously acquainted with the original 

Gita-Govinda. Practically all the illustrated Gita-Govinda manuscripts begin with a pictorial depiction of the Dasavatara. 

Indeed, the earliest illustrated manuscripts of the fifteenth century restricts itself only to ten paintings of the Dasavatara. 

The particular folio is interesting, both for the spatial arrangements as also the manner in which the artist uses this folio 

almost as a title page. He introduces the two salient thematic aspects of the Gita-Govinda and thus the two psychic dimen¬ 

sions of the poem. The first is its mystical and spiritual dimension ; the second its human love story. The two move on 

parallel staves, each reinforcing the other. 

The illustrations follow this pattern faithfully: on the upper register are the ten incarnations, each neatly encased 

in a niche. Although the iconography is strictly adhered to, there is a charming freedom and spontaneity in each of the 

ten miniature figures. Particularly interesting is the figure of the Varaha. A complete mastery of the idiom is evident if 

the free drawing of the Varaha is compared with the incarnations of Rama, the Buddha and Venugopala in the panel. The 

monotony of the symmetrical arrangement of the rectangular frames is broken by using a different background for the animal 

and the human incarnations. Parasurama, Rama and Krsna are set against shades of blue, and the fish, tortoise, Varaha 
and Kalki against a yellow background. 

Through the lower panel the human love of the divine pair is introduced. Again a clear distinction is made in 

the background pigment. The two figures of Krsna and Radha are placed against a dark blue background. Two trees 

frame them. The cows are set against a yellow background. Significant is the use of the Indian red for the halo of Krsna 

which is used for distinguishing him from the others throughout the manuscript. Pictorially the red of the halo, and the 

pink of Radha’s sari are beautifully balanced. The folio uses the two colours, yellow and blue (pita and sydma) in a 

remarkable manner. The text of the Gita-Govinda is a symphony of colours, particularly yellow and blue. The painter 

appears to be fully conscious of this colour symbolism. Also significant is the use of red and white in the illustrations. 
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COLOUR PLATE 2 

Illustration folio 3 

The folio recreates the poetic description of Krsna with the gopis. The Gila-Govinda verses, beginning lalitalavahga- 

Intii, had provided the base for the prose rendering. I he painter takes his cue from the Mewari-Bagari version to 

portray Krsna’s spring-time dance with the gopis. The fifteenth-sixteenth centuries manuscripts, especially the B. J. Insti¬ 

tute manuscript, portray a rasa, so do the Gita-Govinda illustrations of the N. C. Mehta Collection. Our manuscript is 

different. Krsna is seen with a single gopi in the first section of the panel. Krsna is in a movement of the dance, the 

gopi approaches him with out stretched arms. I here is a generous use of red and blue. The flowing scarves suggest joy 

and abandon. In the next section, a gopi dances in an ardhamandati against a yellow background. She wears shorts as 

seen often in the dances of the Devasuno Pddo marginal figures. Her coiffure is also reminiscent of many Jaina paintings. 

Hut the treatment is radically different. It is freer and more spontaneous. In the third section, a drummer and a dance 

are set against a mauve background. Again, although the stances and the costumes are all reminiscent of many paint¬ 

ings of the Western Indian painting, this is altogether a fresh and free treatment. Indeed, none of the Bdlagopdlastuti 

paintings achieve this particular level of freedom and animation. Within the confines of the conventional line drawing 
there is a feeling of expanse and freedom. 
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COLOUR PLATE 3 

Illustration folio 4 

The text describes Krsna with the gopis in vivid terms. Illustration folio 3 and 4 translate this imagery in pictorial 

terms. The painter chooses carefully and is not slavish in his approach. 

In folio 4, he is attracted by the description of one gopi drenching Krsna with coloured scented water and two 

others dancing the ghumara with him. Finally, the poet speaks of the enchantment of Krsna’s flute. 

The painter divides the surface into three areas, each incorporating a single image. In the first the gopi joyfully 

pours water on Krsna. Both figures are set against a yellow background: the colour of the halo of Krsna and the 

blouse of the gopi balance each other. There is once again a pictorial play of the yellow and the blue (pita and syama). 

Krsna wears a short striped dhoti, unlike anything we come across in any of the Balagopdlastuti manuscripts. The figure 

drawing is remarkable for its sense of movement and a carefree quality. The painter is, however, fully conscious of the 

laws of anatomy ; this is clearly borne out by the taut torsos of the two figures who are placed in a relationship of parallel 

diagonals in the spatial square. While the mood of revelry continues in the next, the scene changes. Now it is Krsna 

holding two gopis. The arms of all three are interlocked in a beautiful design. This is perhaps the ghumara alluded to 

in the text. The background is now blue and green and not yellow as in the preceding section. The red of the halo of 

Krsna and the red of the sari of the gopis are again balanced with each other. There is a sense of dynamic movement in 

the panel and a feeling of gay abandon. The stereotyped extended or farther eye is part of the figure drawing and is not 

yet a dissociated protuberbance. 

In the third section, Krsna sits alone against a rich blue background. The torso is painted in dark blue, the dhoti 

in white with a thin red border. This time he wears a headgear unlike the preceding sections. The blue of the back¬ 

ground may represent the Yamuna and the tiny dark corner on the top the sky, the meandering paths of the Yamuna banks 

are painted in mauve. The painter displays an extraordinary sense of perspective in these paintings. This section is a 

splendid example of the sense of optical perspective seen throughout the manuscript. 
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COLOUR PLATE 4 

Illustration folio 5 

The spring time dance of Krsna with the gopis makes Radha feel forlorn. She complains to the saklu of Krsna’s 

wanton ways. The painter departs somewhat radically from the verbal descriptions. He eliminates the figure of the sakhi. 

Instead he introduces a parrot. Radha sits on a white striped carpet, dejected but proud. Her emotional disturbance is 

expressed in pictorial terms through a dexterous use of stripes and dots which break the harmony. There is an effective 

use of white. Significantly, instead of a single colour for the background, several shades and lines are used. The Western 

Indian paintings on the Jaina themes had not ever resorted to this blending of colours of the background. Each was a 

strictly demarcated area. Here it flows from one section to the next. Also instead of filling in the outlines of trees and 

bushes with detailed brush work, he chooses to suggest these through dots and specks. The forehead mark (tilaka) of Radha 

and her ear-rings are also portrayed through the same technique. 

In the second section, Krsna sits alone, again conversing with birds and nature rather than human beings. The 

sitting postures of Radha and Krsna are different each evocative of a state of separation. None of the paintings of the 

Western Indian paintings of the fifteen century make use of these sophisticated and relaxed sitting positions. 

The background colours of the second section are interesting. The mauve background of the first section is con 

tinued in the first quarter of the second section. Although the colour of the background, along with the repetition of a 

tree, provides a continuity, the formal arrangement of the folio is two self-contained sections. Krsna is seated against a 

dark blue background; he is clad in a bright yellow dhoti: the same yellow is then repeated for the background of the 

last section where a peacock appears. An extreme corner of this section suggests the sky and the clouds. 

Pictorically the panel is interesting for the many departures from the rigid conventions of the Western Indian paint¬ 

ing. There is no overcrowding, no formal arrangement of figures, and no fine brush or pen work. Instead the lines are 

drawn with freedom, with a thicker brush stroke and a generous use of stripes, dots and curvilinear patterns. The use 

of colours is determined by the painter’s comprehension of the mood of the theme, rather than a palette which uses colour 

purely decoratively. This is a major break-through. 
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COLOUR PLATE 5 

Illustration folio 6 

Illustration folio 6 departs from the description of the text somewhat. The text describes the long arduous journey 

of Krsna and his arrival. Radha swoons and Krsna restores her through his healing touch. The painter composes his 

picture on this last suggestion. Radha sits clasping her knees against a yellow background. Krsna stands as if he has just 

entered and touches her forehead. An outdoor and an indoor scene are effectively recreated through the use of different 

colours for the background. In one single section, there are three different colours, each suggestive of a passage of time. 

In the next section, a vivacious Krsna plays polo with a sakhi. Movement is communicated through the fluttering ol 

tassels and scarves and Krsna’s leaning forward towards the sakhi. There are no parallels or antecedents of such a portrayal 

in any of the Western Indian paintings on Jaina or Vaisnava themes. The painter of the illustrations of this manuscript 

displays evidence of originality and freshness throughout. 

The first and second sections are finally contrasted with a single animated, beautifully drawn, cow against a red 

background. 

A comparison of the illustrations of the several folios makes it clear that although the range of the artist’s palette was 

not large, he employs colour with great sensitivity and discrimination. There is invariably a balancing of the red, the yellow 

and the blue. While each unit is self-contained, there is also nearly always a continuity in pictorial terms. 
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COLOUR PLATE 6 

Illustration folio 8 

The mood shifts in this folio. Krsna waits for Radha expectantly. The sakhi persuades Radha to relent. 1 he 

painter takes us to an indoor scene. Krsna reclines on a bed: he is in a pensive mood. The night is suggested by the dark 

blue background and the solitary flower. The dark blue of Krsna’s body and the blue of his dhoti reinforce the mood of 

expectancy. Yellow is used in one half of the first section. 

In the next section, the sakhi persuades Radha. A sense of agitation is communicated through the use of the vary¬ 

ing shades of blue of the background and expressive faces of the two figures. There is in this section a very restrained 

use of red and a total absence of yellow. In the last section there is a solitary figure. The stance of the figure, the ex¬ 

pressive gesture of a forefinger resting on the lip all recreate a mood of amazement. Unlike the paintings of the Dasarna- 

skandha of a slightly later period, the female figures of this manuscript are all vivacious and animated. Each has a distinctive 

expression and an individuality. Few miniature paintings display this command over facial expression as in the present 

illustrations. 
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COLOUR PLATE 7 

Illustration folio 9 

The folio is divided into two equal sections, unlike the preceding one. in the first, there is further demarcation 

through the use of different colours for the background. Krsna is seated under a tree, against a mauve background. 

Radha stands against a yellow background. She offers a gift of flowers to Krsna. The red of the halo of Krsna is again 

balanced against the red of the sari of Radha. She stands with feet together. There is no fluttering and swaying of 

scarves and tassels. Krsna's eagerness to accept the gift is delicately communicated through an unlifted palm. Through¬ 

out the illustrations of the manuscript, the painter gives evidence of a rare sensitivity to colour and movement. In this 

respect, the illustration does greater justice to the spirit of the original Gita-Govinda, rather than to what the particular 

Rajasthani version literally demanded. 

The second section is also further broken up into three areas through the use of different colours for the background. 

The blue almost fades into the dull yellow. The last section is in mauve. These three are set in contrast to the brick red colour 

of the ground. Cattle arc drawn with a sure, clear brush stroke, with effective use of white. The tonality of the colours has a 

wide range in the paintings. The particular mauve is almost unique to this manuscript. So also is the particular shade of 

green which is used for the trees. 

The shapes of the trees differ from folio to folio. In some there is a conical mass, in others an ovoid form and yet in 

others a round circle. There is no evidence of the branched trees characteristic of the Gita-Govinda of the N. C. Mehta 

Collection, the B. J. Institute Gita-Govinda, or that of the City Palace Museum, Jaipur, Collection, all belonging to a 

period two decades later. 
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COLOUR PLATE 8 

Illustration folio II 

The text of bhavas 14 and 15 describes poignantly the weakened state of Radha. She is compared to the setting 

sun, the waning moon. She is all shrivelled up with longing for Krsna. 

The painter recreates the mood imaginatively. He divides the folio into two unequal sections. In the first section, 

a sakhl and Krsna are seen against a dark background. Krsna stands aloof, while the sakhi appears agitated and about 

to move away. The halo of Krsna is the only bright patch of colour, all else is dark and gloomy. 

In the next section, Krsna stands in one part and the sakhl with the portrait of Radha in another. Yellow, dark 

blue and red provide the background colours for the scene. Curvilinear lines suggest clouds. There is an effective use of 

yellow, black and red in the first portion. In the second half, the group of sakhls form an interesting composition. Three 

stand with feet closed and outstretched arms, as if pleading with Krsna who looks away. One of them carries a deminutive 

Radha or a portrait of Radha. The lyrical flow of some preceding folios is replaced here by a sense of dramatic tension. 

The figure drawing, the background colours and the juxtaposition of figures, all contribute in evoking a sense of theatre. 

This folio is a kind of jhankl, a tableaux-like recreation of a dramatic moment. 
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COLOUR PLATE 9 

Illustration folio 12 

Radha’s state of despondency and longing is recreated in this folio through a different device. This time the sakhis 

are not describing her state to Krsna. Radha herself is seen lying on a bed, obviously in a weakened state. Neither 

sandle wood paste, nor the rays of the moon will cool the heat of her passion. The painter divides the folio into three 

sections. In the first, a sakhi points at a lonely tree. She is set against a deep purple background, but the solitary tree is 

drawn against a yellow background. In the middle panel, Radha is reclining against a dark purple background. The small 

specks of red and the red of the bed and of the bolster, provide the relief to an otherwise despondent picture. 

In the third section, a sakhi prepared sandal paste to assuage Radha. The colours are soft and delicate, appropriate 

to the mood. A pastel green and mauve provide the background. A soft pink of the sakhi. is set against white and red 

striped flooring. There is an effective use of white and ochre yellow. T his palette and colour scheme is altogether innovative 

and charming. 
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COLOUR PLATE 10 

Illustration folio 13 

1 he painting has a very distant connection with the text which describes the sakhi’s pleading with Radha. Pictorially, 

however, the paintings are charming for their sensitivity and impressive for their technical devices. 

There are three sections. In the first a child Krsna tends the cows. He stands dark and short with cattle against a 

red background. 1 he Yamuna is seen as a curve which cuts across the surface. Its gradually receding lines reflect a sense 

ot optical perspective. In the second section, the Yamuna is restricted to a triangular area with a shrine in the distance. 

Radha stands clasping a tree with one hand and holding a garland in the other. The background is yellow. 

In the third section, cattle are seen, with a Yamuna and receding hills in the background. The white cattle are set 

against a red background. The \amuna is portrayed as two horizontal lines which cut across the surface. 

The folio is significant for the manner in which the painter portrays the Yamuna in each of the sections. They eye 

of the beholder moves from the Yamuna of the first section as a curve, to a Yamuna as a triangular space in the second 

section, and as a horizontal cross section in the last. Also impressive is the manner by which the red background of the 
first and the third sections hold the three sections of the folio together. 
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COLOUR PLATE 11 

Illustration folio 14 

The drama of the lovers takes a new turn. Now Krsna arrives, but Radha does not relent. The sakhl pleads with 

her. 

The painter portrays this by dividing the folio into four sections, each with a different background colour. While the 

sakhl stands against a mauve background, with her arms spread out, Krsna takes wide strides against a dark blue background. 

The halo of Krsna, the ground he covers and the sari of the sakhl are in red, each balanced spatially against the other. 

The use of the same tonality of red provides the continuity in the third section: here it is used as one smooth background. 

The yellow dhoti of Krsna and his dark body are set in deep contrast against this deep red background. Cleverly the halo 

is suggested through a double circular line. In the last section, Radha is seen seated against a yellow background. One 

hand rests on her thigh and the other near her lips. 

The painter uses colour skilfully to evoke different moods in each folio. With three or four primary colours, he 

creates many tonalities and shades, and each time it is a creative use of his palette. His understanding of human movement, 

as an indicator of the inner emotional state, is evident in the effective and successful use of stance and posture. There is 

also a fair amount of variety in the use of brush strokes. Sometimes the outlines are thick and heavy, as in Colour 

Plate 5. On other occasions, they are thin and fine, as in the figure of Krsna in the third section of this folio. 
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COLOUR PLATE 12 

Illustration folio 17 

The text of the Jaur Gita-Govinda makes a radical departure from Jayadeva's Gita-Govinda at this point. It intro¬ 

duces an intermediary meeting of the two lovers. This probably arose from the author’s misreading of the original Sanskrit. 

The painter is faithful to the Jaur text. In folio 17, he depicts Krsna and Radha in an embrace in the first section. 

A floor-spread, against a red background, provides a touch of gaiety. Yellow and mauve are used for the background. 

Colour is asymmetrically distributed. 

In the second long panel, there is again a separation. The two characters are seen almost bidding farewell to each 

other. The pastel shade of a sea green provides the background for a Radha, who is dressed in a brick red sari. Krsna is 

placed against a dark background, which blends into a mauve. This juxtaposition of the green, dark blue and mauve 

suggests a passage of time and the gradual parting of ways. The halo of Krsna is the only bright patch of colour ; it is 

a constant reminder to the spectator that the drama is of the divine lovers and to be viewed thus. 
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COLOUR PLATE 13 

Illustration folio 19 

Krsna has moved away to the banks of the Yamuna. Radha sits under the cluster of trees waiting for him to return. 

t 

The painter recreates the scene beautifully in pictorial terms. Trees, large and small, with deep green foliage, are 

set against a mauve background. A single brush stroke, or a double line, suffices to suggest the trunks. Radha sits under 

the shade of one of these, expectant, anxious but proud. The mauve background merges into the red. Criss-cross lines of 

her sari are indicative of her inner agitation, her posture reflects her sense of restraint and outer composure. 

The figure of Radha is in deep contrast with the vivacious drama of the second section where a sakhi is seen pulling 

at the scarf of Krsna. A deep yellow background with small red specks frames the saklii: and aquamarine background, 

merging into mauve, provides the setting for Krsna. Fish swim in the Yamuna below and a solitary tree stands aloof 

as if watching the drama. 

Although the two sections are self-contained, they are parts of a whole. With purpose, the painter provides a contrast 

of a static sitting Radha and a moving, almost running, Krsna. A touch of humour and mischief adds to the charm of the 

composition. 
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COLOUR PLATE 14 

Illustration folio 20 

Radha continues with her complaints and her wild fantasies of Krsna in the company of other gopis. 

1 he painter recreates the scene through the pictorial device of once again bringing in a bird, the proverbial messenger 

between lovers. The three sections of the folio are clearly demarcated from each other and one does not blend into another 

as in some preceding folios. In the first section, Radha addresses the bird. A triangular section suggests the Yamuna, 

and, diagonally opposite, another section the sky. Radha stands against a pale green background and is framed by two 

trees. Everything in the painting cumulatively communicates an ill-at-ease feeling. 

In the second section is recreated the mental aberrations of Radha, who imagines Krsna with the other gopis. 

Krsna is seen with a gopi in a mood of gay abandon. A bright background, a dancing gopi, completes the mental picture. 

In the third section, Radha sits under a tree with a snake. The curve of the tree-trunk frames Radha effectively. 
Deep mauve and yellow patches provide the background. 

A comparison of the several folios will make it clear that the painter does not ever repeat himself throughout the 

twenty-eight illustrations. He introduces many variations to communicate the mood of the literary piece. 
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COLOUR PLATE 15 

Illustration folio 25 

In a preceding folio (Illustration folio 24, monochrome) Radha had cried out to the Yamuna and had said: “Are 

your waters not enough to drown me." In this folio, the mood is different. Radha arrives and Krsna receives her with 

loving tenderness of the famous twenty-second prabandha of Jayadeva’s Gila-Govinda. She must be tired. Hari pleads 

with her to place her feet on his head: pada pallavamudaram : These verses have inspired poets, writers, and painters alike. 

In the N. C. Mehta Collection Gita-Govinda and the City Palace Museum, Jaipur, we see a Radha literally placing her feet 

on the figure of a diminutive Krsna. In this folio, Krsna is seen decorating her feet with ‘lac’ as described in the ]aur 

Gita-Govinda. 

In the first section, Radha sits on a striped flooring, proud, but loving, with her leg extended. She is set against a 

yellow background. Krsna sits humbly against a dark blue background, holds her foot tenderly. The lacquer is sug 

gested through a red patch which is of the same colour as his halo. His white dhoti is set against the dark background. 

The indoor and outdoor environment are sensitively portrayed through the use of these contrasting colours. 

In the second section both sit on the striped flooring in close proximity. The background colour changes into a 

green and there is a feeling of sunshine and light in the section. Radha no longer sits proud: she is soft and tender. 

In the third section Radha is adorning herself in front of a mirror. The mirror is placed against a dark blue back¬ 

ground and Radha sits on a red floor, with a yellow background. The three sections of the folio are a beautiful symphony 
of colour and reflect a touching tenderness. 

Indeed there is nothing stereotyped about these visual interpretations. They stand as paintings on their own and as 
excellent illustrations of the text. 
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COLOUR PLATE 16 

Illustration folio 29 

And finally the union, and the dawn after it. The last two prabandhas of the Glta-Govinda have also inspired painters 

in the diverse schools of miniature painting to interpret these verses in pictorial terms. Sometimes the pictorial depiction of 

these highly mystical, as also erotic, verses has been portrayed symbolically as in the Pahari Schools especially Basohli: at 

other times it has given rise to a whole genre of erotic scenes, as in Orissan palm leaf manuscripts, where they are known 

as rati-bandha. 

The painter of the Jaur Gita-Govinda appears to be fully acquainted with the original Gita-Govinda, as also his 

specific text. 

He bases his pictorial composition on the phrase: “What lovely woman can be, as a man.” The scene shifts indoors 

to an affluent setting. Radha and Krsna are on a red divan. The halo of Krsna merges into the colour of the bed. The 

rich sensuous imagery of the poem is transformed into this visual picture, complete with ritual objects, decorations and 

the rest. The allusions to the lion in the context of the slim waist of Radha and her passion, are transfigured into a 

concrete decorative motif. We come across this technique of concretising poetic imagery and even metrical patterns into 

pictorial terms in other sets of illustrations of the Gita-Govinda, particularly in an early eighteenth century set of drawings 

on the Gita-Govinda from Bundi. The sdrdulavikridita metrical pattern is often seen in the drawings as a Sdrdula. 

In the Jaur Gita-Govinda illustration, the ambivalence of interpretation is evident, but the appearance of a lion is 

as decorative as symbolic at this heightened moment of the consummation of the two lovers. The motif is most effectively 

used. 

In the second section, Krsna sits on a throne and offers a garland to Radha. The god head, having played his human 

drama, returns to the divine status. Radha is the humanity who sits in supplication. The symbolism of the red of the 

halo of Krsna and the red of the sari of Radha is repeated. The oft-repeated lala (red) of medieval Hindi poetry appears 

to be the basis of the evocative symbolic use of the colour throughout the illustrations. 

The compositional pattern, the figure drawing, the brush strokes and the palette have nothing in common with the 

Caurapancasikd style which had already come to stay by the time when the Jaur Gita-Govinda was created. Nor is the 

pictorial style a folk version of earlier Western Indian paintings on Jaina themes and Vaisnava paintings. It has a distinct 

original personality, despite the obvious echoes of earlier years. 
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COLOUR PLATE 17 

Motichandra and Khandalavala have reproduced these two paintings (Pis. 17 8c 18) in New Documents of Indian 

Paintings as monochrome figures 201 and 202. They date these paintings around 1575 A.D., along with the Gita-Govinda 

set in the Caurapancasikd style in the Prince of Wales Museum Collection. The latter have been reproduced as Colour 

Plates 22 and 23 in the same volume. The dates suggested are 1525-1575 A.D. For a comparative study of the illustrations 

of the Jaur Gita-Govinda with other contemporary developments, these two are valuable. 1 he same verses during almost 

the same period, or a decade or two preceding, reflect a totally different treatment of the theme and verbal content. Plate 

17 and folio 20 are the pictorial interpretation of the same verse of the Gita-Govinda. In the seventh sarga the sakhi 

returns alone without Krsna. Radha, striken with grief weeps and cries aloud 'who will be my solace, my youth, my love is 

wasted.’ The stylistic differences are self-evident and hardly need comment. The format, the figure drawing, the spatial 

arrangement, the dress and coiffure, the trees and the foliage are all different, the only element which holds the two together 

is the poetic verse which is rendered pictorially. The painter of the Jaur Gita-Govinda is less sophisticated, but more sensi¬ 

tive. He recreates the verbal imagery through a series of contrasts. The painter of PI. 17, classified as one amongst the 

Caurapancasikd. has a more formal, sophisticated and intellectual approach. His composition is formally divided into the 

sky above, the stylised Yamuna below and the two scenes of Radha and sakhi in one section, and Krsna sitting solitary in 

another section. The three-fourths face, the extended eye and the pastel shades of the Jaur Gita-Govinda are replaced by an 

unambiguous profile transparent odhariis and chdkaddra jama. Even if the provenance is debatable, can one deduce that 

one style led to the other, or vice versa, on the basis of the dates suggested for PI. 17, and the clear colophon of the Jaur 

Gita-Govinda ? Clearly the answer would be in the negative. The same negative conclusion would be reached if the Jaur 

Gita-Govinda illustrations are compared with the illustrations of the Prince of Wales Museum Gita-Govinda. The only 

conclusion one can arrive at is that in the last quarter of the sixteenth century, there were multiple regional schools in 

evidence and that it would be erroneous to establish a unilinear chronology of development for each of the schools. This 

deduction could be supported through a comparative study of the several regional dramatic and musical forms of the con¬ 

temporary period. If this hypothesis is not accepted, then one would be obliged to place the entire CaurapancaMkd group of 

paintings much later than the dates so far ascribed to them. Obviously other circumstantial evidence supports the dates of 1525- 

1575 A.D., so far ascribed to this group of paintings. It would appear thus that the Jaur Gita-Govinda is obviously the 

last in the line of the painting school, called the Western Indian paintings. The school apparently continued until the end 

of the sixteenth century, before giving place to early Mewar paintings. Elsewhere, as in the Prince of Wales Museum 

Gita-Govinda in the Caurapancasikd style, and Plates 17 and 18 from the National Museum, a more formal and sophisticated 

style of painting had emerged, where the format and the figure drawing, the foliage and the palette had all changed. 

The Jaur Gita-Govinda illustrations remain unaffected by these changes, although it develops its own individual stvle. 

The antecedents of the style have obviously to be traced to the Western Indian paintings on the Jaina and Vaisnava 

themes. 
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COLOUR PLATE 18 

The painting illustrates the third verse of the ninth prabandha. The sakhi tells Krsna: 

“The strong wind of her own sighing 

Feels like the burning fire of love 

Krsna, Radhika suffers in your desertion.” 

The painter uses two different compositional patterns. He divides his space horizontally into the sky on the top 

and the Yamuna at the bottom. The central area of the dramatic action is divided vertically into different sections. Trees 

are used as dividers. The background is one smooth pink for the entire section. In the first section Radha sits on a 

bolster with her long slender arms limp with sighing. Two trees and sprayed branches frame her. Her expression is blank 

and it has none of the vivacity of the Radha figure of the Jaur Gita-Govinda. In the second section, a solitary peacock 

stares blankly at Radha. Indeed, the mood of Radha is recreated more through the presence of the peacock rather than by 

the figure of Radha. In the third section, the sakhi is describing the state of Radha to Krsna. Both hold one hand in 

hamsasya. The tiara of Krsna is reminiscent of tiar as seen in some Moghul paintings, particularly the Razmandma, but 

there are no other similarities. The arrangement is formal and decorative. Thus, although pictorially the painting is more 

sophisticated and the transparent odhanis and other features of costume, coiffur, details of the trunk of the palm-tree, are 

indicative of greater painting skill, it lacks the vibrant warmth of the Jaur Gita-Govinda paintings. 

In the Caurapancdsika style, the Prince of Wales Museum Gita-Govinda is the best. The paintings of that set reflect 

an inner and deeper understanding of the verses of the poem (see monochrome fig. 9). Pictorially, also, they are more 
satisfying as composition. 
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MONOCHROME ILLUSTRATIONS 
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1. Dasavtara Inscription front Patan. 1291 A.D. 

4. Illustration of Nrsimha 

Avatara c. 1458 A.D. 

B. Illustration of Matsya Avatara. 

Illustrated Gujarati MS., c. 1458 A.D. 

2. Dasavatara Inscription front Patan. 1291 A.D. 
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G. Illustration from Gita Govinda, 

B. J. Institute, Ahmedabad. Late 

A.D. 

collection of 

16th century 

8. Illustration from Gita Govinda, 

collection of B. J. Institute, 

Ahmedabad. Late 16th century 

A.D. 

5. Illustration from Gita Govinda, 

collection of B. J. Institute, 

Ahmedabad. Late 16th century 

A.D. 

7. Illustration from Gita Govinda, collection of 

B. J. Institute, Ahmedabad. Late 16th century 

A.D. 
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9. Illustration front Gita Govinda, Prince of Wales Museum, 

Bombay, (in Chaurapancdsika style), c. 1525-1575 A.l). 





11. Illustration from Gita Govinda, Western Indian style. 

N. C. Mehta collection, c. 16th century A.D. 



12. Illustration from Gita Govinda, Western Indian style, 

N. C. Mehta collection, c. 16th century A.D. 



13. Illustration from Gita Govinda, Western Indian style. Maharaja 

Sawai Mansingh II City Palace Museum, Jaipur, c. 16th century 

A.D. 

Illustration from Gita Govinda, Western Indian style. Maharaja 

Sawai Mansingh II City Palace Museum, Jaipur, c. 16th century 

A.D, 

Illustration Irom Gita Govinda, Western Indian style, Maharaja 

Sawai Mansingh II City Palace Museum, Jaipur, c. 16th century 
A.D. 



16. Folio from the Gita Govinda, collection 

of Maharaja of Kankorali. c. 16th 

century A.D. 



18. Illustration ol Gila Govinda, Saraswati Bhandar, Udaipur, 

Rajasthan, c. 1654 A.D. 



19. Illustration of Brilagopalastuti. 

c. 15th century A.D. 

20. Illustration of Bnlagopalasluli, 

c. 15th century A.l). 



23. Illustration of Balagopalasluti, 

c. 15th century A.D. 

24. Illustration of Balagopalasluti, 

c. 15th century A.D. 

25. Illustration of Balagopalasluti, 

c. 15th century A.D. 



2(5. Illustration from Pafica Tantra MS 

from Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, 

Late 15th century A.I). 

27. Illustration from Pafica Tantra MS 

front Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, 

Late 15th century A.I). 

28. Illustration from Pafica Tantra MS 

from Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, 

Late 15th century A.D. 

29. Illustration from Pafica Tantra MS 

from Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi, 

Late 15th century A.D k 



30. Illustration from Panca Tantra MS 

from Bharat kala Bhavan, Varanasi, 

late 15th century A.D. 

31. Illustration from Panca Tantra MS 

from Bharat Kala Bhavan. Varanasi, 

late lath century A.D. ^ 
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32. A leaf front Srenika Samyaktava Rasa, folio, 9 a. 

1546-48 A.D. 

33. A leaf from Srenika Samyaktava Rasa, folio, 43 a. 

1546-48 A.D. 
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34. A leaf from Srenika Samyaktava Rasa, 

folio, 19 a, 1546-48 A.D. 
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35. A leaf from Srenika Samyaktava Rasa, folio, 6 a. 

1546-48 A.D. 
36. A leaf from Srenika Samyaktava Rasa, folio, 23 a. 

1546-48 A.D. 
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37. A leaf from Srenika Samyaklava 

Rasa, folio, 34 b, 1546-48 A.D. 

38. A leal from Srcnika Samyaklava 

Rasa, folio, 7 a, 1546-48 A.l). ^ 
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39. Illustration from a pata, L. D. Institute, Ahmedabad, late 16th Century A.D. 
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-10. Folio from a Gita-Govinda Manuscript ( anonymous ). 
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41. Folio from a Gita-Govinda Manuscript (anonymous). 
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42. Folio from a Gita-Govinda Manuscript (anonymous). 



Appendix I 

JAUR GlTA GOVINDA 
(Text in Devanagan) 





arc *TTrf ifrfi^T^TR u mm 

sft 5TJT: 

m RHTfFTOT(n) hr: II 

hpt fHT 11 1 11 

ITRT fRRH HTHTRR nft ft RTRH HRrt XTRRTTnft «ft HHHTR RT> RTXR H ?TT«r 

RTX HPT Rf f H H 3THHT HTH ft? HRR RTXRT HPRRT I HTXR H ftRrt HtHT RTHt 11 

HPT G^jft 11 ^ II 

hrrtr sft xthrr nt xr hr? h h>r h>rh rx r# rtThpr nr to xtsthtt 

ft RHRRt HTfft RRX aft nft t HR XTHRT HPT HR TOTft RXTO f RT5 

RHT HiTHt 11 •o 

HP? ftnrt II 3 II 

<ft?T H RTHR? RTTTOTX HRrt HHHift RHITTH RTTHfHRT R 'ftHTHHT RTHT 

sftHt ft RtRT HRXT(x)fe II HHH ft XR HRXT HTHHT R HXHIdT HR HTnft 

ft HRfRT # 11 

HPT Hfat 11 V 11 

HTX RRX RTRX HRR R?R§ft ^HTH ft TO Rfaxft HR RTTH ft HR ft RR 

HtR sftcT HtRXPR RTTHfaHT R HTHHT RTHT sft HHfiHPTT R HtR HtR? Hfc 

HRR RPPTtHlH ’S I HPsHTR RTPTfR R HTRTR RTRHR? ^THcfT RTRXT RT 

TO XT 5RR nftPHT XHHT RH RHXTRT JHTfT f RRIRT RXXT ft5 ® I HRXTH 

RXR.ff RvRftRT RtHT RrRRTX RTXHT RTHTRHT RRT RTTHR RTTRT HHH'TX R>X?RT 

R Rt|RtR H RTfr RRTRRT HR aTRRTH RHlRRf RTRRt R RRRT RRf TOTft 

RTRRT OT R>fH?T RTXf HTHT HHIX © 11 

HP? HTHHt 11 X. 11 

HPTaR XTRtXT frx TORT HTRXRt HIHT HHfT ft RPT RXTft HHH HTHT 

RTPTHt HHT HHRT TOT Rtf ^ I XTOTHT H XRRT HTHT ft RTOR TOTH 'S 

HR ft HTHSt HR HHHHT RTRfRRt RRft ^X RRTfRT RR R RTR ® I 

HPT TOt 11 ^ 11 

fHRT XRR TO II HRRT ft^ ft^ #Xt RRRT RXTRX^ R RRRT Rt HRRTR 

RR XTRRTpft Xt RRfXR JRRT HRRTR RtRtRrtRTR RRR ft W RXTfXRt RTRT 

R RRTRTT ft5 © RTTRt f RRt HXRTTRT RTRR HRt XR ftst HPTH RXt 

ftRTXt HfT XTRT R3T R R9X RRX HRRT RTRR XT RTRT HR RTR RTXRTRt HR 

RTfRTRT RXRRRR RR^RT HR R>RRr R^ff RTfR RTTOT hr |IHcIT RR RR RR 

TORRT RTRT RTTRT RTR HR RXRXtfT ^TRoT RRX RTRT RR RTTRT RpTO RtRRT 

RTRX RTXRRf RR TO RTft T ftHT RTTR RTR HRXRTft RtRHT RTRT RftR HfRRTXT 
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7rft ttt trtt FTTTrft ttt jr fft tttrt Trfr fteffTt # ^rpTcft 
7T7#t TTTft ft# $11 

ttt 7T7#t 11« n 

7# TTTTft ftf TOT 7ft ft WH # ftfTT #7 ~#t7 f7 qvTTT 7 fTtft 

77 ;R7r7ff TTTft 77! TT FJT ft fft TT# # 11 ftft 7TT ft TTTft T ftf 

7T7 ^TRTT 7 TT7 # 5TRTR (FTtT#) ftTT TTFRT Wr # I ftft ’ft'ft ft 

TTTft TT FT7R#T 7 ftTTT 777T ft 7l77T STSTT RFIRF ?mft $ 11 7TT 

ftTT ft Tirf) ttttt fir ttt ftrrr w tt fjt ftttt $ 11 tt ftTT 
# ftft T#t TT7T 7 77Tft 7FT7T7 ft Wff 7$t # Tfrsft TT 7$t ft ftTft 
FTT#t $ I TRfft TTT TT ftT 7T$ TTft I 77 FITOt fr> ft TT7t # ft7 
TTSTcft ITTft 7 TTTft ftft I 7177# 7ft ST TTTTfft 7 777T7 TTT ft 
sftTTTft ft ^RTRTRT FT# ftTFTR # FTT7# 77 ft TTT 7S7T 7lft I ftTTTft 
FRTTTTft TT ft ft ft 7PT 7P#t $ 11 

TTT STTSrft 11 =: 11 

t ftft ftft 7ft Tft 7ft # 7T7 TTT# # TTt # TTtT 77T# FT# TTT 
7#ttt tt# 7>ft ft ffft iftrr tt ttt ffTRt |t ttt# ffTTt TTTft fft 
7ft 7ft 1 ffTR# ttt 777# 7ft ft#—ft 7ft 7ft ffTTT 77 ft# 1 fts 
77 tWt 7 ft #T37T 777 77 sptf 77T 777 7T77 ftTTf FT# ftf 77 5T# 
ft7 77T7#t # ftf 77 7#t 77ft TTlft ft# $ I 

7T7 777# 11 5. 11 

f#ft ftT TTT #77177 TT TTT T77T 7 7## 7ft g RTTT ?7TTT fFTTTT 
##7T 77777 fffl 7T7 TT77TTft 77 7T #7 7T77T 777ft # 77777 777 77 
77t7 TTf TtTT 777T 7T7ft I ftf 77t 77t 7 f77T7ft ft5f 11 

7T7 777# IMoH 

7f fTfff 7ft «ft 77 Ttf gTTT 7f 7 777 77T7 ft f7 777I77T FfRT 

ft77 (ft) 7 7t7 7t7 I 77ft ft77 I 7# 77 Tfcft 7 ft$77 I ftf 77 

777 7# 7 7I7rftTT7 # fft7 7777ft ft7 $ I TtRT FT7 ft ^f777 ft7 

#777 I | 77t JfRT FT7 77fft ft7 $ I TTtft 7T7t ft#t 77 7T7#f ft 

ft7 717 $ I FfRT 7T7T TfITT ft77T fff F#t# $ I JfR# 777ft 7ft7T 

777t FTTfft TTTcft 7777T 7777 ft7 7 7T77 7777 ft 777T 7T7 I | 
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77ft \ f^RT ftffT TT ft7 # 7f77 ft 777 777 ft 77 J377R 7R7# I 

f7 77t ft #7t 7R77T 7I7ft I f^RT frtt ft 7#f 777 ft# ttTTTR I 77 

75ft 7 FT7 7TT7 7RTT TT’ftTT 7T7T 777 TTraT 7T7 ft# TTTTft 7177 I 

FT7 fft7 7Tft 7ft I Ffrt 3T77T 7T7T 77 Ffrf ft7T ftTT 77t7:fT 777 

f I f 7 ft7 77TfT 777T ft577 11 

7T7 fFzrrTTT II <1S II 

ft fffrraTT ft 7 7R7T7 7T7T |7 777T ft t ftTT ftft WlTT 77 

Tift 77ft TFTTf 77T TfTTtTT 77 TT77lft TT 77T7 ft 7TF7T ft7 ft 77 

7#t7 77 717ft I 7T77T 77 fTWT fR F77 77 ###7 77f77 ft7 FTR7 

JTTT7 777ft 7T7ft 7 &77aT 77 77 ft 7T7 TTft 7ft I #7 TTSTTft TT 

J7Rt 7t7f frtt ^fft t3^TT ftTT 77 TT777#t ft 77 77t 7ft I tot-Tcfi 

flTTt T!R 7ft 777T t ST# 7ft ftT ^ST^ff ftSTf f77 7T7 TTffft 

# ft ft 77 Fits ft7 TT'dTft ff7 5T7 7T77 77T # 777f I 7ft #t7#t 

77 ftTTTT 7fT7 777T fft ^TT7T 7ft I ft 7FT7T7 TT ^T7 7 7T7 ftTTft 

f F^rf 7R ^TT# I | 77 77 7RT7ft 77 ft ffT 7ft t TT# fToffTT 77 

77t 77T7T 7ft 7t7TT fTTTT 7T7ft 77 TTfT ft t FT# TTTft 77 7T7 TfTT 

7ft I 7ft 77 fSfft TTft 77 F^RT 7T7 77FTT7T ft7 7T§ fif 7T7 ft57 I 

7ft ftft 7T7T 7T7T FT# ft 7T77T TRlft ft f 77 77 7T7 TT777 ft # 

7T7 #fT7f 11 77717 7T7T 7f#t #7 I 7ft | FRTTf 77 F^rft 77 fF|t77T 

ft7 7Tft 7ft I 7T7T 7R7T 77 TTST7T ft f ^tsf T 7T7 HTFftft ft TT3T#t 

ft ft7 # TTTTft ftf ftf ^Rf7T ^T77T T7T TTTTft f 7T7 7TJ7T—TT7T#t 

^ff 77 ft7 7TST ftTTTt T^ft TTft ft7T7ft ftT I 777 M.wl’7 7T7 77 

7? ftTT I 777T7 77 ^TTT ft77 77 7T777 fa7 7R 777 7T7 ft ft 

jjt# 7T7ft # 7ft ft 7T7 TRTft 77 7ft fft TFft T^Rft7T TTTTf I 7FT7T7 

77t FTTT ft 7R TTTTT 7ft I TTSTrft ft ^TTft |Trft ftT ft77 7TT Tftft 11 

7T7 TTTft 11^ II 

ffft TT7 TFTT 7ft ftft 7 FTTTT7 TTft ftft 777 ft§7 ft TTTTT ft 

# TTTft T TTTft 77 7T7 ^ST73F I 7T7 TTTTT ft 7T7##t ftT TT7TTT $ I 

TTTTTft 77$t7 ft777 7T7 ft 7T7T7T 7# 777773^ I f f^RJ 7T7 7#T S7 

7T7 TT ft 7R ^7 TF^ ^7 7J 777 7T7T TT RR ftTRRi I FTTT TTTTT ft 

TTTft TT FTTTft 7ft I TsTTt TT TTTTTt 7ft I fr TRt 7 fTT ft 77T7 

7TT TTTTf I 7K#t STR# ftrft ftrft ftT TTTft I ftTT ft ft+'ld TT 

TTTft TTTTTTt fT ft TTTT7 FT7 TTft 7 ?TT ft 717 7TTT TRTTf I 

f ftftft TT 7T7 fT TTTTT ft 77T7 F#t TTTft flNft 7TTT TRt 77TST 



#t?Tq#t # ?TPT ft qqiq qq qq qqrft qiNrft qq f#t qrqT fqq qr qt 
qrqft yp/K wqrfr qqqr qqr qrqft ftsTqs qft i qqr rrqqr #t q qqqq ft 

ftqrrqt 0 i ^q qrqrr q qrft qqft tt qrq #tq q qr# ft# qqrrqqr 
qqt qrq ft ?q q'td’qruft RtR^T^flr rrqff jftq# i f qrqr ftqrr nq## 0ft 
qt# qqr# q# qtq qqr# qq qqq qft T0t #tqr qq qqqf i qqTfr ##t 
qq ^qtff 0 i qqrft qq ftft tt qtqrrr ?WRt 0 i q#q qrq 
ftqr q qqqqr q# 0 i ftqfT ft qrq qq q# sri uicfi qtqqr ftq qqqr qft 
0 i q# f qsrrft qqr tt rrnr #qr f q §qrft qq qrqft ftq |qqft qqq# 11 

qrq ftrqt i n 3 11 

q# ^^sft ?qrft ftq ft qq ft qqft i # srrrq ft qrqr qrr qq 01 
?'°tt qr q><«icbqr qqq #qr qqr# 0 i qqr# qtftqrq qq qqqrqr qq ftrr 
(qn) ftq qrq 0 i qqrf qjq ft # qq ftqrrft ftq i qqT# #q ff^aq 
qqrft 0 i ?qrft qq fqrrr q^q #ft f ft ?q qrq qqq qqqft q?ft frft 
0 i f# qffq ft frft qfqf qfq qr# qr# qq qtqr 0 qq qrft qr qrq qf 
qtq qqqr qqrft qiqqr q ft i q# ftq ftrt qr qrfq qrq qrq f qrsmft 
qrqrrq 0tqrqft # qqq qr qq qrqr qqrqft ftqrqr qqqrfT 0 1 qqr qrsrrft 
qT qqqrqqr q qft 0 1 trqq qrq rrqq qrq irqq qq rrqq qrq qqqt qq# 1 
qfqrq 0 1 qqr # fqr 3ft qrq qqqt q ft 1 ^qr q qtfq ft qf^ qqt qqrq 
qqf qqrq qqqt qqr ^iqft fiqt q ft ft q tf qqiqf 0 1 

qrq qtqqf II || 

qrq^r qt qq ft qrqft #q qqqq; 1 qr qqrr q^rr qiq qrq ft qrq 
qqrqqr ftsqq 1 qrqqqqt f qqq°ft qq qqTqr qq ft qfqrt 0 1 qtq qqqr 
qqrq qqqqr qrq qqt qqr 0 1 q qr ft 0ht qq qft %ft qrq 0 1 q?q 
qqqrqt q>tt 0 1 qqfrqqr qtqq qst qft qq qqq qrsm qft q qqqqqr 
ft sqrq qtqfNt 0 1 qrqqtqr qrqrqrqT qrqtqr q qtqq qq qqqr qt ft qq 1 
0qqqqqr qqqr qqrft 0 1 

qrq qqqqt 11 n 11 

qrqqq qt ft qqqt ft qn; fqqr qq qrqqr qqt 1 srf qqqrft qt qgqrr 

qt qrqqq qi%q rrq qrq qt qq ^ff qt qqqr ^ qq qrqft 0 11 qftqq 

ft qr0qt qtr qrrq q0rqr qqqt qtq qqqq qt qt ^ffqt q qqnq ft 

qrq qqnft 01 qq qqqt qr qrqr qq qq q qqrqqt qtsqqr 1 rft ^ff qt 

fq qq wf qtqqr qqqt qqqpr t Rsm qt qqqft qtq ^t qwr 

qqqt fts qt qq 1 qf r^r qrq q^rq irsmt qq fft qrqqr qtrqr qnr 

qqqr q qft fq^ft qrq qrqqr qt qr qq qq#qr qrq qtqr qt qqr ft qfqt 

qqqqt 0 11 

qTq qtqqf 111 \ 11 

qqt qrqrqt q qftq qsrrqt qfqqt q qqq qqq qr qtn ffi qqr 0 1 

qqf^qq q fttr qrat qqrqt qt?q qt qqrft qrqqr qq gqq q^qr qq qrqqT 

rjqrq qft qrq 1 ?qt qrq ftqrq qtqrqt qrqqr qqt 1 qrq# qqq qqq ftqq 

ft qi0 qtqrqt qrqq qrq qqq snqyq q> qqtqrqqr gqqr qTq qqt frq 

qqt qqqt qrq qfqrq qtqr 53 qrft ftq qrqqrT qt q qqqrqt qq qt qqrft 

ftqrq qtq qq qq qqqrqt qqt 1 qt qqq eqq 0fqqr ftqr qft qqr qrqr qqt 

f qrq rrqt qqqrq qqrqt qqqq qtqqr qqt 1 qqt f} qqrqft ft qrqqr qtqq 

qqqt qtqrqt q qtq qft qqr qqfr qqq qrq ^qqt qqqr qsrqr qrqqr 

q? qtqr qft ftq qr qiq?t qfqq qi 1 qtqr 1 qq ^rr fTT qrqqr qtsqq qqt 

qq qrsrqrr qr qq ftqrqr ftq qrqq qmq qr^qrq ^rqfq qrqR q qqqq 

0N qnqq i qft qqT qt# #t# qtqqr qqr qq #q qqTq ft qrqqqt 

qrf #q 11 
c\ 

qrq qqqqf 11 

qft tf qqTft qqtqf qnqt qqrqqt 1 qqqrq q qq ft qrft 1 qrgqq #t 

f q# qrq qraqq qt ft qtq qrq qrqrqr # f fq# qtf qrqt qtqf 1 qqrft 

j^rft qtq fq qfqqt^qqr 1 Rrfr q#f ft# qqt qrt #q qqr mqq# qrsm 

#t qncrqq f ^r ft# qqqrq q qtqqr # qtq qr«rt qqrftqq 1 qtq 

?rq fqr q qf qqr qqt ft qrqr qtqrqt q qq srq ©q; irrqqt 1 qqt qj qq 

qt—qqrq qft ft # qf qqqq ii+’*r+' qqq #tq qqrft 1 qrft qrqqr fqq 

qrft 1 fq qrq Trsm qtqtfffiqtTjqqrfqqq qtqqr ##tqr 1 qq 

qffq qq qq qq # qqr qq # qrqqrrqt ft qqr ftft 1 qqqq #t qqqr ft 

qtq r qr fr fit qqt ft qrft qtqqr qrq qtft 11 

qrq qsnqt 11 ^ 11 

qft qqr q qqrq qft qq qqqrq ftqr qf # qq qq qrq ^qrqr ^r#fqr 

q0t qfft ftqft qrqt f ft qrq ft qqqrq q# qraqqqr #qr ftqqq? fq 

qrq qqfq qqrft 1 ft |fq qq q# qrqqr qq qrqqr ft qft qqft q qsWqt 

qqrqqj 1 ftq qqt ft qrr ^rq ftqrq qq=q’ # ^qr ft qrq qff q # 1 ftft qn 
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tt ft ttitt ^r fft 7 ft iff # 7# tttt ftsr© ft Trarr iff t# 
7^7 77? gft’q- rrrft ttttt TRrft # ttt tt r© ft tt7 tt tttt 
®t g I ft ft ft f 7T7t ft© TTTft I 7T7T7 ft7 TTT 7?T TTT 7 gTT 7# 
ftft ©tt rrft 7 77 ^ft^T 7 tttt r#t rrftrT ftTT 7 f77©7 ft 7T7ft7 Trrft i 

©tt ftrftrrt mui 

•©©tt© fir ft ftrr ©rfr tt gff t©7t f ft# ft# r# grffrr i ffTt 
rrdrrft tt ©tsT T7T ft ft© rrfr ffr tt (t) t# gTTTT ttt sRftTTT 
7©7T#t ©t7T I ©TT TT 7©ft STW 7TT7t # ft© 7RT77 TTT ©7©T77T 
72ft 1 #© irq? 77ft ft? 71# Tr©r7© # sr# ttttttt ftr tttt 7ft 1 ftft 
TTTTft # ©T77T TTrft TT TTTTTft TT gT 7ft ©tft I ©7 TT ftTT 77T TT 
7TTST 7# TTTTTT 7g?t TTTTT ftft *gT#t 77 ©TT# 77 7T©#t 7T©ft TTTT 
ft© 7TT7t I 

©TT ft7©t II ^ ° II 

f TTTTft 7773ft TTrft nr ftTTr ttt ©7 ttttt ft©r© i ©tt# ft? 
ftft TtTTtTf ©TRT 71777 7 TTrft ft ft Tft TTrft ©ft ©7T#t TTifTT 
#t©7t 77Tft ftft I g# TTTTTft rgrft TPff ftf 77 ftTT ©TTTft Tfft 7ft I 
tt© TT7r7 77ft ftrr 7fr T7 7rf gr | tttt fftTTTr f 77 TTrft 
TR © I I Tft 7RT77 ft ft© 17T7 ftft ftft TTTftTT f 77 T7f ft © I 
rglft T7T TTTT 7ft I #7 *rgT#t TTcTT ftTTt 7 7T7 ft ©tTftTT 7ft TR 
TTTtft I g 77 TTTTT g7 TTrft ftft TT TTTTTT ©77T7ft ft7 igrft 7r7 
TTftftTr TT# ftft I J^TTT TTTgT ©7 ©7 TtTftrf TTlft 77 rgrft 7T7- 
^T73r ftr i 

?77T7 ft ft f 77 ft 7R7 7ft Tftft 1 g Tft ©TT TT fTT 77 ft 
©ft^TT #77 I g# TTarTT ft ftftTt TT 7r7 fTrft 7R7T #7 77 TT7 77 
7TT c7r7 7S I 

TT7 TTftTft II ^ II 

gf TrT7T ft rrfr 7rTT W7T ft ft7T7ft 7ft I TT ft g f7# 7# gTTT I 
Trrft ftT t'tt ft fr 7TTft gr ©rrft tpt tt ft Tirt qfr |tt ft ftft 
ft 77 TTrft 7R ftTTr ftTTr 77 7f 7T7 %T7r fTTTft I 77 7TTT 7TTT7 
gff ft f 7>f irrft 77 ftft 5T7 7TI7T I 7SRT TT 7TT 77T g7r 77 
ffrrft TTrr TgtTnrr fTrrrfr ttt 77r 77 fr^r frrrf 1 Trrft tt ftr 
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tt grftgrr Ttrft 1 ttttt ft 'ttt 7irrft ftrrft crrr ^T7 TRTftr fTft 
7T7 sgrft fft7 77 ^T7 7T7T I 

g TTTTTft 7"tgr ftTT TTTft fT #77 ftT gft 77 g7 fT ftTTT ftft 
TTTft g7 I TTTft 7 TTTft 77 ftft gft I TTTft T7 TT7T7 77 gfT fifft 
7ft TgrftT I TT 77 ^ft TT^TT TTrft f TTTft ft7 TT7 Tift TTTfft 7ft I 
flTT ft ftTT 7TT7TT 7 TTTft ftTTT 7f © I TTTft Tift TTT 'TTTTft 77 
TTTft 7ft I ftT 7TRT f7T7 TTT 7#ft #7T T# ft 77 TT7 7TTI7TT 7ft I 
Trrft a f777ft tttt 77 fft rft mft 1 5# ttt ft ttti ft 7ft ttttt 
ft ftr 77 5ft ttt 1 

TTT TTTtTTt II II 

Tf TTTTTt TT ^gfft TTT TT 7g 7T7R 7f T fft 7T7 gflft f 7# TTTt I 
Trrft ¥7#t 7T7r ft fr ft TTrrt (ftrrTftT 71717ft) *grf Trft ttt i 
T^gRT gTTTT 77 5TT77t Z<+’l ft gTTTT ftTTT 1 g TTT77 ft TIT<1 *-glft 
TTT TTTft TTT gTTTT ft TTT gR> TTT I f7 7T7 51^ ft tTgt ftT gfTT# 
f ftr TTtrft Tr©fr i gt ttttt Traft tt ftft ttt rftr Rrrft ft 
77 ftri ft gr i ttt rrTTrft 77 Trrrft 1 gf grrft ttt © 1 

ttt fftrft 11 ^ ? 11 

77717 TTTt 77 77 TT TTTTt TTTTTt 77 7TT5 7777 77 TTT TTTTT 
5g7T I Tf grft TTT I gf ft? ftft TTTft ©tTTTfr 77T I TTTTT TTTft 77 
TTRTT TT TTTT 77# I TTlf 7# TTTft TTT 77 TTTTTft 77T I gTTTT ftT 
© i grr Trrft tttttrt 77 7T7 rfgrr 77 7iftrt 1 tt ©TTTft rrftr 1 

7f 77ft 7ft gift 77ft ftT 77T77t TTft TTTTTTT I 

TTT ft ftrft II || 

7f I TTTTT ?7 TTT 77© if I I TTTTT 7R7 ftT gT © I TT ftTT TTT 
ft ?©T JTT 7RTT 57 TTTTT© I 777T7 fft TTTTTT ©7TT7 ©7KT Tgt© 
77 TTTTTT g7 I frft TTT TTTTT© 11 

TTT TftTft IRK II 

TTT Tft TTTTTft ft ftTg ftTTT ft ftTTT ft 7 ^Tlft f T7t TTTTT 
ft f ftf T77 ft 7#t TTTTft 7 777777 ft ©7T TTTTT ft ft TTTT 77t 



am cnr nstaftn © i ©ott ar an am nor jtort af aa© i aft a# ©mt 
^ft© ^a©ar ©ft I mrrft ©ft aam fttt ft a"tn qft am ftta ft 

ftai*a <t arft a am ftnr nraa© jpgsr f©a ft fir fain ft © i 

ITT? ©ftaftt IR^ il 

itf ©m ft©T aSTR IT THJ N f ft <m*m < *dd <jq f ft '+-<?ft^-TI "JI aT ©[■©£ I 
ft®r nm ©rar ^fttmft arnft amt am ana at (a) at i fm ara ©an 
©rat arft an ft°r qia a+'st ar s© 5ftit +\«iad) 11 

am aamtnat 11 ■rvs 11 

ttsjt ft ant t ft? fa nt?r ft am a ft? amft f aft ©Taft far 
©raft for ©aft an at ft a arc ftar atm sfar ft ©orrft fanatar ftanr 
srcft an© ©raft a n?ft araft i 5 aa trt ©oft atmftnr anar ft m? 
at ft ©?tnm© nor am 5ft rj ^ ^ ftft ©mat namt 1 arct fta© ©a 
arcft ©orrft nmr a arana©■ 

am arcftaat 11 11 

fttft sjftf nftaft f aataa araft amtar a atf atft atf nftftt 
f^af 1 fir ©raft atf fttft atrft f a© a© ©ran© 1 ft fttft ©m at© arrant 1 

ITT? fttaoTcftaftt 11 ^5.11 

©Inrarct an ©?t amfttar f ara fttaa© aa ara nm© aaT ©orrt 
fttar iron aim ft ©rat ©namra rraT ft a fttat ©amft fttat 1 fa a© 
©mfttar ©aara t ft? at? ©an© ©mat 11 

mm ftaat 113° 11 

ttht ft ©aar mt a fttnraat atnrftt mf aft amt fttft n?mt n aa 
mrmft ^tn nft 1 qmn «r nor ftn mft nmft mmft nft 1 ifrft nor 
qrftmr © nf fn smm^frft 1 

irm smftnnt 11 ^ i» 

f mT^nr ft nraTft nqqiq ft^rr ^t rr^rf frorr fnr srui snftirr 1 ft 

ir©t gror «rf mrfr 1 mtf fft nmt ftft ftrrf mf 1 rrf©or imrifft f 
mttr«r rrmrrr 1 sfftrr tt rm srarst f nftmioi 1 

urn tftmft 11 ^ n 

nrft nmrr ft ft (nr) nqrr © 1 ©oft tnt Trsrrft f mrntnr m 
©%©#©© mmft f© mnm©i i gft qmnr mftir 1 f ffmrft ftft fft 1 
nn ©ott ftft 1 an ntnr ft irrmt 1 srf ^r«rt amt nrmr i^rft ma tnna 
mrm x amrfr fra aft©r am aa aarft ara fta ataa af fsmat 1 nar©t 
a mfta 1 aarft afta m-aia ftaTf’r f ft forT aaaT t ntft ft fa araaf 1 
arft ara jmft ft anct aara ©arft fa at ft ftnrftar 11 

ara aftaat 11 ^ 11 

aara aanr aacr aa na ftft aiaoft aa araft 55ft sftnioft 1 aara 
arfa 1 fta aa arft araorr naraar aa aa ataaar nrsa 1 aaift atft 
faaa anat aor 151ft farfr 1 aaar atnr a>iaia aa ftnr atf ff aft 1 

aa atftaat 11 v 11 

5 aram aarft ©rft fta © 1 aarafr ^fta (tat a) aara 5^ft fta 
© 1 aara ara ara aa ataraf araa afta 1 aara ^aar far aa aa aa 
fat ftft aan naraar aa aa aat jaaar aor aftft aoa jaraT njfft 
aoft aaa aaam far fafa aa aaat jan fat ntaftar ftafaa at ara 
aaift aft aftana 1 5a aamt ftnra qranr atar arart fta © 1 ataar 
ft ©or ifif aa ataaf 11 

ara qftaat 11 n 11 

at av+na araft aarft ^©a ft ft a a(m) fan at ^uiNf 
ft aft af ^rft 1 aat ftft t ara ft aarft arannnr aaa ftarf 1 aa 
a©t fta 5rna aat 1 fa ftar aaraaf aat fttaa arafta a atair 
©ffnrar att © 1 

am ©ftaat 1111 

5 arsnft amn ft atamft aaa ft t ara ataft anraft 1 aara 
fa^n aor 6ift a ntam© 1 aaa f^[ft aor ftamar 5ft aamtar © 1 
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ft RtR (^j) RtRRt Rft Rfrft Tt R RRTTT RTT RTT iRoNR 'Tt 

Rfir rtr tt 4tRTT RRRt rtt rtt RTrrftR tt ^fr^rr © 11 

RTR MtRRt II II 

TTR TTR 5TfT RR RlRtRI RR RRTTT RTR TR ffR RTRR |cT RTRtRT 

RRt I fR RTRRtRR RRR RRFTT RTRR RtR © I RR Tflft RTR RR RRTTRRt 

R RTR Rt RRTTT RTRTTTRR RRR RRT Rt fRT (rTJRT) R JW3 RRR RRRRRTRT 

RS Rsct>"luiY I RRT R Rl't> TTRT RRUIl R RRyR RRt RT d'-Tl' RTRt RtRRRI I 

rtr «fMi«ir © 1 RRt +'<«r qr rtr rprt rtr i RTRRt ©R<1 =Tr 11 

RTR R3RtRRt II II 

TTRTRt ftR ft RTRrfRRT t RrRRt g©ft m'1>ti4> i Rt wn?r rtrtr 

Rtt I5 1 TTRTRf RRRTRt rrr fram rtrrT i ittot rttr 

3R ftRT RTFTt I cftR RtR TtR RRRTR TT RRRTRT RRRR 11 

RTR II K II 

TiRTRt wrq tt RTTRt fRR rtr rr Rtt rtrtrrt rrt tt Rtr c\ 

II RRR t^o RFFR RRRT U TfRRTT R1 

oil 3ft (wt) sttTRRTR RRTT^ RTRt 

rrr Tfitt i £ ^ft rr ftR rr RTiRt RtRt i ?r smt sMt rr qtR?rnfr 

RtRT fRT II 

RTR RrrrtRRt ii Vo ii 

RTft TTSTToft RRt fTT Rt RTRtRl (rt) TTR TT^T RTRRtR I ff RRTTT 

RtRTT RTR RRTRt y'hiqit ?ft©t +tq-d I f MIul ntRi 0 RRTTT «iy iq) RTR 

ft RTT RRTft RtR RRTft RRTR Stoft R? RT% I 

RTR (T^RIoft^t II V«| || 

TTETToft RR 5Tur RTRt RTR RTTRt RtRt #TTT fTR RTR R"tt R^oft iTT*r 

T^T 9T>T ^fRRcft ^T RTTT TTt ^TTRt I RTTcTT Rt JTR 3f)R Rr 

«TRt I RR ft oTttrr TlTRt t ^T qT ©R#TT RTRT R STpTR qR gwft 

q^fT^tR i rtrr r>©t q^Rt i tRrt ft rr qR tt^it+'i cftfRt 

© 1 RfaT ?Rrf 3RRTTT RTR RTft oft TT RR qTT TRRT ?R ?R ?R ©2R Tft 

qRRt i Rq- (rr) RRrf ?tsR© ^ TirriRt ft RiRoft RsrTrft rTrrrr 

RcSTR qRRRR qrt RRRt I |r TTSToft ft RRt RRRT rr Rrrr r RRoft 

(cTRRt) qTTRf | RR gjRTT TT RTR RRTTt TR oftRT TTT<qiT ©I RRTTT 

RR TR RR ?R TR Rt^t RR, fRTR Rt RRRRt RR Rt Rt©TR Rt© RfRtR 

Rf RRRR RtfRR ft RiRt TT qTRT qRTTR 3R^R off ft RtR RtfRRTt fTRTT 

Tt RR TR © II II II II RR ?tRt R RfRR II ?Rt RRR II 

RTRT R5R RRT3R RTRTR 11 

II 



Appendix II 

EDITIONS OF GITA GOVINDA 
(In order of the year of Publication) 





Editions of the Gita-Govinda 

Year 

1. Gita-Govinda. Calcutta Litho Press: No. 

title page. Devanagari. 1808 

2. Gita-Govinda. Ed. Haeberlin, John (in 

Kdvyasahgraha) Calcutta. Pages 69-114) 

Devanagari. 1847 

3. Gita Govindamamkitambuga, Andhra 

pratipadatika sahitambuga). Jyotisaka- 

lanidi Press, Madras. Telugu script. 1956 

4. Gita-Govindamamkitambuga: Sarasvatini- 

laya Press, Madras. Telugu script. 1856 

5. Gita-Govinda. Ed. by Ketkar, G. R. 

and Amaragurkar, M.S. Poona. Pages 32. 1862 

6. Gita-Govinda and Radhd-Vinoda with 

commentary ed. by Narayan Vrittadeepa 

Press: Bombay. Pages 135. 1865 

7. Iti Sri Gita-Govinda Tikayam dvadasah 

sargah : Balabodhini Tika by Chaitanya 

Das. Calcutta. No title page: Title 

from Colophon. Pages 120. 1872 

8. Gita-Govinda with Balabodhini Tika. 

N. L. Slla Press, Calcutta. Pages 110. 1873 

9. Gita-Govindamamkitambuga. Vidvanmo- 

da Tarangi Press, Madras, Pages 72. 

Telugu script. 1873 

10. Gita-Govinda. Published in Kavya 

sangraha, Part I. Pages 69-109. Calcutta. 

See No. 2 above. 1873 

11. Astapadi Gita-Govinda. Vidyavilasa 

Press, Calcutta. Pages 58. Malayalam 

script. 1874 

order of the year of publication 

Year 

12. Gita-Govinda Kdvyamanu perugala 

astapadiya sugranthamu Idi. Pratipada 

Tika Sahitambhuga. Sarasvatinilaya Press. 

Madras. Telugu script. See Nos. 3, 4 and 

9 above. 1877 

13. Gita-Govinda Kavya astapadi granthah. 

Parabrahma Press, Trivallore. Pages 48. 

Grantha characters. 1881 

14. Astapadi Gita-Govindam. Vidyavilasa 

Press, Calicut. Pages 66, Malayalam 

script. See No. 11 above. 1881 

15. Gita-Govindamamkilambuga (Andhra 

pratipadatika Sahitam) Jnana Suryodaya 

Press, Madras. Pages 74. Telugu script. 1882 

16. Gita-Govinda. Edited by Bhattacharaya 

Jibananda Vidyasagar Sc commentary. 

Saraswati Press, Calcutta. Pages 113. 1883 

17. Gita-Govinda. With commentary. No 

title page. Calcutta. 1883 

18. Atha Sri Gita Govindam Kdvyam 

Satikam. Niranaya Sagar Press. Pages 

128. 1883 

19. Gita-Govinda with Balabodhini Tika. 

N. L. Sils Press, Calcutta. See No. 8 

above. 1883 

20. Gita-Govindam Kdvyam. Aryotkarsa 

Press, Bombay. Pages 68. 1885 

21. Gita-Govinda. Ed. Bhattacharya Jiba- 

nand Vidyasagar. (in Kavya-sangraha 

2nd ed.). Calcutta. Pages 643-688. See 

No. 16 above. 1886 
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22. Gita-Govindam : Satikam Rddhavinodam 

cha. Vankateswara Press, Bombay. Pages 

23. 

23. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam. Commentary by 

Bhattacharya Jibananda Vidyasagar. 

Saraswati Press, Calcutta. Pages 113. 

24. Sri Gita-Govinda Kdvyam and Rddhd 

Vinodam : Bhasd Tikd in Hindi by 

Amritlal Bhattacharya. Sri Venkateswara 

Press, Bombay. Pages 186. See No. 22 

above. 

25. Gita-Govinddkhyam Kdvyam with Vana- 

mali’s Sanjivini Tikd. Nawal Krishore 

Press, Lucknow. Pages 110. 

26. Sri Gita-Gobindam with Tikd of Shri 

Pujari Goswami. Victoria Pustakalaya, 

Calcutta. Pages 172. Bengali script. 

27. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam Astapadi gran- 

thah. Vyavahara Tarangini Press, 

Madras. Pages 35. Grantha characters. 

28. Gita-Govinda with commentaries of 

Rasikapriyd of King Kumbha and 

Rasamanjari of Sankara Misra ed. with 

various readings by Telang M. R. and 

Pansikar V. L. Niranaya Sagar Press, 

Bombay. Pages 176. 

29. Second edition of above. 

30. Gita-Govinda : Selection of text in¬ 

cluded in Sanskrit Chrestomathic. 

Edited by Bohtingk. Otto. Pages 2lb- 

217. Leipzig. 

31. Gita-Govindam. Hindi Tikd Sahita. 

Hindi-Bangbasi Electro-Machine Press, 

Calcutta. Pages 93. 

32. Sri Gita-Govindam. Edited by Nara- 

simham. Chandra Press, Madras. Telugu 

script. 

33. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam (astapadi). Madras. 

Vanibhusana Press, Madras. Pages 58. 

1886 

1888 

1891 

1895 

1897 

1900 

1899 

1904 

1909 

1910 

1911 

1911 
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34. Sri Gita-Govinda Kdvyam atha Rddhd 

Vinodam cha. Lakshmi Venkateswara 

Press, Bombay. Pages 212. 4th Edition 

of No. 24 above. 1911 

35. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam tathd Rddhd- 

innocla kdvyam cha : Hindi TIka by Pt. 

Vastirama. Gujarati Printing Press, 

Bombay. Pages 161. 1913 

36. Sri Gita-Govindam Mahdkdvyam. Sastra 

Sanjivini Press, Madras. Pages 32. 

Grantha characters. 1914 

37. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam Rddhdvinoda- 

kdvyam Krsndstottara satandma slotram 

satpadi stolra sahitam cha. Native 

Opinion Press, Bombay. Pages 64. 1915 

38. Gita-Govinda with Telugu commentary. 

Adi Saraswatinilaya Press. Madras. Pages 

272. Telugu script. 1918 

39. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam Radhdvinoda 

kdvyam cha with Hindi Tikd by Maharaj 

Dindiksit. Vishveshvara Press, Banaras. 

Pages 171. 1922 

40. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam with Hindi bhasd 

Tikd. Gokul Press, Banaras. Pages 158 1952 

41. Sri Gita-Govinda Kdvyam tathd Rddhd- 

vinoda Kdvya Sri Rddhdkrsna Sam- 

vdda Sahitam with Hindi bhdsa Tikd by 

Sharrna. Rameshwaradatta Vidyavilasa 

Press, Darbhanga. 1926 

42. Gita-Govindam. Vanivilasa Press. Sri- 

rangam. Pages 27. 1926 

43. Sri Gita-Govinda Mahdkavyam. Sastra 

Sanjivini Press, Madras. Pages 44. Gran¬ 

tha characters. 1928 

4'4. Gita-Govinda with commentaries Rasika¬ 

priyd of King Kumbha and Rasamanjari 

of Shankar Misra. ed. by Telang. 8th 

revised edition by Mathuranath Sastri, 



Niranya Sagar Press, Bombay. See 28 & 

29 above and No. 46 below. 

45. Astapadi Gita-Govinda Mahakavyam. Ed. 

and introduction by C. R. Srinivas 

Iyengar, Madras. Pages 260. 

46. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam with commentaries 

Rasikapriya, Rasamanjari and extracts of 

commentaries Dipika Padadyotanikd 

Sanjivani and Bdlabodhini edited by 

Acharaya Narayana Ram. Niranaya Sagar 

Press, Bombay. Pages 206. 

9th edition of No. 28 & 29 and 44 above. 

47. Gita-Govinda with abhinaya. Ed. by and 

introduction by Sastri, Vasudeva K. 

Saraswati Mahal Library, Tanjore. Pages 

142. 

48. Sri Gita-Govinda. Ed. by Chaturvedi 

Shankarlal. Pustaka Mandir, Mathura. 

Pages 124. 

49. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam with Sanskrit com¬ 

mentary of Prabodhananda Saraswati. Ed. 

by Haridas Das Navadvipa. Pages 308. 

50. Gita-Govinda with abhinaya. Ed. and in¬ 

troduction by Sastri Vasudeva K. T. S., 

Saraswati Mahal Library, Tanjore. Pages 

142. 2nd edition of No. 47 above. 

51. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam with King Manan- 

ka’s commentary. Ed. by Kulkarni V. M. 

L. D. Institute, Ahmedabad. Pages 131. 

52. Gita-Govinda kdvyam. Ed. and Hindi 

commentary by Kedarnath Sharma. 

Chowkhambha Sanskrit Series, Varanasi. 

Pages 72. 

53. Gita-Govinda Mahakavyam with various 

commentaries edited by Sarma, A. Desh- 

pande. Sanskrit Academy, Osmania Uni¬ 

versity, Hyderabad. Pages 402. 

1937 

1948 

1949 

1950 

1952 

1956 

1963 

1965 

1968 

1969 

BENGALI 

54. Gita-Govinda. Text with metrical trans¬ 

lation by Rasamayadasa. Serampore. In¬ 
1817 complete title page and last page missing. 

55- Gita-Govinda. Text with metrical trans¬ 

lation. Calcutta. Pages 136. 1850 

56. Gita-Govinda. Text with metrical trans¬ 

lation by Rasamayadasa. Kamalaya Press, 

Calcutta. Pages 136. —See, No. 54 above. 1851 

57. Gita-Govinda with Bdlabodhini Com¬ 

mentary by Chaitanya Dasa. Translation 

by Kavyanuragi Sahrdaya and review by 

Yadunath Nyaya Panchanana. Suhash 

Yantra (No. 165) Calcutta. Pages 136. 1860 

58. Gita-Govinda. Text with metrical trans- 

lation by Rasamayadasa. Nrityalal Seal. 

Calcutta. Pages 96. See No. 54 and 56 

above. 1869 

59. Gita-Govinda svaralipi. Gita-Govinda set 

to music by Kshetramohan Gosvami. 

Calcutta. Pages 151. 1871 

60. Gita-Govinda with Pujari Gosvami’s 

commentary and translation by Rasa¬ 

mayadasa. Arunodaya Ghosh Vidyaratna 

Press, Calcutta. (Illustrated). Pages 136. 

See Nos. 54, 56 and 58 above. 1873 

61. Gita-Govinda with commentary of Pujari 

Gosvami, in fact Bdlabadhini Tika by 

Chaitanyadasa, translation by Rasamaya¬ 

dasa. Prachina Bharata Yantra, Calcutta. 

See Nos. 54, 56, 58 and 60 above. 1873 

62. Gita-Govinda with Pujari Gosvami com¬ 

mentary and prose translation by 

Gangopodhyaya. Kedarnath Suryodaya 

Press, Calcutta. Pages 124. 1880 

63. Gita-Govindam with Bdlabodhini Tihn 

by Chaitanayadasa here called Pujari 

Gosvami, Bengali translation by Ram 
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Mazumdar. Kamalkanta Press, Calcutta. 
Pages 142. 188.1'. 

(14. Gita-Govinda. Text with translation by 
Rasamayadasa. Ed. by Isanchandra Vasu. 
Viharilal Sarkar, Calcutta. Pages 193. 
See Nos. 54, 56, 58, 60 and 61 above. 1886 

65. Gita-Govinda with Bdlabodhini Tikd and 
translation by Vidyabhushan Harimohan. 
Town Press, Calcutta. Pages 62. 1885 

66. Gita-Govinda with Bdlabodhim Tikd by 
Chaitanyadasa and Bengali translation 
and introduction by Vidyabhushan Hari 
Mohan. Calcutta. Pages 62. 1886 

67. Gita-Govinda with Sanskrit commentary 
and Bengali translation by Vidyaratha, 
Prasanna Kumar, janaki Press. Calcutta. 
Pages 112. 1886 

68. Gita-Govinda prakrta padyanuvdda. 
Bengali translation by Giridhara. Edited 
by Shyamlal Vasaka. Art Union Press, 
Calcutta. Pages 87. 1888 

69. Gita-Govinda. Bengali metrical transla¬ 
tion by Bandopadhyaya, Saratachandra 
and Ghose, Nagendranath. Calcutta. 
Pages 61. 1894 

70. Gita-Govinda with commentary by Pujari 
Goswami edited by Ghosh, Manindralal. 
Calcutta. Pages 61. 1897 

71. Gita-Govinda with Bengali translation. 
Calcutta. Incomplete. Title page missing. 1899 

72. Gita-Govinda with Bdlabodhim Tikd 
edited and translation by Bhattacharya, 
Prasanna Kumar. The Translation & 
Publication. Calcutta Pages 170. See 
No. 67 above. 1901 

7?>. Gita-Govinda with Bdlabodinl Tikd, 
translation and life of Jayadeva by 
Shyamalal Vasak. Basak 8c Sons. Pages 
390. See. No. 68 above. 1901 
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74. Gita-Govinda with Bengali metrical trans¬ 
lation in vaisnava padalaharl by Lahiri 
Durgadas. Natabari Chakrabarti, Cal¬ 
cutta. Pages 31. 1905 

75. Gita-Govinda with Bengali metrical trans¬ 
lation by Bhattacharya, Bisweshw'ar. 
Vishva Kosa Press, Calcutta. Pages 95. 190.4 

76. Gita-Govinda padyanuvdda. Verse transla¬ 
tion by Mazumdar, Bijaya Chandra ('Illus¬ 
trated). Gurudas Chatropadhvaya 8c Sons. 
Calcutta. 1904 

77. Gita-Govinda. Bengali metrical transla¬ 
tion by Mukhopadhyaya, Paravati Charan. 
Gupta Press, Calcutta. Pages 61. 1904 

78. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam, Bdlabodhini Tikd 
and translation by Mukhopadhya, 
Avinashchandra. Lotus Library. Calcutta 
Pages 208. 1911 

79. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam. Pujari Goswami 
Tikd, Bengali translation by Ray, Satish 
Chandra. Kamal Printing Works. Cal¬ 
cutta. (Illustrated). Pages 264. 1912 

80. Gita-Govinda. Text and translation by 
Vedantatirtha. The Translator. Calcutta. 
Pages 88. 1912 

81. Gita-Govinda. Text with Bengali trans¬ 
lation by Mazumdar, Vijava Chandra. 
Bengal Medical Library, Calcutta. Pages 
143. See. No. 76 above. 1914 

82. Gita-Govinda with Bengali metrical trans 
lation by Bhattacharva. Raj Kumar. 
Calcutta. Pages 88. 1914 

83. Gita-Govinda. Bengali metrical transla¬ 
tion called Premamayi by Pal, Mahatap 
Chandra. Sri B. Bandopadhyava Press. 
Meherpur Nadia. Pages 92. 1918 

84. Gita-Govinda. Text and translation 
Mazumdar, Bijaya Chandra. Victoria 



Press. Calcutta. Pages 143. See, No. 76 

above. 1919 

83. Sri Sri Ciita-Govindam. Translation by 

Vidyarathna, Kalimohan. Bengal Library, 

Calcutta. Pages 52. 1920 

86. Sri Sri Gita-Govinda. In Mahajani 

Kirtana padavati (pages 289-336) ed. by 

Vidyaratna Kalimohan, Calcutta. 1922 

87. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam in Kirtan paddvali 

(pages 337-385) Translation by Vidyaratna 

Kalimohan, Calcutta. See Nos. 85, 86 and 

87 above. 1924 

88. ,sr7 Gita-Govindam (in Yogindranath 

Chattopadhvaya volume, page 257-448). 

Calcutta. 1927 

89. Gita-Govinda. Translation and com- • 

mentary by Ray. Kalidas. Saratchandra 

Chakaravarty & Sons, Calcutta. Pages 98 

and coloured illustrations. 1929 

90. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam. Bengali transla¬ 

tion by Das. Narahari. Aksaya Press, 

Calcutta. Pages 140. 1929 

91. Gita-Govinda. Text with Bengali metri¬ 

cal translation by Shankaradas, Vimala. 

Gupta Friends &: Co. Calcutta. Pages 12. 1936 

92. Kavi Jayadeva O Sri Gita-Govinda. Ed. 

and translation by Mukhopadhyaya, 

Harikrishna. Gurudas Chattopadhyaya. 

Pages 292. 1929 

93. —do— 2nd edition. Pages 160. 1950 

94. Gita-Govinda (as part of Kirtana Pada¬ 

vati). Ed. by Vidyaratna. Kalimohan. 

Pages 337-385. Biswanathdasa, Calcutta. 1953 

95. Chitra Jayadeva O Gita-Govinda. Text 

with metrical translation by Chatto¬ 

padhyaya, Nripendra Krishna. Deva 

Sahitya Kutir. Calcutta. Pages 288 and 

illustrations. 1954 

96. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam. Ed. with metri¬ 

cal and prose translation by Anand. 

Akshya Library, Calcutta. Pages 157. 1955 

97. Gita-Govinda. Edited with Bdlabodhini 

commentary and translation by Mukho¬ 

padhyaya, Harikrishna. Gurudas Chatto¬ 

padhyaya. Pages 150. 

See, Nos. 92 and 93 above. 1955 

98. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam. Ed. with Sans 

krit commentary of Prabodhananda 

Saraswati. Haridas Das. Nabadvipa. 

Pages 308. 1956 

99. Gita-Govindam. Ed. with Vanamdti 

commentary and Bengali translation by 

Mukhopadhyaya, Avinash Chandra. 

Gopaladas Mukhopadhyaya. Calcutta. 

Pages 208. 1961 

See No. 78 above. 

100. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Mazum 

dar, Vijaya Chandra. Nutun Sahitya 

Bhavan, Calcutta. Pages 158 with 

illustrations. 1964 

101. Kavi Jayadeva O Sri Gita-Govinda with 

Bdlabodhini Tikd and translation by 

Mukhopadhyaya, Hari Krishna. Gurudas 

Chattopadhyaya, Calcutta. Pages 182. 1965 

See Nos. 92. 93 and 97 above. 

HINDI 

102. Gita-Govinddkhyam with commentary of 

Vanamdli. Nawal Kishore Press, Luck¬ 

now. Pages 110. 1895 

103. Gita-Govinda. Hindi translation by 

Chattopadhyaya. Kevalaram, Calcutta. 

Pages 93. 1896 

104. Gita-Govinda. Text with Hindi trans¬ 

lation by Pande, Rupanarayana. Luck¬ 

now Printing Press, Lucknow. Pages 89. 1905 
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105. —do— 2nd edition. Lucknow 

Printing Press, Lucknow. Pages 91. 

106. Gita-Govindadarsa. Text with metrical 

translation by Nagara, Rayachander. 

Nawal Kishore Press, Lucknow. Pages 112. 

See, No. 102 above. 

107. Gita-Govindam. Ed. with Hindi com¬ 

mentary by Chaturvedi Shankarlal. 

Pustak Mandir, Mathura. Pages 124. 

108. Gita-Govinda. Text with translation by 

Sharma, Vinayamohan. Atmaram &: 

Sons, Delhi. Pages 150 and line drawings. 

109. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Nagar- 

jun. Kitab-Mahal, Allahabad. Pages 77. 

110. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam. Edited with 

Hindi commentary Indu by Sharma, 

Kedaranath. Chowkambha Sanskrit 

Series, Varanasi. Pages 72. 

111. Sri Gita-Govinda. Text and translation 

by Goswami A. Yamuna Vallabh 

Goswami, Vrindavana, with illustration. 

112. Gita-Govinda with Hindi translation by 

Chiranjiv Das. Vasanti Prakashan, 

Raigarh. Madhya Pradesh. 

113. Gita-Govinda with Sanskrit Balabodhini 

Tikd and Hindi translation by Sarma 

Gurudatta, with notes on Rdgas. Bobbay 

Shridhara Shivalal. Pages 160. 

KANNADA 

114. Gita-Govinda. Prose translation by 

Balakrishna, Kulavarma. Samaga Pustaka- 

laya, Dharwar. Pages 104. 

115. Gita-Govinda. Text and translation by 

Manjanatha, B.S. The Translation, 

Devanagere. Pages 107. 

116. Gita-Govinda. Prose translation by 

1914 

1926 

(10th Edition). 

1954 

1955 

1955 

1961 

1969 

1969 

No date 

(possibly around 

I960) 

1956 

2nd cd. 1960 

1957 
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Sitaram C.B. T.V. Smaraka Grantlramala, 

Mysore. 1961 

117. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Bhatt, 

Parameswara S.V. Sarasa Sahitya Praka¬ 

shan, Mysore. Pages 56. 1961 

MALAYALAM 

118. Gitagovinda Kdvya athava Astapadi with 

the commentary Rddha-Krsna Vilasam 

by Sarma, V.S. Translation by Variyar 

Ramapuratliu. V.V. &: Bros., Trivandrum. 

Pages 324. 1947 

119. Astapadi Gita-Govindam with Krsnalild 

Vilasa commentary and Malayalam trans¬ 

lation by Nambissan P. K. Guruvayoor. 

Pages 179. 1949 

120. Devagita. Translation by Pillai C. 

Krishna. A free translation of Gita- 

Govinda, Mangalodayam, Trichur. 

Pages 137. 1950 

121. —do— 2nd ed. 1961 

122. Gita-Govindam Astapadi. ed. with Malay 

alam commentary Bhavapriya by K. 

Vasudevan, Musatu Gita Press, Trichur. 1953 

123. Gita-Govinda of Jayadeva by Vasudeva 

Musatu P. K. Bros. Kozhikode. Pages 44. 1961 

124. Gita-Govindam Astapadi with musical 

notations by Semmangudi R. Sreenivasa 

Iyer. Ed. by K. Achyutha. Poduval & 

Rama Nambiar, Tripunithura. Sanskrit 

College Committee. Pages 140. 1962 

Also see No. 14 under Sanskrit. 

MARATHI 

125. Gita-Govinddchi Samashloki prakrta 

Tikd Bhavadipika of Bhavacharya Asta- 

putra. Balakrishna Ramachandra Sastri 

Thakar, Poona. Pages 23. I860 



126. Gita-Govinda ya Kdvyache prakrita 

samaJlokT bhdsantara by Chetohardeva. 

Raoji Sadashiv Rasne, Poona. Pages 17. 1888 

127. Gita-Govinda athva Rddhdkrishnacha 

Vildsa : Marathi translation bv Gondle- 

kar, R. S. Poona. Pages 20. 1890 

128. Gita-Govinda Kdvyam. Translated by 

Apte, Dattatreya Ananta. Dhananjay 

Press, Khanapur. Pages 78. 1911 

129. Gita-Govinda Kdvya Kiriivd Radhd- 

Madhava Vildsa. Text and translation 

by Apte, Dattatreya Ananta. Dattatreya 

Govinda Sedekar, Khanapur. Pages 88. 1928 

See No. above. 

130. Susloka Govinda. Translation by 

Srikhande, R. C. The Translation, 1934 

Kolhapur Pages 118. Illustrations. 2nd ed. 1954 

131. Gita-Govinda Mahdkdvyachi prakprita 

samasloki (verse translation in Marathi) 

by Kshirasagara, Balashastri Padmakara 

fc Tuka Brahmananda. P. B. Shastri, 

Poona. Pages 116. 1950 

132. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Pathak 

D. P. Vra 8c Go. Bombay. Pages 40. 1963 

METEI 

133. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam. Translated 

by Nongmaithem Hera Singh. Published 

by Satsang Bhaven. Nambol. Manipur. 

134. Sri Sri Gita-Govindam. Translated 

by Pt. Atombapu Sharma. Published by 

Bhagvavati Karvalava. Sagolband Imphal 

Manipur. 

ASSAMESE 

135. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Rama 

Saraswati. K. Dev Sharma, Gauhati. 

Pages 84. 1914 

136. Assamese version of the Gita-Govinda by 

Sharma, S.N.L. Journal of the University 

of Gauhati No. 1. Pages 71-78. 1950 

ORIYA 

137. Gita-Govinda. Metrical translation by 

Dharnidhara. Mission Press, Cuttack. 

Pages 50. 1840 

138. Gita-Govinda. Cuttack Printing Co., 

Cuttack, Pages 96. 1878 

139. Gita-Govinda. Jagannath Press, Puri. 

Pages 94. 1904 

140. Gita-Govinda. Anglo Sanskrit Press, 

Cuttack. Pages 89. 1906 

141. Gita-Govinda. Arunodaya Press, Cuttack. 

Pages 89. 1906 

142. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Dharni¬ 

dhara. Madan Mohan Press, Puri. Pages 

89. 1909 

—do— Reprints in 1911 

1914 

1919 

1924 

143. Sachitra Gita-Govinda. Translated by 

Sahu, M. K. Cuttack. Pages 88 and 

illustrations. 1910 

141. Gita-Govinda Rasavaridhi by Brindaban 

Dasa and ed. by Mahanti, Artha Vallabh 

Prachi Samiti, Cuttack. Pages 106. 1929 

145. Sahgita Gita-Govinda. Translation and 

musical notation by Gopinath Jayadeva. 

Utkala Sahitya Press, Cuttack. Pages 59. 1913 

146. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Mahapatra 

Jagabandhu Ramachandra Misra. Puri. 

Pages 74. 1939 

147. Jayadeva O Gita-Govinda. Metrical trans¬ 

lation by Dharnidhara Dasa and notes by 

Sadasiva Ratha Sarma. ed. bv Das, 
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Mohancharana. Manomohan Pustaka- 

laya, Cuttack. Pages 192 and illustrations. 

148. Odiya Sdhitya Jayadeva by Pradhan, 

Nagendranath. Friends Publishers, Cut¬ 

tack. Pages 224. 

149. Sachitra Gila Govinda bhdvdrtha sarala 

udyare. Meaning and translation by 

Narayana Pati. Cooperative Press, 

Cuttack. Pages 16a &: illustrated. 

GUJARATI 

150. Gita-Govinda translated by Bhatt, Kaviji 

Madhurji. 

151. Laglier Gita-Govinda. Ed. by Dhruva 

K. H. The Editor, Ahmedabad. Pages 

136. 

152. Gita-Govinda no gay aka by Uesai, Bala- 

bhai Virachand. Gurjar Grantha Ratna 

Karyalaya, Ahmedabad. Pages 98. 

TAMIL 

153. Gita-Govinda with Abhinaya introduction 

in Tamil by K. Vasudev Sastri. Saraswati 

Mahal Library, Tanjore. Pages 142. 

See, No. 47 under Sanskrit. Contains 

English, Sanskrit and Tamil text. 

154. Gita-Goinndam or Astapadi. Ed. by S. 

Visvanath Sastri. I. Swaminath Sastri. 

Sastre Sanjivini Press. Pages 32 (grantha 

script). 

See, Nos. 13, 27, 36, 43 under Sanskrit, 

for other grantha editions No. 42. 

155. Gita-Govinda Mahakdvyam Astapadi. Ed. 

with introduction short life of Jayadeva. 

Appendices and notation according to 

South Indian Music by Aiyangar, Srinivas, 

C. R. Pages 261. 

See, No. 45 of Sanskrit list. 

No date 

1971 

1929 

1889 

1924 

1952 

1950 

1907 

1948 
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156. Gita-Govindam. Translated by S. Jagan- 

narayanan. Ramakrishnapuram, Madras. 

Pages 179. 

IELUGU 

157. Gita-Govinda. AsLpadi with Telugu 

commentary by Ramaswami Sastri 

Vavilla. Madras. Pages 64. 

158. Gita-Govinda. Text and translation by 

Venkatanarasimhacaryalu Utpala. Vavilla 

Ramaswami Sastri & Sons, Madras. 

Pages 272. 

159. Gita-Govinda. Translated by M. V. 

Apparao, Nuzvid. The Translator. Pages 

64. 

160. Gita-Govinda Kdvyarn. Ed. with Tclugu 

paraphrase by V. Venkatanarasimha¬ 

caryalu. V. Ramaswami Sastri Sc Sons, 

Madras. Pages 318. 

See Nos. — above. 

161. Gita-Govindamer. Metrical translation 

by Kanakayyar, Uppaturi. Banda Kana- 

karaju, Gudivade. Pages 42. 

162. Gita-Govindamer. Translation by 

Subbaravu Sastri. Rama Prachuranaler, 

Vijayanagar. Pages 40. 

163. Gita-Govinda Kdvyarn Astapadulu. 

Translated by Patki Srinivas Rao. 

V. Venkatarayya Sc Sons, Rajamundhry. 

Pages 142. 

For Telugu also see, Nos. 3, 4, 9, 12, 15, 

32 and 38 of Sanskrit list. 

ENGLISH 

164. Gita-Govinda or Songs Of Jayadeva by 

Sir William Jones. In Asiatic researches, 

Calcutta. Pages 185-207. 

1974 

1883 

1918 

1938 

1952 

1960 

1960 

1968 

1792 



165. The Glta-Govinda or the Songs of 

Jayadeva. Described as a mystical poem 

resembling the Book of Canticles (In 

Bible Old Testament). Translation by 

a Clarke. London. Pages 15. 1825 

166. The Indian Song of Songs. From the 

Sanskrit of Glta-Govinda of Jayadeva 

with other oriental poems rendered by 

Edwin Arnold. Trubner & Co. Ltd., 

London. Pages 144. 1875 

167. Indian Song of Songs. Revised translation 

along with two books from the 'Iliad of 

India’ Mahabhdrata, proverbial wisdom 

from the SI okas of Hitopadesa in ‘Indian 

poetry.’ 

Trubner’s Oriental Series, London. 

Pages 1-97. 1880 

See, No. 164 above. 

168. The Indian Song of Songs. Published by- 

John W. Lovell & Co. in Lovell Library 

Series, New York. Pages 71. 1884 

169. Indian Song of Songs, by Edwin 

Arnold. Trubner Oriental Series, 

London. 6th Edition of No. 164 and 165 

above. 1891 

170. The Glta-Govinda or Songs of Jayadeva. 

Translation by William [ones, revised by 

Upendra Lai Das and including Original 

Sanskrit text and translations of slokas 

omitted by William Jones. Calcutta. 

Pages 46. 1894 

171. Glta-Govinda Kdvyam. Text in Sanskrit 

and a rendering in English by S. Laksh- 

minarasinha Sastri. V. Ramaswami 

Sastralu & Sons, Madras. Pages 151. 1956 

172. The Song of Divine Love of Sri Jayadeva. 

Translated by Greenless Duncan, with 

running commentary. Kalakshetra, Adyar. 

Pages 102. 1957 

173. —do— reprint. 

174. The Love-affairs of Lord Krishna. The 

translation of Sir Edwin Arnold with 

editorial comment and glossary of Jugal 

Krishore Dhandhania. Dhandhania Sc 

Sons, Calcutta. Pages 74, one coloured 

plate. 

175. Glta-Govinda translated by Dr. Bankey 

Behari. The Radha Madhava Society, 

Jodhpur. Pages 85. 

176. Glta-Govinda. The Loves of Krsna 

and Radha rendered into English by 

George Keyt with line drawings by him. 

Kutab Publishers, Bombay. Pages 103. 

—do— reprint in 

177. The Glta-Govinda of Jayadeva transla¬ 

tion by Monika Verma. Writers Work¬ 

shop, Calcutta Pages 107. 

178. The Song of the Cowherd. Jayadeva’s 

Geetha-Govindam. Translation by M.K.K. 

Menon, Trivandrum. Pages 104. 

179. The Love Song of the Dark Lord. 

Sanskrit text. Commentary on different 

recensions and translation by Miller, 

Barbara Stoller. Columbia University 

Press, New York. 

FRENCH 

180. Le Glta-Govinda et le Ritou Samhara. 

Translation from Sanskrit into French. 

Hippolyte Fauche, Paris. Pages 200. 

181. Le Glta-Govinda pastorale de Jayadeva. 

Translation by Gaston M. Courtiller, 

with preface by Levi, Sylvain. Ernest 

Leroux. Pages 11. 

182. Cant’s d’amour Hindous Glta-Govinda. 

Meghaduta, Srihgdra tilaka. Adaptation 

by Rodier de G. Andre Delpeuch, Pairs. 

1962 

1964 

1964 

1947 

1965 

1971 

1968 

1971 

1976 

1850 

1904 

1928 
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183. Gita-Govinda. Les amours de Krishna. 

Versions francaise by Gosh, Paravati, and 

Menant Nicole. Preface by Yourcenar, 

Marguerite. Emile-Paul, Paris, Pages 43 

and illustrations. 1957 

GERMAN 

184. Gita-Govinda. ein Indisches Singspiel. 

Aus der Ursprache ins Englische von 

W. Jones, und aus diesem ins Teutsche 

ubersetzt, und mit einigen Erlauterungen 

begleitet von. F. Majer. Weimar. 1802 

185. Gita-Govinda. oder die Gesange Jaya- 

deva’s, eines altindischen Dichters. Aus 

dem Sanskrit ins Englische, aus diesem 

ins deutsche ubersetzt mit Erlauterungen 

von. F. H. von Dalberg. Erfut. 1802 

186. Gita-Govinda. oder Krishchna der Hirt, 

ein idyllisches Drama des Indischen 

Dichters Yayadeva, M. metrisch bearbeitet 

von A.W. Riemsch neider. Elalle. 1818 

187. Gita-Govinda. Translation by Wogen 

Reinhard. Hugo Hohmann, Halle. 1907 

188. Gita-Govinda das indische Hohelied de^ 

bengalischen dichters.Ausztige nach 

der metrischen. Ubersetzung Friedrich 

Ruckerts, Berlin, with illustrations. 1955 
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LATIN 

189. Gita-Govinda .... dram lyricum. Textum 

und fidemlibrorum manuscriptorum re¬ 

cognovit, scholia selecta, annotationem 

criticam interpretationem Latinam adject. 

Lasson, Bonnaead Rhenum. 

DUTCH 

190. Gita-Govinda pastorale van Djajadewa in 

Nederland — Scheverzen overgebracht by 

Fadden, Barend Santpoort. Pages 192 — 

1 Plate 

HUNGARIAN 

191. Gita-Govinda. translated into Hungarian 

by Caldor Weres. 

SIMHALESE 

192. Gita-Govinda Kdvyaya by Sri Jayadeva. 

Translated by Mullapitiye K. H. de 

Silva, Sri Lanka Prakashaka Samagama, 

Colombo, pp. xv+ 84. 

1836 

1932 

1958 



Index 

The following abbreviations have been used in the index: 

[ Author —au., country = co., division =di., Manuscript = ms.t 

river=ri., same as = s.a., town = tn., village = vi. ] 

A 

a fifteenth century Gita Govinda ms., edited by Mazmudar, M.R., 

llab 

Anand Krishna, opinion of, 2a, 8a, 9a 

Andhra Pradesh, works based on Gita Govinda appear in, 3b 

ahgavaslra, sash of the dhoti of Krsna used as, 6b 

Anvada, vi., 11a 
Anvada stone inscription of Vagela Maharaja Sarangadeva, 11a 

Apabhramsa, s.a., Western Indian or Gujarati School of Paintings, 

lb, 3a, 9a 
appearance of parrot, continuity provided by the, 18a 

appearance of a snake, darkness suggested by the, 29b 

ardhamandati, technical term used in the art of dance, 17a 

Assam, co., la 

avatdra of Kdmadeva, s.a., Krsna, 34a 

B 

Baba Nanda, foster father of Krsna, 15a 
Background, acquamarine merging into mauve, 64 -, animated 

cow against a red, 48 -, blue, 9b, 17a -, bright for a 

dancing gopl, 66 -, changes into a green, 68 , daik, 

agitated sakhl and Krsna seen against, 54, set against the 

white dhoti of Krsna, 68 -., blending into mauve, Krsna 

placed against, 62 -, blue, 16a, 17a, 40, 60, 68 , dark 

purple, Radha reclining against, 56 -, deep mauve with 

yellow patches, 66 -, deep purple, sakhl and solitary tree 

depicted in, 56 —■—, dull brick-red, 9b -, dull ochre, 17a 

__ dull pink, 17a -,• hills, 25a -, hills and a tree, 

19b-, hills and mountains, 25a-, light blue, 31a- 

mauve, 42, 62 -, deep green foliage, 64-, merging into 

red, 64 -, sakhl standing against, 60-, mountains and 

hills, 23a -, ochre, contrasted by peacock and light blue. 

18a-, pale green. Radha depicted against, 66 -. pastel 

green and mauve, 56 -, pink and yellow, 25a --, red 

9b, 31a, 54, dark and short child Krsna against, 58 -, 

dark body and yellow sdri against, 60 -, of the first and 

third sections, 58 -, same folio offers variety in, 9b -, 

sea-green, Radha dressed in brick-red sdri against, 62 -, 

several shades instead of a single colour used as, 46 --, 

small shrine in the, 25a -, smooth pink, 74 -, yellow. 

9b, 54, 62, -, cows against, 40-, Radha sitting on red 

floor against, 68 -, Radha clasping her knees against. 

48 -, Radha seated against. 60 -, sakhl with red 

specks, 64 

Balagopala, tending a cow on the banks of Yamuna, 25a 

Bdlagopdlastuti, placement of animals in Jaur ms. compared. 7b 

-, style of Jaur ms, emerges from the style of, 10b 

Bdlagopdlastuti. mss., Mazmudar’s article on. 12a -, short striped 

dhoti or Krsna not traceable in, 44 

Bdlagopdlastuti paintings, freedom and animation not fully achieved 

in, 42 -, Jaur ms. closer in use of colour to the. 9b 

Bdlagopdlastuti series, 6b. 11b -brush work in Jaur ms. com¬ 

pared with, 7b -, discussion on the dress of, 7a -, 

style of Jaur ms. compared with, 7b, -, style of Jaur ms. 

differentiated from, 9b 

balance of colour, use of red, yellow and blue maintains, 48 

BangTya Sahitya Parisad, ms. of the imitations of Gita Govinda 

housed in, 1 la 



Baroda Museum, Anvada inscription housed in, 11a 

Basohll, s.a., BasohlT School of painting, 5b 

BasohlT School, Gita Govinda set of the, 5b 

beads of Radha’s necklace, compared to heavy weights of mountains, 

21b 
Bengal, works based on Gita Govinda appear in, 3b 

bhava, div. of a llldndtaka, where the story moves from one situation 

to the other, 4a 

Bhdgavata Purdna text, Jaur ms. does not follow the, 4a 

Bharat Kala Bhavan, Pancatantra ms. preserved in, 8b 

Bilvamangala, au. of Bdlagopdlastuti, 12b 

bird, Radha depicted talking to, 66 

B. J. Institute (Ahmedabad) ms. of Gita Govinda, 50 -, assigned 

to folk idiom, 5a -., date discussed, 5a -, opinions of 

Khandalavala and Mazmudar, 5a -, rasa-scene portrayed 

in, 42 
blending colours of background, Western painting on Jaina themes, 

46 

blue, Yamuna depicted in, 9b 

brick-red colour background, blue, yellow and mauve contrasting, 50 

Buddha, one of the ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a, 40 

Bund! Gita Govinda, set belonging to BundT School, 5b 

C 

Cdkaddra jamas, characteristic of Caurapanrdsikd group, 72 

Candana-carcita, sections based on the verse. 17b 

Caurapandasika, N. C. Mehta collection, lib -, style of painting, 

9b, 10b 

Caurapandasika composition, formally divided, 72 

Caurapanoasika group, Gita Govinda series of, 10b -, Jaur ms. 

compared with, 10b-, Prince of Wales Museum houses 

the Gita Govinda belonging to, 4b. 8b -, style compared 

with, 6a 

Caurapancdsika style, Gita Govinda set in the Prince of Wales 

Museum is the best of, 74 -, Gita Govinda set of paint¬ 

ings in the, 72 ——, more formal and sophisticated in 

approach, 72 -, opinion of Khandalavala on, 5a -, 

points of difference with Jaur Gita Govinda recounted, 70 
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-, stylistic differences of Jaur ms. with, 72 -, cattle, 

drawn with clear brush stroke and the effective use of 

white, 50 

child Krsna tending cows, depiction of dark and short, 58 

City Palace Museum (Jaipur), Gita. Govinda set in 9a, 50 

clouds, comparison of the depiction of, 7b —■—, curvilinear lines 

suggesting, 54 -, minimum of curvilinear lines depict¬ 

ing, 7b 

coiffure continuty in Jaur ms. of 9a, -, of a gopl, reminiscent of 

Jaina paintings, 42, -, patterns, comparable to Western 

Indian paintings, 6a 

coll patterns, marginal figures in Kalpasutra and Prince of Wales 

Museum Gita Govinda compared for, 12a 

colour, many shades evident of the same, 9b -, and movement, 

evidence of rare sensitivity to, 50 

colour combination, white and ochre-yellow offer, 56 -, soft pink 

of sakhl against white and red striped flooring, 56 

colour scheme, assvmmetrically disturbed, 62 -, each section 

having different, 23b -, Jaur ms. presenting innovative 

and charming, 56, -, transitional stage presented by, 9b 

colour symphony, touching tenderness reflected by, 68 

colour symbolism, painter conscious of, 40 

complaining Radha, meditating upon Krsna’s dalliance with other 

women, 29b 

communication of movement. Western Indian painting on Jaina 

and Vaisnava themes lacks, 40 

composition of painting, outer element of the, 8a 

compositional patterns, discussed, 6a 

continuation of earlier style, Jaur ms. evinces, 7a 

continuity in pictorial terms, self contained units not sacrificing, 48 

conventional conceits of Indian poetry, Jaur ms. makes full use of, 

18b 

conventional use of colour, Jaur ms. defies rigid, 9b 

costume and coiffure of sakhls. marginal figures of Devasano Pado 

compared with, 21a 

costume of Balarama, cowherds in the painting of Vaisnava themes 

in Gujarat portrayed in typical, 35b 

costume of dancers, Jaur ms. compared with Jaunpur Kalpasutra 

for, 12a 



cowherd, s.a., Balarama, 35b 

cows, entranced by Krsna's flute, 21b -, joy and distress of 

surprise of master shared by the group of, 7b, -, used 

as supporting motifs for creating mood, 7b 

creative skill, Jaur ms. noted for, 8b 

criss-cross lines on sari, inner agitation reflected by, 64 

criss-cross pattern, shorts having, 64 

curvilinear patterns, pictorial characteristic of Jaur ms. 46 

D 

dancing gopi, mental picture of Radha completed by depicting a, 66 

dancing gopi with Krsna, marginal figures of Jamnagar Kalpasutra 

compared with the figures of, 7a 

Dasamaskandha, paintings of, 52 -, of Jagdish Mittal collection. 

City Palace Museum Gila Govinda stylistically close to, 5b 

--, of the Jodhpur Library, lib 

dasdvatdra, s.a., ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a, 40 -, pictorial 

depiction follows original Gita Govinda, 16a -, folio, 

two psychic dimensions i.e., mystical and spiritual intro¬ 

duced by, 40 -, panel, 16a -, theme, no reference to 

the, 16a -, earliest Gujarati series restricted to illustra¬ 

ting the, 3a -, verses, painter acquainted with the, 40 

dehi pada-pallavamuddram, bhdva no. 40 a prose rendering of, 35b 

delineation of figures, three leaves from Rajasthan identical to Jaur 

ms. in the, 10a 
Devasayio Pddo Kalpasutra, draping of sari in Jaur ms. compared 

with, 7a-, dress of Jaur ms. compared with the marginal 

figures of, 8b, 21a, 42 ——, style compared, 6a -, style 

differentiated, 9b 

despondent picture, relief provided by specks of red to the, 56 

dhoti, criss-cross design on, 5b -, short striped, 6b -, suggestive 

of pitambara of Krsna, 6b -, types of, 6b, -, white, 

68 -., white with a thin red border, 44 -, of Radha, 

long flowing plain, 7a -, printed, 7a-, type of Jaur 

ms., not traced in Balagopdlastuti series, 6b 

diagonal, flowing rivers conventionally shown by, 20a -, of 

Yamuna, Radha separated from wood by the, 33a 

different moods, Usage of different colours skilfully evokes, 60 

Digambar Naya Mandira Mahdpurdna, compositional patterns of 

Jaur ms. closer to, 6a 

diminishing of plants and trees, covering of space devised by, 19b 

distance of journey, fish indicative of, 8a 

division of space, compositional pattern adopted by the painter, 74 

dola-hasta, a technical term used in the art of dancing, 17a 

domestic scene, woman with a grinding stone suggestive of, 23b 

dots and specks, the outlines of trees filled by, 46 -, tilaka and 

ear-rings of Radha portrayed by, 46 

drama of emotions, the artist successfully captures the, 29a 

draping, Jaur ms. continues the manner of, 9a 

dress in Jaur ms., Balagopdlastuti series and Vaisnava paintings from 

Gujarat compared for. 7a 

dull brick-red. pastel effect of, 9b-, verging on pink, characteristic 

use of, 9b 

E 

early Gita Govinda set, Khandalavala identifies, 11a 

early Mewar Paintings. Jaur ms. compared with, 10b -, School 

of Western Indian is followed by, 72 

early Rajasthani, School of painting, 9b -, painting, reassesment 

of the evolution of, 2a -, version of Gita Govinda, exis¬ 

tence of a nataka proved by, 2b 

early Western Indian, Gita Govinda sets belonging to, 5a 

ear ornaments of Radha, stinging snakes compared to, 21b 

ear-rings of Radha, portrayed through dots and specks, 46 

Ekalinga, deity, 15a 

employment of colours, great sensitivity and discrimination shown 

in the, 48 

erotic scene, visual presentation, verbal descriptions of, 37b -, 

scenes, Orissa palm leaf ms. gave rise to, 70, the extended 

eye, s.a., farther eye, 4b, 9a -, abandoned by the con¬ 

temporary schools, 10b -, conspicuous in all the Gita 

Govinda series, 9a -, continued in the Jaur ms.. 10b 

-., Jaur ms. noted for, 72 -, Jaur ms. identical to 

three leaves from Rajasthan in the treatment of, 10a -, 

Western Vaisnava paintings, compared, 8b 

expanse of space, secluded place in a limited frame balances, 30b 
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expression of innocent wonder, glazing cows depicted with an, 34a 

eye, depiction of, 9b 

eyes of Radha, Krsna saw in his mind's eye the beautiful, 27b 

F 

facial expression of female figures, command over portraying, 52 

farther eye, s.a., extended eye, characteristic of style of painting, 

4b -, common feature between Jaur ms. and Laur 

Chanda, lib ——, not merely a stereotyped depiction in 

the vastrapata, 9a 

female figures, individuality and distinctive expression of, 52 -. 

vivacious and animated, 52 

figure of sakhi eliminated by painter the, 46 

fish, locale established by, 8a 

Fish, one of the incarnations of Visnu, 40 

flowing scarves, joy suggested by depicting, 42 

fluttering of scarves and tassels, absence of, 50 

foliage of tree, continuous panel covering a, 33a 

folk idiom, B.J. Gita Govinda assigned to, 5a -, continuity of 

tendencies not ascribable to, 10a 

folk version, earlier Western painting of, 70 

foreground, continuity provided by the red, 18a 

G 

Gaekwad Oriental Institute Raroda, ms. of Gujarati version of Gita 

Govinda in, 11a 

Ganesa, the dasdvatara panel begins with, 16a 

garments, Jaur ms. comparable to Western Indian Painting for, fib 

generous use of stripes and dots, Jaur ms. witnesses, 46 

ghumara, a kind of dance, 44 -, interlocked arms of two gopis 

and Krsna present, 44 -, Krsna’s dance with gopis. 16b 

-, typical dance form prevalent in Rajasthan, 3a 

Gltagoplpati, wk., Maithill imitation of Gita Govinda, 11a 

Gita Govinda, wk.. of Jayadeva, lab-4ab, 15ab, 16a, 23a, 35ab, 40, 

72 -, au. of Jaur ms. acquainted with, 3a, 70 -, 

dramatic representation in Gujarati, Maithill and Oriya, 4a 

-, echoes of, 29b -, in the City Palace Museum, Jaur 
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ms. earlier than the, 9a--, in the N. C. Mehta Collection, 

date discussed, 5b -, in the Prince of Wales Museum, 

preceded the Jaur ms., 9a -, inscriptional evidence for 

the spread of, 3b -, Jaur ms. departs from, 4a, 26a, 62, 

-, Jaur ms. modelled on, 4a —-—prose works based on, 

3b -, Rana Kumbha’s commentary, Rasikapriyd on, 

3a, 11a 

Gita Govinda drawing from Bundl, 70 

Gita Govinda folios in National Museum, costumes compared with, 

12-, in Prince of Wales Museum, Caurapancdsikd group 

includes, 4b 

Gita Govinda illustrated mss., geographical range of, la 

Gita Govinda illustrations in the N. C. Mehta Collection, rasa 

portrayed in the, 42 

Gita Govinda in old Mewarl, s.a., -, Jaur ms. of 

Gita Govinda mss., 40 ——, stylistic analysis of, 10b 

Gita Govinda series, Caurapancdsikd style compared, 8b -- 

Kankorali Collection of, 11b -, in the Prince of Wales 

Museum, dating by Karl Khandalavala, llab 

Gila Govinda sets, 70-, B. J. Institute, Jaur Ms. earlier than the, 

9a -, City Palace Museum, 68, -, Caurapancdsikd 

style, 72 -, Maharaja of Kankorali, 9a, 11a -, N. C. 

Mehta Collection, 9a, 68 -, of illustrated ms., chrono¬ 

logy discussed, 5ab -, of mid-sixteenth century, Jaur ms. 

style abandoned by the, 6a 

Gita Govinda theme, pervasive popularity of, 10a 

Gita Govinda tradition, mobility patterns of, 10b 

Gita Govinda verses: lalita-lavanga-lata, 42 -, pada-pallavamudd- 

ram, 68, -•, quoted in inscription from Anvada, 11a 

gopi, dance in ardhamandali, by, 42 --, depicted in dance 

movement, 17a -, pouring water on Krsna, 17a-, 

Krsna drenched with colour water by, 44 -, Krsna 

in a movement of dance with a single, 44 

gopis, description follows Jayadeva, 16b -, Krsna in the company 

of other, 66 

gopis with Krsna, marginal figures of Devasano Pado compared, 7a 

Gujarat, co., la, 3b, 9a, 10a, —-—, works based on Gita Govinda 

appear in, 3b -, Society Museum, Gita Govinda series 
housed in, 8b 



Gujarati Gita Govinda published by Mazmudar, date discussed, 5a 

Gujarati illustrated ms., s.a., Jaur Gita Govinda, la 

Gujarati Vaisnava paintings, tightly draped sari a characteristic 

of, 12a 

Gujarati version, Gita Govinda of, 2b 

green, trees in Jaur ms. painted in unique, 50 -, background, 

feeling of light and sunshine caused by, 68 

gosthl, Piyusa Laharl also called as, 11a 

Goswami, B.N., opinion of, 2a 

H 

hmhsdsya, Radha and Krsna holding one hand in the pose ot, 74 

Hari, s.a., Krsna, 26b 

Hari, addressed by Radha as All-knowing, 26b 

halo of Krsna, dull brick-red verging on pink used for, Ob -, 

merges into the colour of red divan, 70 -, only bright 

patch of colour, 62 -, red in colour, 60 -, reminder 

of the divine nature of lovers, 62 -, same colour as the 

red patch of lacquer, 68 -, serving only bright patch of 

colour, 54 —-—-, suggested by a double circular line, 60-, 

use of the Indian red for, 40 

headgear, continuity in Jaur ms. of the. 9a 

heavy busts of Laur Chanda, Jaur ms. lacks, 1 lb 

Hein, N., au., 11a 

Himalayas, compared to Radha, 19a 

Holl, depiction of playing, 17a 

humour, touch of, 64 

I 

ill-at-ease feeling, painting cumulatively communicates, 66 

illustrated Gita Govinda mss. from Assam, 10a —-—, from Orissa, 10a 

illustrated ms. of Pancat antra, Jaur ms. closest parallel to the, 8b 

inner agitation of Radha, criss-cross lines on sari indicative of, 64 

intermediary meeting of lovers, introduced only by the author of 

Jaur ms. 62 

J 
Jaina Kalpasutra paintings, s.a., Apabhramsa school of paintings, 

9b _, stylistically assignable to 15th or 16th centuries, 9b 

Jaina Miniature Painting from Western India, wk. by Moti Chandra, 

12b 

Jaina paintings, use of definite red and blue characterise, 9b 

Jaina School, s.a., Western School of painting, 7a -, Jaur ms. 

misses formal elements of, 6a -, Kalpasutra and Kdla- 

kdcarya series belonging to, 6a -, portrayal of river com¬ 

pared in the, 8a -, of painting draping of sdrl compared 

with, 7a 

Jaina themes. Western Indian paintings on, 48 

Jaina tradition, depiction of the shorts of dancers in Jaur ms. linked 

with, 7a 

Jaipur, Gita Govinda set from, 5b 

Jaipur, s.a., Jaipur School of painting, 5b 

Jaipur City Palace Museum, set of Gita Govinda housed in, 5a 

-, Gita Govinda set, date discussed, 5b 

Jamanagar Kalpasutra, draping of sdrl in Jaur ms. compared, 7a 

-, marginal figures compared, 7a 

Jaunpur, home of the Caurapaticdsikd style of Gita Govinda, 5a 

Jaunpur, Gita Govinda, 10a 

Jaunpur Kalpasutra, draping of sdrl compared, 7a 

Javar, vi., 37a 

Jaur, s.a., Javar, 2b 

Jaur Gita Govinda, la, 6b, 10a, -, acquainted with original Gita 

Govinda, 70 -, colophon details of, 6a, 72 -, com¬ 

parative study of, 72 -, compositional pattern compared, 

6a -, date discussed, 2b -, Gita Govinda’s radical 

departures from, 62, -, Gita Govinda departing in 

sequence of events from, 2b -, format discussed, 6b -, 

illustrations from Gita Govinda in Prince of Wales Museum 

compared with, 72 -. Krsna depicted as decorating 

feet of Radha with lac, 66 -, less sophisticated than 

Caurapancdsikd style, 72 -, more sensitive than Caura- 

panedsikd style, 72 -, not an isolated phenomenon, 10a 

-, painting style compared with similar ms. from Gujarat, 

4b -, pictorial characteristics of, 48 -, style of Laur 

Chanda group of painting compared with, 6a -, stylistic 

characteristic of 6a, 72 -, stylistic differences with the 

Prince of Wales Museum set, 72-, text modelled on Java- 

deva’s Gita Govinda, 2b -, thematically illustrations 
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vaguely related to text, 4a-, vivacious figure of Radha in, 

74 -, warmth missing in Prince of Wales Museum set, 74 

Jaur ms. of Gita Govinda, costumes closer to Balagopalastuti, 

12a -, distinct from Caurapahcasikd group, 10b -, 

general accession details in the National Museum, lb -, 

gist of Gita Govinda of Jayadeva, 37a -, the farther eye 

integral to the face in, lib -, Western Indian Gita 

Govinda series compared with, 10b 

Jaur ms. style, popular in other parts of Rajasthan, 10b 

Jaur text, the painter quite faithful to the, 62 

Jawalia, B.M., NagarT transcript worked out by, lb 

Jayadeva, an. of Gila Govinda, 15b, 37a, 62 

jhdhkl, s.a., dramatic presentation of tableaux, 3a 

jhdhkl, s.a., a glimpse, 3a, 36b 

jhdfikl, tableaux recreation of a dramatic movement by, 54 -, 

tableaux-like presentation, 4a 

jhdhkl type of presentation, 3a, 4b 

journey of Krsna, effective portrayal of the, 19b 

K 

kadamba tree, portrayal of, 31b 

Kalki, one of the ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a, 40 

Kalpasutra, marginal figures of, 12a 

Kama, s.a., cupid, moon beams compared to the arrows of, 21b 

Kangra, s.a., Kangra School of painting, 5b 

Kangra Gita Govinda, 5b 

Kankorali, Gita Govinda set hailing from, 9a 

Karl J. Khandalavala, au. of ‘Leaves from Rajsthan’, 11b -, 

opinions of, 5a, 5b, 11a, 72 

Kavipriyd, dated ms. of, 5b 

Khazanchi collection of paintings, Sarasvatl pat a belongs to the, 21a 

KTratadasa, painter of Jaur ms., 2b, 37a 

Kishangarh, s.a., Kishangarh school of painting, 5b 

Kishangarh Gita Govinda, 5b 

kokila-pahcama-raga, Gita Govinda echoing in, 23a 

Krsna, 3a, 4ab, 16ab, 18ab, 19ab, 23a, 25b, 27ab, 28ab, 29b, 31a, 33a, 

44, 48, 50 56, 64, 72, 74 -, accepting a message from 

sakhl, 21b, -•, accompanied by a parrot and peacock, 18a 
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-, asking pardon, 28a -, cows accompanying, 31a-, 

decorating feet of Radha with lac, 66 -, depicted as 

winning over Radha, 19b —-—, depiction of the journey of, 

8a -, depiction of standing solitary and expectant, 19b 

-, described as binding the gopls in love, 16b -, sakhl 

entreating, 25a -, eternal companion of Radha, 24b 

-handing over garland to Radha, 37b -, locked in 

Radha’s arms, 36a -, moved back towards, 27a -, one 

of the ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a, 40 -, painting feet 

of Radha -, 33b -, pensive mood of, 21a, -, play¬ 

ing flute in a dance pose, 21b -, praise by Radha of, 33b 

-, Radha entreating, 33b -, Radha repeating the 

name of, 22a, 35a --, sakhl conveying to Radha the 

anguish of, 28a -, sakhl requesting, 31b -, sakhl 

persuading, 23a-, sakhl scolding, 23b-, seated against 

dark-blue background wearing yellow dhoti, 46 -, seated 

and touching forehead of Radha, 19b -, singing and 

dancing with gopls, 16b -, sitting alone, 30b -, sitting 

bewildered and lonely, 25b, sitting on banks of Yamuna, 31 

-, sitting on throne, 37 -, two cows flanking, 23a 
Krsna, deity, 15a 

Krsna, s.a., avatdra of Kamadeva, 34a 

Krsna and cowherd scene, dress in Balagopalastuti series noticed 
in, 7a 

Krsna and his dalliance with other women, complaining Radha 

meditates upon, 29b 

Krsna and Radha, embrace scene of, 16a, 62 

Krsna and sakhl, anxious conversation of, 29a, 31a, 34b _, 

playing polo, 48 

Krsna approaching Radha, 26a 

Krsna surrounded by innumerable maidens, Radha imagines, 32b 

Krsna talking with a cowherd, depiction of, 35b 

Krsna with another sakhl, in an animated movement of dance, 29b 

Krsna with other gopls, Radha imagines, 29b -, in spring-time, 

17b -, spring-time dance of, 46 

Krsna’s humility, passionate embrace replaces, 33b 

Krsna’s face, red with colour, 17b 

Krsna’s flute, enchantment of, 44 

Krsna’s hair, compared to fluttering naga, 17b 



Krsna’s love play with other women, Radha imagines, 29b 

Krsna’s playing on flute, 31a 

Krsna’s wanton ways, Radha complains to sakhi of, 46 

Krsnadatta, au. of Gltagoplpati, 11a 

Kulhadar group, a term used by Khandalavala to denote a series 

of painting, lib 

Kulkarni, V.M., au., 11a 

Kumar Sangram Singh, collection of Gila Govinda with, 5a 

kuhcita, a technical term of the art of dance, 17a 

Kurma, one of the ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a 

L 

Laghu Sangrahanlsutra, wk., costume of dancers compared with, 12a 

Languages: Apabhrarnsa, 2b: AvadhT, 42; early Gujarati, 2b; Guja¬ 

rati, lb; MewarT, 42 

large blank sections, treatment of space in 15th century painting 

not evincing, 20a 

lala of medieval Hindi poetry, symbolic use of, 70 

lalita-lavahga-latd, bhdvas based on, 16b 

Laur Chanda, Jaur ms. compared with, lib -, group. 10a -, of 

paintings, Jaur ms. style abandoned by, 6a, 9b 

L. D Institute, Ahmedabad, Parsvanatha-PadmavatT vastrapata 

housed in, 9a -, text of Manahka published by, 11a 

light blue to a deeper blue, eyes depicted by 9b 

llld, 15a, krlda, Radha and Krsna indulge in, 19a. -, ndtaka, 

dramatic recital in northern India, 4b 

linear draughtsmanship, abandoned by contemporary schools, 10b-, 

elongation suggested by, 8b-. Jaur ms. evinces continuity 

of. 10b 

linear drawing figures, characteristics compared, 4b 

linear perspective, group of cows communicate, 7b -, and space, 

sense of, 19b 

lines drawn with freedom. Jaur ms. known for, 46 

lion, decorative and symbolic motif, 70 ——, motif most effectively 

used, 70 -, slim waist of Radha compared to, 70 

loaded imagery of text, pictures unrelated to, 25a 

locale, fish in the river establishing, 8a 

loneliness, captured through agitated movements, 32a 

longing for one another, unequal division of sections emphasises, 30b 

Lord Krsna, deity, 36a 

M 

Mahdpurdna, Digambar Naya Mandir preserves, I lb, 12a -, 

Jaur ms. style emerges from, 9a, 10b -, lady dressed in 

skirt in the, 12a -, river spreading across in a diagonal, 

12b 

Maharaja of Jaipur Collection of Glia Govinda, closer in style to 

Malwa idiom, 5b, 11a -, date discussed, 5b 

Maharaja of Kankorali Collection of Gita Govinda, date discussed, 

5b -, Jaur ms. compared with, 5a -, stylistically same 

as N. C. Mehta Collection. 5a -, belonging to Rajasthani 

style of painting, 5a, 8b 

major breakthrough in the use of colours, in accordance with the 

mood of the theme, 46 

Malwa, co., 10a -, idiom, Maharaja of Jaipur Gita Govinda set 

closer to, 5b 

male character, no reference in Jaur text to, 35b 

Manahka, commentator of Gita Govinda, 3b 

Matsya, one of the ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a 

mauve, unique to the Javar ms., 50 

Mazmudar, M.R., au. of illustrated ms. of Bdlagopdlastuti, 12ab —-—, 

ed. earliest Gujarati series on Gita Govinda, 3b, 5a, llab 

meeting of lovers, screen held by sakhi delicately suggests, 26a 

metaphors, drawn from many sources, 23a -, and similies, conceits 

of medieval poetry constituting, 34a 

metrical pattern of Mrdulavikrldita, depiction of a idrdula 

symbolises, 70 

Mewar, co., I la -, Painting, a Lalit Kala publication, 5b -, 

version of Gita Govinda, 2b 

MewarT-Bagari version, Krsna’s spring-time dance based, on, 42 

Miracle plays of Mathura, wk., 11a 

misreading of Sanskrit text, intermediary meeting as a result of. 62 

Mithila, work based on Gita Govinda appear in, 3b 

moda-mahgala, s.a., loving dalliance, 15a 

Mohana, s.a., Krsna, 21b 

monotony, different background as a device to break, 40 
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mood, created by cows as supporting motifs, 7b -, created in 

pictorial terms, 26a-, of expectancy, dark blue of Krsna’s 

body and blue of dhoti, reinforce, 64 -, of gay abandon, 

Krsna seen with a gopl in, 66 -, of the literary piece, 

many variations introduce, 66 -,. of the theme, the use 

of colour determined by, 46 --, of the twelfth prabandha 

of Gita Govinda, captured by the bhava, 37b 

Moti Chandra, au., of Mahdpurana of Digambar Naya Mandir, 21b 

-, au. of Mewar Painting, lib -, au. of Western 

Indian Painting, 12b -, opinion of, 72 -, opinion on 

the N. C. Mehta Collection Gita Govinda, 5b -, opinion 

on the National Museum Gita Govinda folios, 5a -, 

opinion on Raja Navalgarh Gita Govinda, 5b 

movement, the fluttering of scarves and tassels of sakhl communicate, 

48-, Krsna leaning forward towards sakhl communicative 

of, 48 -, of animals, clearly sketched outline achieves, 7b 

-, of arm, Bdlagopdlastuti compared for, 8b -, of 

dancers, reminiscent of Gujarat paintings, 6a 

mrdahga, a musical instrument, 17a 

musical forms, comparative study of, 72 

N 

Nanda, foster father of Krsna, 15b 

Narasirhha, one of the ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a 

N.C. Mehta, au., lib -, au. of an article on Gita Govinda, 11a 

-, opinion on the date of Gita Govinda in his collection, 

5b-, collection, Gita Govinda ms. in, 9a, 50-, housed 

in Gujarat Society Museum, 5a, 11 ——, style of, 5a -, 

Jaur ms. compared with, 5a 

nataka, based on Gita Govinda, 2b 

National Museum, details of Jaur ms. in the general accession register 

of the, 2a -, two Gita Govinda folios, 5a, 8b, 9a, 1 lb, 72 

-, date discussed, 5a 

ndyika-bhedas, s.a., classification of heroines on the basis of moods, 4a 

Nezv Documents of Indian Paintings, wk. by Moti Chandra and 

Karl Khandalavala, 72 

night, dark blue background suggestive of, 52 

Norman Brown, ed. of Vasanta Vilasa, lib 

notes of kokila, intensifying anguish of Radha, 29b 
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o 

ochre, pastel effect characterised by the use of, 9b 

odhanis (transparent), indicative of painting skill, 74 

optical perspective, greater justice done by the painter of Jaur ms. 

to the, 50 

Orissa, co., 6a-, works based on Gita Govinda appear in, 3b-, 

dramatic presentation of Gita Govinda in prose prevalent 

in, 4a 

Orissan palm-leaf mss., erotic scenes emerge from, 70 

ornaments, Jaur ms. compared to Western Indian Painting, 6b 

outdoor and indoor scenes, use of different colours characterise, 48 

outer composure, posture reflecting, 64 

outlines clearly sketched, rythms achieved by, 7b 

oval face, Western Vaisnava painting compared form, 8b 

overcrowding of the painting of Gujarat, absent in Jaur ms., 6a 

P 

Pahari School of Painting, s.a., BasohlT, 70 

painter, perfect mastery over medium of, 20b -, non-slavish in 

approach, 44 

painting on Vaisnava themes in Gujarat, 35b 

Palhanpura, place name, 3b 

Pahcatantra, style, Jaur ms. style emerges from, 10b, 12b 

Parasurama, one of the ten avatdras of Visnu. 16a, 40 

Parimoo Ratan, au., 11a 

pdrsvakranta, a pose of dance, 35a, 

ParSvanatha-PadmavatT vatsrapata, style compared, 9a 

pastel shades, Jaur ms. noted for, 72 

passage of time, change in background colours, 31, 48 -, 

juxtaposition of colours, 17b, 26b, 62 -, suggested by 

diagonal Yamuna and stylised tree, 20b 

pastoral scene, depiction of, 34b 

peacock, Radha blankly staring at, 74 

pictorial harmony, juxtaposition of blue and pink suggests, 17b 

pindibandha, a technical term of dance, 17a 

Plyusa Laharl, wk., 4a, 11a 

pointed nose. Western paintings compare, 4b, 8b 



Polo playing, Krsna and sakhi depicted, 48 

portrayal of emotions, 28 
portrayal of eye-brows and eyes, artist captures drama by changes 

in the, 29a 
purusarupa, a lady behaving like a male, 85b -, Radha, Krsna 

bound by, 35b 

primary colours, tonality and shades of, 60 

Prince of Wales Museum, Gita Govinda set in the, 4b, 9a, 72 

-, coli pattern with Devasano Pado ms. compared, 12a 

proud and unrelenting Radha, depicted sitting, 34b 

prose style, conventions of medieval poetry invoked to make effective, 

27a 

R 

Radha, 6b, 16ab, 18ab, 19ab, 21b, 23a, 25ab, 26a, 27b, 28ab, 30a, 

34b, 46, 48, 56, 64, 66, 68, and 72 -adorning against a 

mirror, 68 —*—, arranging bed excited by, 26b -, com¬ 

pared to a gardener of flower beds, 28b -, to a golden 

creeper, 4a -, to the setting sun and waning moon, 54 

-, dress in mood of desperation, 24a, 29a -, frail con¬ 

dition of, 31b. -, literally places feet on the figure of 

Krsna, 68 -, lovelorn state of, 21b-, purusarupa, 

binding Krsna, 35b -, lovely proud and unrelenting, 

29ab, 34b -, suspicious of, 32b -, swooning of, 19a 

-, talking to a parrot, 18a -, with a snake, 66 

Radha’s ear-ring, portrayed through dots and specks, 46, . feet, 

Krsna offered to paint with dye, 33b -, humanity in 

supplication, 70-, lack of response, 34b-, merger with 

Krsna, compared to fish immersing in water, 28b-, mood 

recreated by peacock, 74-, tilaka, portrayed through dots 

and specks, 46 -, waist, slimmer than elephant, 34a 

RadhajT, s.a., Radha, 15a 
Radha with a garland, depiction of expectantly waiting,^ 34b 

Rai Krishnadasa, au. of an illustrated ms. of Laur Chanda, lib 

Raja of Navalgarh Collection of Gita Govinda, date discussed, 5b 

Rajasthan, co., 3b, lOab -, wks. based on Gita Govinda appearing 

in, 3b 
Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, at Udaipur, lb 

Rajasthani style, Gita Govinda series of, 5a, 10b 

Razmanama, tiara compared from, 74 

Rama, one of the ten avatdras of Visnu, 16a, 40 

Rahgatildnataka of Sri Bhagavan GovindajI, glimpse of, 36b 

Rana Kumbha, au. of Rasikapriya, 3a, 11a 

rare sensitivity, to colour and movement, 50 

rasa of Vrndavana, described in the style of Srimad-Bhdgavatam, 18a 

Rasikapriya, au. Rana Kumbha, 11a 

Ratan Parimoo, Early Rajasthani paintings published by, 5a, 12b 

ratibandha, s.a., erotic scenes of Orissan palm leaf mss., 70 

red, restraint in use of, 52 

red and blue, Jaina paintings characterised by, 9b 

red halo of Krsna balanced against pink sari of Radha, 40, -, red 

sari of gopis and Radha, 44, 50 -, symbolism repeated, 70 

red sari of Radha, symbolism repeated, 70 

regional dramatic forms, comparative study of, 72 

relaxed sitting position, absent in early Western Indian paintings, 46 

repetition, painter never committed, 66 

rigid conventions, painter breaking, 21a 

ritikdla, style of Hindi poetry full of ornate elaboration, 3a 

river, dividing line for different moods, 8a 

rupaka, Piyusa Lahari called by the au. as., 11a 

rhythm, communicated by a pair of cows, 7b -, of waves semi¬ 

circular pattern suggestive of, 8a 

S 

Sakhi, 3a, 4ab, 6b. 18ab, 19ab, 21b, 22b. 23a, 24b. 25b, 28b. 29. 31b. 

33a, 34a, 50, 56, 58, 60, 64, 72, 74 -, drying her garment, 

26a -, gaze of a surprised, 21a -, giving a message of 

Radha, 34b -, in a playful mood, 19b -, happy on 

union of Radha and Krsna, 26a -, portrait of Radha 

held by, 54 -., preparing sandal-paste for Radha, 56 -, 

pulling the scarf of Krsna, 64 -, soft pink used for, 56 

-, sporting with Krsna, 29a 

Sakhis, group of, 54-, another woman carried on shoulders by, 23b 

—, costume and coiffure of, 21a -, surrounding Krsna, 

23a 

sambhoga srhgara, a kind of sentiment of love, 4a 

SaraswatT Bhandara, Gita Govinda set in, 5a, 11a 
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Sarasvati pata of Khazanchi Collection, costume of sakhis compared 

to the marginal figures of, 21a 

Sardulavikridita, name of a metre, 70 

sari, Balagopdlastuti compared for draping pattern of, 12a-, loose 

and flowing, Jaur ms. noted for, 7a -, of sakhl in red, 60 

sarga, div. of Jayadeva’s Gita Govinda, 2a 

school of painting, early Rajasthani, 6b 

screen, suggestive of meeting of lovers and walking away of sakhl, 26a 

sense, of agitation, varying shades of blue communicate, 52 -, of 

freedom, 8b -, of movement, groups of cows convey, 7b 

-, of perspective, 4b, 7b -, restraint of posture reflect¬ 

ing, 64-, of space, Balagopdlastuti compared, 6a-, of 

tension, turning away and opposed movement convey, 25b 

-, of waiting and longing for Radha, 8a -, of theatre, 

factors contributing to evoke, 54 

separation of lovers, depiction of, 27a 

sequential relationship of the text, painter does not strictly follow, “153 

Shah Umakant P. au., 12a-, courtesy of, 11a-, opinion of, lb 

shapes of trees, variations discussed, 50 

short dhoti and head-dress, 7a 

shorts of dancers, Jaina tradition linked by, 7a 

similies and metaphors, sakhi’s narration loaded with, 28b -, in 

intensity not portrayed, 24a 

Siva-liiiga, pujd offered by Radha, 23a 

sky on top, division of space into, 74 

soft colours, in accordance with mood, 56 

solaha srhgdra, complete adornment of a lady, 33b 

space, differentiated by the use of different colours, 21b -, freer 

use of, 9b -, three leaves from Rajasthan compared 

for, 10a 

space dividers, trees serve as, 6b 

spatial area, Gujarati Vaisnava painting compared for, lib ——, 

arrangements, breaking the formal conventions of, 9b -, 

demarcation, 4b -, divisions, Jaur ms. evinces continuity 

of, 10b 

squat treatment of figures. Western Vaisnava School compared, 8b 

Sri Bhagavan, s.a., Krsna, 15ab 

SrT Bhagavan, GovindajT, Rahgalild ndtaka of, 36b 

Sri Bhagavan Govinda Rahgalild ndtaka, based on Gita Govinda, 2b 
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SrT Hari, s.a., Krsna, 18b, 19a 

Sri JT, s.a., Krsna, 19a 

Sri Krsna, 15b, 22a 

Sri Radha, 15b 

sritakamala verses, order reversed, 16a 

stance and posture, successful use of, 60 

state of expectant waiting, conveyed by Krsna’s face, 21a 

stone inscription of Maharaja Sarangadeva Vagela of Anhilpattan, 11a 

stripes of the dhoti of Krsna and sakhl, dull brick-red verging on 

pink, 9b 

style, three leaves from Rajasthan prove the popularity of Jaur, 10a 

-, Jaur ms. compared in, 6a-, of writing, three leaves 

compared for, 10a 

stylised trees, scenes differentiated by, 18a -, an impasse in the 

quarrel of divine lovers suggested by, 29a 

stylised Yamuna, Caurapahcdsikd characteristic, 72 

supporting motif, cows used for, 7b 

svastika pose, Radha grasping a tree in, 25a 

symmetry, new sense of, 9b 

symphony of colour, Jaur Gita Govinda presents, 40 

T 

tala, Gita Govinda imitations indicate, 3b 

text and illustrations, general co-ordination of, 35a 

thicker brush strokes, Jaur ms. noted for, 8b, 9b, 46 

three-fourths face, Jaur ms. depicts, 72 

three leaves of Gita Govinda from Rajasthan, Jaur ms. identical in 

format and style, 10a, 10b 

tiara of Krsna, tiara in Mughal paintings compared, 74 

tight coll, characteristic of Western Indian School, 7a 

tightly draped sari, marginal figures of Devasano Pado known for, 12a 

tilaka of Radha, portrayed with dots and specks, 46 

tonality of colours, 50, 60 

Tortoise, one of the ten avataras of Visnu, 40 

transparent odhanis, Caurapahcdsikd group noted for, 72 

treatment of space, 19b, 20 

trees, as dividers, 74 -, different shapes of, 50 -, static and 

vertical, 7b, 29a-, used for encasing figures, 12a, 66-, 



and bushes, outline through dots and specks, 48-, and 

foliage, area demarcated by, 7b 

triangular section, Yamuna suggested by, 66 

trunk of palm-tree, painting skill in, 74 

two folios of Gita Govinda in National Museum, 5a, 9a, 11a 

two sakhls in animated conversation, 20b 

U 

Udaipur, tn., 2b 

Udaipur Museum Gita Govinda set, 5a, 9a 

Udaipur Sarasvatl Bhandar ms., 5b 

ultramarine, pastel effect of, 9b 

urdhvajdnu movement, a technical term of dance, 17a 

uromandalahasta, a technical term of dance, 17a 

Uttar Pradesh, co., 11a 

use of colour, innovative spirit noticed in, 9b-, mood determining 

the, 46 

use of extended eye, style compared, 4b 

use of paper, composition more free by the, 8b 

V 

Vamana, one of the ten incarnations of Visnu, 16a 

Varaha, one of the ten avatdras of Visnu, 40 

Vaisnava Bdlagopdlastuti, s.a., early Western Indian, 9b 

Vaisnava Gujarati Paintings, article by Mazmudar, 12a-. Jaur 

ms. compared, 6ab, 7a, 8a, 12b 

Vaisnava themes, Western Indian paintings on, 48 

variety in background, same folio offering a great, 9b 

Vasanta Vilasa, wk., 6b, lib 

vastrapata, creative use of farther eye in, 9a 

Vatsyayan, Kapila, au. illustrated ms. of Gita Govinda from 

Mewar, lib 

Venugopala, one of the avatdras of Visnu, 40 

VisvabharatT, mss. of imitation of Gita Govinda housed in, 11a 

W 

walking away, suggested by a screen, 26a 

Western Gujarat School, s.a., Apabhramsa school, 10b 

Western Indian, Jaina School of painting, 3a, 7a 

Western Indian Jaina Miniatures, 8a 

Western Indian Painting, Bdlagopdlastuti belonging to, 8b-, 

departures from, 46 -■, Jaur ms. compared, 6b 

Western Indian Jaina themes, 7a, 72 

Western Indian school, extent of, 9a 

Western Indian school, s.a., Apabhramsa, 72 

Western Indian style, Gita Crovinda series belonging to, 10b 

Western Kalpasutra paintings, s.a., early Western Indian, 9b 

Western school, s.a., Gujarat school of Vaisnava painting, 8b 

Y 

Yamuna, ri., 8a, 15a, 18b. 19b, 23a, 27b, 33a, 64, 68 -, fish in, 64 

-, suggested by a diagonal, 18b, 25b -, triangular 

-, section suggesting, 8a, 56, 66 

yellow, absence of, 52 -, background, colour matching the dhoti 

of Krsna in other section, 46. 
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